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Abstract
The increasing penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs) has posed
challenges to the distribution system operator (DSO) from the operation and
regulatory point of view. High penetration of DERs could have negative impacts on the performance of the distribution grid, and depending on the regulatory framework, the DSO’s remuneration as well. In liberalized electrical
systems, the focus on promoting efficiency has led to the implementation of
an incentive-based regulation that exerts additional pressure on the DSOs to
reduce costs. Additionally, the European Parliament Directive 2009/72/EC
establishes a regulatory unbundling among the distribution, production, and
retailing activities within the same vertically integrated electric utility.
A way of helping the DSO to cope with the posed challenges is by providing
it with flexibility. This flexibility can be acquired from the planning stage, and
later be used during the system operation. This flexibility can stem from the
DSO’s ability to exert control on the demand and the supply side to balance
the system and correct its operational state.
Based on the European DSOs’ current situation at facing the increasing
penetration of DERs, this thesis investigates in non-wired flexible grid tools to
solve the distribution network expansion problem. The investigation focuses
on flexibility providers, in particular on energy storage systems and hydropower, and also on capacity mechanisms to translate the capacity from DERs
into the grid’s capacity for planning purposes.
Given that the share of renewable sources among the DERs is increasing,
and considering the importance of energy storage systems in providing flexibility to balance renewable energy production, the effort has been turned on
to developing a hydropower model and a generic storage model that fit both
planning and operational studies.

i

Given the need for gearing the DERs’ behavior into the DSO’s decisionmaking process during the planning and operational timescales, the design and
implementation of a distribution capacity mechanism have been developed.
The design of the capacity mechanism has been conceived considering its
integration within the distribution network expansion problem.
The outcomes of this thesis can be synthesized as follows: 1) A generic
hydraulic/storage model provided with an equivalent marginal cost that aids
in considering the impact of present decisions in the future costs. 2) A marketoriented distribution capacity mechanism that gears DERs and the DSOs to
benefit mutually. 3) A distribution network expansion planning formulation
that integrates the capacity resource from DERs through the distribution
capacity mechanism.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background

The distribution system is a natural monopoly [1]. It is regulated in terms of
access, pricing, performance, and other aspects that may vary according to
country or region. Nowadays, most European member states’ distribution system operators (DSOs) operate under a non-discriminatory open access scheme
with an incentive-based remuneration. Another regulatory aspect that is pertinent to the DSOs within the European Union (EU), is the unbundling of
generation, transmission, distribution, and retailing activities within the same
vertical undertaking [2]. This unbundling promotes fair access and competition conditions, for instance, to distributed energy resources (DERs).
DERs have grown within the distribution system due to environmental,
commercial, and regulatory drivers [3]. DERs include renewable sources and
more efficient new technologies which reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Despite the economy of scale and the increment of the heat loss to unit size
ratio, DERs improved designs, and modernized control systems make them
competitive compared to larger generators [4]. The presence of DERs at the
distribution level, closer to the load centers, has the possibility to reduce the
variability at the interface between the transmission and the distribution system; it also has the potential to reduce the need of large transmission circuits.
Additionally, the uncertainties and risks associated with a competitive market
environment may play against investments in large generation projects at the
transmission level and favor investments in small generation projects at the
distribution level where the risk is proportionally small [3].
1
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The increased penetration of DERs has also brought technical and financial
challenges that need to be solved [3].
Among DERs, there is a share of variable renewable energy (VRE) sources.
One of the challenges posed by the VREs, due to the weather dependency of
their production and their intermittent behavior, is to coordinate them with
the actual system consumption. The VREs behavior affects the distribution
grid by creating undesired operational scenarios, for instance, reversed flow
congestions and overvoltages. Besides, a high density of single-phase renewable production on the consumer side of the meter can unbalance the system’s
currents and voltages and deteriorate its power quality [5].
DSO’s operational expenditures (OPEX) are increased. A high density
of DERs makes the operational losses to increase. It also increases the operation and maintenance costs of the control system, protection system, and
power quality mitigation equipment required. The DSO’s capital expenditures
(CAPEX) increases too. Most EU member states have implemented shallow
connection charges (direct connection cost) to host new DERs. Under shallow
charges, the DSO is responsible for paying for any upstream upgrade needed
to make the connection. Under such circumstances, an incentive-based regulation exerts additional pressure on the DSO to reduce costs.
There is a distinction between the way the distribution systems were managed before and how they are sought to be managed after the DERs penetration. On the one hand, a passive network management approach (or fit
and forget approach) did not differentiate between the types of customers and
reinforced the grid according to peak net power. At handling the increasing
penetration of DERs, the passive network approach is inflexible, costly, and
in the long run, financially unsustainable for the DSO. On the other hand, an
active network approach acknowledges the challenges brought by the DERs
to the distribution grid. Aided by information and communications technology (ICT), the DSO can make efficient use of the distribution capacity. This
approach requires the active involvement of both consumers and producers
during the operation and planning of the distribution network [6].
The main issue behind the technical, financial, and regulatory challenges
described before is the integration of renewable resources, or in general, the
integration of distributed energy resources. Regarding integration of DERs,
an overview of the recent efforts to integrate VREs into the smart grid towards
a 100% renewable system, with focus on the ICT requirements is presented
in [7]. A review of the congestion management methods for distribution networks with high penetration of DERs is presented in [8]. A review on demand response (DR) as a source of flexibility to integrate VREs, including a
2
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cost-benefit assessment structure for DR implementation is presented in [9].
The regulatory aspects of the integration of renewable energy generation in
Sweden, Germany, and Denmark are analyzed in [10]. An assessment of the
involvement of energy storage towards a 100% VRE scenario, considering the
influence of the storage size and efficiency, is done in [11]. An optimal network reconfiguration algorithm to minimize losses considering the penetration
of DERs is developed in [12]. A regulation resource planning methodology to
provide distribution flexibility services is presented in [13]. A distribution
system expansion model, considering flexibility from electric vehicles parking
lots, is presented in [14]. A day-ahead and intraday market approach integrating renewable production through virtual power plants (VPPs) providing
congestion management services to the DSO is presented in [15]. It is evident
there is no shortage of literature on the subject of integration of DERs, yet
a unified network planning outlook that brings together the principal actors
namely, the DERs, the DSO, and the regulation, in the pursuit of capacity
and flexibility, to effectively integrate DERs, is a new slant missing from the
state of the art.

1.2

Motivation

The shift from fossil fuels power production to renewable energy resources
pursues to reduce the CO2 (carbon dioxide) and SOx (sulfur oxide) emissions
and make available alternative sources of energy to address scarcity in the
future.
According to the European Parliament Directive 2009/28/EC [16], article
3(1), since all member states have different renewable energy potentials, each
member state shall ensure to comply with their national target of renewable
energy by 2020 to guarantee that the entire Community comply with a 20%
share of renewable sources over the final gross consumption. According to the
2018 report of the international panel on climate change (IPCC), penetration
targets have been established across several countries worldwide to meet an
estimated goal of 52–58 GtCO2eq yr-1 after 2030, and to avoid reaching 1.5
◦
C of global warming above pre-industrial levels. It is estimated that such
a goal can be met through an overall reduction of 45% of the greenhouse
gas emissions in 2030 compared to the levels in 2010 [17]. It is clear that
the integration of renewable energy resources into the electrical infrastructure
plays a decisive role in achieving the mentioned above global warming goal.
On the electrical system side, smart grid technologies and strategies are
being developed to achieve coherence at an operational and financial level,
3
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and interoperability between the stakeholders within the distribution system,
despite exogenous conditions such as the weather or the regulation. A smart
grid also acknowledges the challenge behind the integration of VREs due to
their stochastic and intermittent behavior.
The primary motivation behind this work is to address the financial and
technical challenges faced by the DSOs at hosting an increasing penetration
of DERs and pave the way towards a 100% renewable system.

1.3

Objective

Along these lines, this thesis pursues to define a smart grid planning contrivance to translate DERs capacity into grid capacity and facilitate their
integration in the lead time as flexibility providers. The flexibility service can
provide congestion management, voltage support, and consequently defer investment in grid reinforcements. The investment deferral can help to reduce
costs and guarantee the DSO a proper remuneration under an incentive-based
regulation and without failing to comply with the unbundling rules.

1.4

Approach

This work followed an ex-ante/ex-post approach to find a technically sound
proposal to achieve the goal mentioned above. The approach is as described
below:
Ex-ante Approach
1. To review the impact of DERs penetration on the distribution system.
2. To consider the current EU directives linked to the distribution system.
3. To investigate tools oriented to bring together DERs and the DSOs in
the distribution planning context, in agreement with the current EU
directive.
4. To study on flexible DERs, particularly on energy storage systems and
hydropower, which are candidates to provide flexibility to deal with the
renewable production uncertainty and intermittency.
The previous activities led to the following ex-post approach:
4
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Ex-post Approach
1. Based on the operational limitations [5] and the regulatory limitations
[18] posed by the increasing penetration of DERs: to devise and propose
a financial mechanism between the DSO and DERs’ owners, to coordinate them during operation and increase the DSO’s flexibility in terms
of grid capacity.
2. Based on the capacity market mechanisms found in [19] and [20]: to
devise and propose a planning structure to bring them to the fore of the
distribution network expansion problem.
3. Given that the availability of capacity resources for the DSO depends
on the willingness of DERs’ owners to participate, then, a study on the
profitability of providing capacity services is required.
4. Given that the market mechanisms found were not conceived to be embedded into the grid layout optimization problem, a new design for a
capacity mechanism that is compatible with the distribution network
expansion problem (DNEP) is needed.
5. Since no planning methodology considers the capacity provision from
DERs as a planning resource procured through a market mechanism, it
is required to formulate a planning model that matches the distribution
capacity mechanism (DCM) proposed to discover the benefits for the
DSO at implementing it.

1.5

Scope

This thesis work focuses on the developments proposed in the previous section.
The scope of these developments is as follows:
1. A study of regulatory, financial, and operational aspects that
tie together the DSO and DERs. This is an assessment based on a
literature review whose findings are described in [21], which also introduces the idea of a distribution capacity contract that can be embedded
within the distribution expansion formulation.
2. The development of a model for hydropower and energy storage
systems as possible flexibility providers. The hydropower equivalent model developed in [22] provides a platform that allows to model
5
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energy storage systems (ESSs) as well. The idea is to exploit the similarities that arise between an ESS and a reservoir-type hydropower system
when an abstraction based on the accumulation of energy is made. A
generic storage model as presented in [23] allows assigning a marginal
cost to the use of the storage when solving the short-term schedule of
energy. The marginal cost is obtained from a long-term schedule of energy. The same general model, either for hydropower or storage, can be
used for long-term energy planning studies. Under the assumption that
the regulatory entity recognizes ESSs as a grid component, the DSO
could consider the use of ESSs as a planning resource within the grid
expansion problem.
3. A study to evaluate the capacity contract profitability to DERs’
owners. This assessment takes into consideration a VPP that considers
different combinations of resources to comply with the capacity contract
[24]. The study assumes uncertainty on the VPP production and the
real-time DSO capacity request. Also, it has been supposed that the
VPP has been already granted a capacity contract with the DSO.
4. The development of a financial tool/market mechanism that
attracts DERs to interact with the DSO during operation and
planning. This development comprises the definition of the main design elements of a capacity market mechanism which are: the buying
side, the selling side, the level of centralization, the lead time, the contract duration, penalties for non-compliance, the product definition, and
guidelines for pricing of the products. This is an assessment based on
the literature review findings and is described in [25] and [26].
5. The development of a planning model that considers the financial tool/market mechanism as a planning resource that
increases the distribution grid controllability during operation.
This endeavor targets a planning model for hosting the capacity market
mechanism design. A convex optimization model for the distribution
network expansion problem based on [27] is used as a testbed for the
distribution capacity mechanism. The planning model developed is a deterministic static planning model that considers the expansion of radial
distribution networks using traditional reinforcements, e.g., substation
transformer size selection, conductor size selection, and also considers
siting and sizing of static compensation. Besides, the planning model
considers the distribution capacity mechanism as a planning resource to
defer investment in traditional reinforcements.
6
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1.6

Contributions

The following are the contributions of this thesis work:
Regarding capacity providers
1. A hydropower equivalent model [22] that serves for both operation and
planning purposes. The model provides an equivalent marginal cost that
allows its treatment as if it were a thermal unit, which facilitates the
decision-making process from the dispatch viewpoint.
2. A generic storage model [23] that can be used to represent different
storage technologies and provides a marginal cost for the use of storage
solutions, facilitating its coordination in strategic scheduling problems.
The model can be used for operational and planning studies.
3. A stochastic profit assessment of a virtual power plant providing capacity services [24]. The scheduling model implemented both the hydro
equivalent model and the generic storage model.
Regarding capacity mechanisms
1. A planning structure considering distribution capacity contracts [21] as
an alternative planning resource to defer in traditional grid reinforcements.
2. A Distribution capacity mechanism design for distribution planning purposes [25]. The mechanism allows the interaction between the DSO and
DERs without breaking the current unbundling rules established in the
EU member states regulation.
3. A mathematical model of the distribution capacity mechanism for its integration within the distribution network expansion problem [26]. The
formulation of the DNEP including the model of the distribution capacity mechanism.
Figure 1.1 shows the structure of the research undertaken in this thesis. From left to right, the arrows symbolize the order in which the different
subjects of this work have been connected. The common thread used for
connecting these subjects is the power system’s flexibility, represented by the
green segmented line. The figure is enclosed within a box that represents the
regulatory conditions set by the EU directive, that has been used as a legal
framework of this thesis work.
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1.7

Structure of the Thesis

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the
concept of flexibility and its importance to the distribution system. Chapter 3
presents the regulatory status of the distribution systems within the EU and
its view about flexibility on planning and operation of the distribution system.
Chapter 4 presents two models of flexibility providers, a hydropower equivalent
model, and a generic storage model. Chapter 5 presents a distribution capacity
mechanism design. Chapter 6 presents the distribution capacity mechanism
implementation within the DNEP. Chapter 7 presents a discussion on the
scope and limitations of the studies performed. The conclusions, review of
the findings, future work, and open issues are presented in Chapter 8.

Figure 1.1: Structure of the Research in this Thesis.

1.8

Publications Originated From this Work

The following are the publications that originated from this work:
• Paper A [21]: Manuel Álvarez, Sarah K. Rönnberg, Rafael Cossent,
Jin Zhong, and Math H. J. Bollen. Regulatory matters affecting distribution planning with distributed generation. In 24th International
Conference & Exhibition on Electricity Distribution (CIRED), 2017.
• Paper B [22]: Manuel Álvarez, Sarah K. Rönnberg, Juán F. Bermúdez,
Jin Zhong, and Math H. J. Bollen. Reservoir-type hydropower equivalent model based on a future cost piecewise approximation. Electric
Power Systems Research, 155:184–195, 2018.
• Paper C [23]: Manuel Álvarez, Sarah K. Rönnberg, Juán F. Bermúdez,
Jin Zhong, and Math H. J. Bollen. A generic storage model based on
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a future cost piecewise-linear approximation. IEEE Transactions on
Smart Grid, 10(1):878–888, 2019.
• Paper D [24]: Manuel Álvarez, Sarah K. Rönnberg, Rafael Cossent,
Jin Zhong, and Math H. J. Bollen. Remuneration assessment of a VPP
providing distribution capacity services. In 2017 IEEE PES PowerTech
Manchester, 2017.
• Paper E [25]: Manuel Álvarez, Sarah K. Rönnberg, M. H. J. Bollen,
Pablo Frı́as, Rafael Cossent, Rabih Jabr, and Jin Zhong. A capacity
mechanism design for distribution network expansion planning. In 2018
IEEE International Conference on Environment and Electrical Engineering and 2018 IEEE Industrial and Commercial Power Systems Europe (EEEIC / I&CPS Europe), pages 1–6, 2018.
• Paper F [26]: Manuel Álvarez, Rabih Jabr, Rafael Cossent, Pablo
Frı́as, and Jin Zhong. Capacity mechanisms for distribution network expansion planning. Submitted to IEEE Transactions on Power Systems,
2019.
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Part I

Flexibility

Chapter 2

Distribution System
Flexibility
The presence of non-dispatchable variable generation of renewable nature
poses a problem for the system operator to control the state of the power
system during operation. In distribution power grids, this situation manifests
itself as feeder congestions and violations of voltage limits. The inability of
the system operator to restore the system to its normal condition during operation is due to its lack of operational flexibility. This lack of flexibility lies
in the scarcity of dispatchable generation that timely responds to adjust the
system operation according to a continually changing balance between supply
and demand. Other symptoms of the lack of flexibility can be [28]:
• Frequency excursions
• Renewable energy curtailment
• Area balance violations (which is evidenced at transmission level)
• Negative market prices
• Market price volatility

2.1

Flexibility Definition

Operational flexibility is defined as the ability of a given system to maintain feasible operation despite uncertain deviations from the nominal condi13
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tions [29]. In the power systems domain, the flexibility is defined as the ability
that a power system has to adapt itself to dynamic changes in the operational
timescale and to deploy systems resources in the planning timescale. The primary challenge to be addressed by flexibility is the impact of the VREs [30].
The power system flexibility was defined in mathematical terms by [31], to
assess the regulation and load following requirements of the California Independent System Operator (CAISO) for integrating wind generation. The
latter work implicitly described the flexibility as a set of 3-tuples conformed by
capacity, ramping, and duration, necessary to determine the regulation/load
following requirement, implementing a method known as the swinging door
compression algorithm. These tuples are required for modulating the operating point of a power plant, and as a consequence, the grid’s power flow.
In mathematical terms, and according to [32] the metrics of flexibility are
constituted by:
• The ramp rate ρ (MW/min): Generating unit maximum change in
power per unit time.
• The ramp duration δ (min): Duration requirement to achieve the shift
in power production.
• The power capacity π (MW): Production limits of the generating unit.
• The energy supplied  (MWh): Energy that needs to be available in
terms of storage or fuel.
Figure 2.1 depicts the flexibility metrics referred to the power capacity.
Only three of the previous parameters are sufficient to describe operational
flexibility. In particular, special attention is given to ρ, π, and δ, since it is
possible to define one as the integral or derivative of the other [33]:
Z
Z
ρ = π dt =  dt
(2.1)
Nonetheless, these metrics have been identified in studies performed to
address the impact of uncertainties in the design of chemical processes [34].
In order to assess the performance of a system in terms of flexibility, four
indices are defined:
• Dynamic flexibility index: It measures the ability to perform well when
moving between different operating points.
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• Steady-state flexibility index: It measures the maximum allowable deviations of the uncertain parameters from their nominal values.
• Volumetric flexibility index: It is an aggregated measure of the steadystate flexibility index.
• Temporal flexibility index: It measures the cumulative effect of disturbances in a sequence of finite time intervals.
Flexibility gears the power system features that help to achieve costeffective management of the impact of the uncertainty and variability of both
the supply and the consumption. The flexibility of a power system can be
split into layers [35]:
• What provides flexibility? The technical options available, the infrastructure or hardware. Dispatchable generation such as hydropower and
ESSs are candidates to act as flexibility providers [30].
• How it provides flexibility? The regulatory and financial frameworks.
This point will be developed further in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5.
• Who provides flexibility? The institutions, roles, and responsibilities.
The DSO and the DER owner are the two main actors involved in the
trade of flexibility services.
At the distribution level, flexibility can be obtained from different sources:
dispatchable distributed generators (DGs), ESSs, DR, and the interconnection
with the transmission system. In relation to the flexibility metrics, this thesis addresses the procurement of capacity (π) from the planning perspective,
and storage energy () from the flexibility provider perspective, specifically,
by developing models for hydropower and storage, as it will be explained in
Chapter 4.

2.2

Flexibility Timescales

This thesis explores the liaison between flexibility and distribution grid planning. Table 2.1 shows the flexibility timescales and their relationship with operation and planning studies in the power system. Very long-term flexibility
meets with the power system planning timescale. Besides, regarding flexibility
providers, the scheduling of hydraulic resources falls within the same flexibility timescale as power system planning; in Chapter 4, developments regarding
the long-term and short-term hydrothermal coordination will be explained.
15
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Flexibility
Type
Timescale
Issue

Areas of system operation
and planning

Minutes to hours
Meeting more frequent, rapid and
less
predictable
changes in the
supply and demand
balance,
system
regulation

Short-term

Medium-term

UC, scheduling, adequacy

Days to months
Addressing longer
periods of surplus
or deficit of variable
generation, mainly
driven by presence of a specific
weather system

Long-term

Months to years
Balancing seasonal
and
inter-annual
availability of variable
generation
with power demand

Very long-term

Hydro-thermal
co-ordination,
adequacy,
power
system planning

Hours to days
Determining operation schedule of
the available generation resources to
meet system conditions in hour-ahead
and day-ahead time
frame
ED for hour-ahead,
UC for day-ahead

AGC, ED, balancing real time market, regulation

Table 2.1: Power System Flexibility Timescales. Extracted from [35].
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Figure 2.1: Active Power Capacity and Flexibility Metrics [32].

2.3

Lack of Flexibility Impact

Let us detail the two most common perturbations produced by the lack of
flexibility:
Distribution System Overloading
DERs are connected closer to the consumption centers and hence the electric
current travels a shorter distance which reduces the losses. Besides, the power
import at the physical interface between the transmission system operator
(TSO) and the DSO is reduced, which consequently unloads the feeder. DERs
are beneficial to increase the system’s loadability and reduce energy losses
when production and consumption are comparable in size and coincident in
time — this situation changes when DERs’ penetration increases, and among
them, the VREs. Renewable production is highly correlated with weather
conditions that dictate wind and solar power production behavior. Scenarios
of high renewable production coincident with low consumption can lead to
reverse power flows and steep energy losses. The distribution feeder becomes
overloaded when the maximum production is bigger than the sum of the feeder
17
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loadability and the minimum consumption [5].
Distribution System Voltage Variations
Traditionally, the distribution system voltage drop has been a limiting factor
in the design length of the feeders, and a driving factor for compensation equipment and voltage support strategies at the distribution level. Overvoltages
in passive distribution systems were less frequent and probable. For instance,
medium voltage underground cables required the switching of an end-of-line
reactance during low consumption hours.
The X/R ratio of distribution lines tends to be small compared to transmission lines which imply that the decoupling between active power flows
and reactive power flows observed at the transmission level, does not hold
at the distribution level. There is not a strong correlation between voltage
magnitude difference across the feeder and reactive power flow, as it does not
exist between angular difference and active power flow. From the previous
statements follows that significant variations in voltage magnitude in the distribution system can be due to either active or reactive power flow variations.
A VRE injecting active power at a specific location can make the voltage rise
above admitted limits leading to an overvoltage. The voltage rise due to an
active power injection is proportional to the resistive part of the impedance
of the source at the point of connection [5].

2.4

Flexibility for Distribution Systems

DERs connected to the distribution network are naturally favored by the
system’s reliability and flexibility but are not actively engaged in providing
such services. Import and export of power from and to the transmission
system, transformer taps, reactive compensation systems, reconfiguration, and
if allowed by the regulator, ESSs, are the primary sources of flexibility the DSO
can count on to cope with the adverse operational effects of the VREs. The
increasing penetration of DERs exhausts these resources’ ability to help the
DSO to maintain the system within operational limits.
DERs could provide flexibility services to aid the DSO to cope with congestion and voltage violations during operation. The DSO needs to ensure the
availability of flexibility time ahead of the operational time frame. Flexibility
procurement requires time to attain permissions, construction, and installation of equipment. Depending on the lead time of the solution or technology
18
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envisaged, it could expect to be included within the planning of the distribution network and accounted as a planning resource.
The traditional fit and forget approach for planning the system assumed
that a system design that was able to meet peak demand would also succeed at
operating under other scenarios. Uncertainty and variability from VREs have
challenged such assumption, the reason why most planning studies nowadays
consider various scenarios to assess the flexibility of the design.
Figure 2.2, illustrates the flexibility as a physical interface that dynamically absorbs the continuous changes in the balance between DERs and the
demand-side management (DSM) which takes place within the distribution
system domain under control of the DSO. In the absence of flexibility resources, the DSO might not be able to restore the system balance that meets
the operational limits of the distribution network. The flexibility role is to
adjust in time ∆P (+) or ∆P (−) to keep the system net power injections Pnet
max
within Pmin
net and Pnet to avoid operational violations.

Figure 2.2: Distribution system flexibility.

2.5

Summary

• High density of DERs leads the distribution system to underperform
and violate voltage and capacity operational limits.
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• The traditional or natural flexibility of the distribution system becomes
insufficient due to the increased penetration of DERs.
• Very long-term flexibility can be addressed from short-term distribution
system planning.
• DERs could be integrated into the network operation to provide flexibility services if procured during planning stages.
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Chapter 3

Regulatory Matters
Before the liberalization and privatization of the electric power sector, the
electrical distribution business was part of a vertically integrated infrastructure of a state-regulated utility. With the purpose of incentivizing competition
in the electricity sector, the activities of generation, transmission, distribution
and retailing needed to be unbundled. Generation and retailing were considered competitive activities, while transmission and distribution remained as
regulated monopolies [36].
The DSO is who owns the distribution system. It is responsible for the
maintenance, operation, and planning of the distribution network; the power
distribution costs are spread among these areas.
DSOs business activity is regulated in term of pricing and revenues. The
regulatory entity is responsible for determining appropriate tariffs to be paid
by end customers, to guarantee the DSO can recover the incurred costs.
How has the increasing penetration of DERs impacted the DSOs at recovering its costs? What have been the incumbent of the regulation in this
matter? What are the latest regulatory provisions in this regard?

3.1

DSO’s Expenditures

Distribution network costs can be divided into operational expenditures (OPEX)
and capital expenditures (CAPEX). OPEX comprises all the costs related to
keeping the existing infrastructure up and running, which includes, among others, non-capitalized research and development costs, office and field supplies,
rents, salary and wage expenses, sales and marketing costs, and corrective
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and preventive maintenance costs. The DSO, as responsible for the balance
and performance of the distribution network, has to cover the costs of losses,
ancillary services that include balancing and voltage support, and the use of
system charges (UoS) to the TSO.
CAPEX is related to the acquisition of physical assets or to investments
that prolong the useful life of the existing ones. Regarding the distribution
company, the connection costs of new users to the grid, costs to reinforce the
network to accommodate growth in production or consumption, and costs of
equipment replacement are all considered capital expenditures. The largest
share of distribution assets consists of distribution lines and transformers [36].
The distribution company, as any other company is obliged to pay taxes.
OPEX is short-term expenses that generally can be fully tax-deducted in the
same year the expense occurs, while CAPEX cannot be deducted from income
tax. Instead, CAPEX is added to the company’s assets whose value is reduced
through depreciation and amortization every year.

3.2

DSO’s Revenues

In the regulatory context there exist a distinction between access to the distribution network and connection to the distribution network. Access to the
distribution systems refers to third parties who would like to contract distribution services and who are allowed to do so in a non-discriminatory basis as
long as they pay for the use of the system (UoS distribution charges). The
regulatory entity defines the level of charges to the different types of customers. For instance, about half of the EU member states do not charge UoS
to distributed generation [18]. There exist differences in the design of the
distribution UoS charges among the electrical systems since the charges can
be divided into capacity-dependant fixed UoS and consumption/productiondependant variable UoS [6].
Connection to the distribution system refers to the infrastructure required
to allow physical access to the customer to the electrical service. This infrastructure carries a cost that can be allocated in three different ways [37]:
• Deep connection charges which consider all the network reinforcements
required at both the transmission and the distribution level, including
transformers and lines.
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• Shallowish connection charges which consider all the network reinforcements required at the distribution level, including transformers and lines.
• Shallow connection charges, which are mostly used among EU member
states and only consider the direct connection cost to the distribution
grid. For instance, it may consider the cost of a service line to the
connection point, and if needed, the cost of a transformer for the interconnection of a new DG project.
Figure 3.1 summarizes the revenues and the expenditures of the DSO in
a structure proposed by [38] that illustrates the flow of the money from the
customers to the infrastructure and service providers.

Figure 3.1: DSO’s Revenues and Expenditures [38].
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3.3

Impact of DERs on DSO’s Expenditures

Impact on CAPEX
New DERs projects require network investments. When shallow charges are
applied, the increasing penetration of DERs would require the DSO to cover
the remainder of the reinforcement costs upstream the connection point. The
impact of DERs on the grid depends on their probability of not producing
during peak hours; it certainly is a scenario to consider if curtailment of
the VRE production is to be avoided [39]. Another capital expenditure to
consider is the deployment cost of an ICT platform including an advanced
metering infrastructure (AMI) if an active management approach is sought
to be implemented to incorporate DERs. Nevertheless, active management is
expected to reduce the CAPEX in the long-term and interact with DERs to
defer investment in grid reinforcement.
Impact on OPEX
The installation of additional network reinforcements to host new DERs projects entails the operation and maintenance of additional equipment. With
the penetration of DERs, active power losses are expected to decrease. However, a high density of DERs can lead to reverse power flow producing greater
power losses and costs [40]. The connection of DER to the distribution grid
changes the paradigm of control and operation of the distribution system. If
an active management approach is considered, then the DSO must cover the
operation and maintenance costs of the ICT and the AMI. Under the umbrella
of an active management approach, congestion management and voltage support can be provided by DERs. Ancillary services such as power reserves,
frequency response, balancing, and reactive control can be acquired locally
from the DERs instead of the transmission system.

3.4

Incentive-Based Regulation Impact on
DSO’s CAPEX and OPEX

Most EU member states have adopted an incentive-based regulation approach.
The incentive-based regulation is also known as performance-based regulation.
This regulatory approach is based on the concept of efficient companies that
adapt themselves to consumption and whose function is based on optimal
planning and operation. This type of regulation sets limits or caps either
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on the price or on the revenue of the distribution company. Both revenue
cap or price cap regulation adopt an ex-ante approach to fix the caps for the
next period of operation. The revenue cap is adjusted according to factors
such as inflation, productivity improvements, the area of service, and customer
classes. Subject to this regulation the DSO attempts to maximize its profit by
minimizing its total cost. When caps are applied to prices, they are valid under
a regulatory period, typically four to five years, disregarding utility owns costs.
Price caps can as well distinguish between customer classes and area of service.
The caps are set according to qualified expenses that do not necessarily reflect
the structure of the actual company [41] — this forces the company to follow
a strategy that allows it to achieve reasonable profitability. The company
should try to emulate the efficient performance of a benchmark model, and
this requires the DSO to reduce its CAPEX and OPEX; this task has become
more difficult given the presence of DG penetration. Since the DSO is entitled
to deny access and connection to the grid to customers if capacity is not
available, the incentive regulation becomes a barrier to integrate DG into the
distribution network. According to [42], revenue caps are more appropriate
for the distribution business since a significant part of the structure cost is
fixed and it does not depend on the amount of energy delivered. According
to [37], incentive-based regulation may induce lack of investments by the DSO
in the short-term, causing a deterioration of the system and putting at risk
the continuity of supply, reason why quality regulation must also be applied.

3.5

Flexibility in Regulation

EU directives have evolved towards promoting a closer interaction of mutual
benefit between the DSOs and DERs. These directives contain several articles
within their dispositions that support the previous statement. Some excerpts
from the EC directives are:
DIRECTIVE 2009/72/EC [2]
• 25.6 Where a distribution system operator is responsible for balancing
the distribution system, rules adopted by it for that purpose shall be
objective, transparent and non-discriminatory, including rules for the
charging of system users of their networks for energy imbalance.
• 25.7 When planning the development of the distribution network, energy
efficiency/demand-side management measures or distributed generation
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that might supplant the need to upgrade or replace electricity capacity
shall be considered by the distribution system operator.
From 25.6 it follows that the DSO is the one in charge of maintaining the
system balance and it has the regulatory room to implement justified solutions
whose costs are pass-through.
Based on 25.7, a portfolio of capacity providers ranging from DSM to
DERs can become alternative distribution resources to defer investment in
traditional grid reinforcements.
DIRECTIVE 2012/27/EU [43]
• 15.6 Member States may require transmission system operators and distribution system operators to encourage high-efficiency co-generation to
be sited close to areas of demand by reducing the connection and use-ofsystem charges.
• 15.8 Member States shall ensure that transmission system operators and
distribution system operators, in meeting requirements for balancing and
ancillary services, treat demand response providers, including aggregators, in a non-discriminatory manner, on the basis of their technical
capabilities.
In the article 15.6, the term ”encourage” can signify that DSOs should create business opportunities for efficient DG to get installed in the distribution
grid. These opportunities can be financial incentives for DG to get connected
when and where needed by the DSO, preferably.
According to 15.8, the DSO, besides incentivizing DG, should encourage
other sources of capacity such as demand response from aggregators as long
as they meet technical eligibility to the service required.
Latest proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of
the Council on common rules for the internal market in electricity
[44]
• 454. Member States shall provide the necessary regulatory framework
to allow and incentivize distribution system operators to procure flexibility services, including congestion management in their service area,
in order to improve efficiencies in the operation and development of
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the distribution system. In particular, regulatory frameworks shall ensure that distribution system operators to procure services from resources
such as distributed generation, demand response or storage and consider
energy efficiency measures, when such services cost-effectively supplant
the need to upgrade or replace electricity capacity and which support the
efficient and secure operation of the distribution system. Distribution
system operators shall procure these services according to transparent,
non-discriminatory and market based procedures unless regulatory authorities have established that the procurement of such services is economically not efficient.
According to 454, EU Member States are responsible for paving the road
for DSOs being able to procure whatever services they may need to keep up
with the grid operation and expansion. Termed as flexibility services, and
according to the definitions provided in Chapter 2, this service is expected
to be provided by energy efficient DERs, to avoid the need to invest in grid
capacity, while guaranteeing the secure operation of the distribution system.
These services are to be procured through transparent and non-discriminatory
market mechanisms. Examples of the market mechanisms mentioned before
are [19], [20], and the work developed in this thesis work, and presented in [25]
and [26].

3.6

Summary

• The distribution system is a natural monopoly that is regulated to prevent the distribution business at acting as so.
• High penetration of DG affects the DSO’s CAPEX and OPEX negatively.
• Most EU member states implement a performance-based regulation.
The DSO under this type of regulation gets a negative impact in its
remuneration when coping with increased penetration of DERs.
• Regulatory provisions have evolved towards promoting a synergetic interaction between DERs and the DSO to achieve efficiency and quality
of service in the distribution system.
• The latest regulatory proposal promotes the procurement of flexibility
services from DERs through the implementation of transparent market
mechanisms.
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Flexibility Providers

Chapter 4

Hydropower and Energy
Storage Systems
The water accumulated behind the dam in a reservoir-type hydropower station is energy stored in gravitational potential energy form. This energy is not
extracted from the electric power system but harvested from the environment;
river inflow and precipitation. If the water stored behind the dam does not
come straight from a river inflow, but from hydraulic pumps, then the hydropower station becomes a pumped-storage station. The previous explanation
allows to abstract the hydropower station into a form of energy storage. Hydropower stations are energy production assets fueled by water, characterized
by low maintenance cost, high efficiency, and fast ramping rates which make
them attractive as back-up power during contingencies, to be used for load
shifting, and to provide frequency control services. Also, hydropower plants
can be designed and operated to meet base load, intermediate load, and peak
load, keeping in consideration its feasibility based on environmental factors of
the location where the hydropower station is installed.
The electric power system operational paradigm of direct consumption was
possible thanks to the frequency control systems that allowed to track constant changes in consumption and production. With the VREs penetration,
the control and operation of the distribution grid have become a challenge
for the DSO [45]. The charge/discharge process of the ESSs enables the system operator to buffer intermittent renewable production and balance it with
the ongoing consumption. Storage technologies connected to the grid through
smart inverters can offer desirable control abilities for services such as conges31
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tion management and voltage support [46]. Storage technologies have evolved
to keep higher amounts of energy, with smaller decay/leakage, with faster
charging/discharging rates. In the near future, storage solutions over 1GW
are expected to be available in the power system. Another feature that makes
energy storage appealing as a network asset is its installation time, specifically
in the case of battery storage units. For instance, in 2017, a 20MW/80MWh
battery storage facility planned by CAISO took less than six months to be set
up and running.

4.1

Hydropower Flexibility

The major challenges of adopting hydropower as a flexibility provider are
related to the handling of the physical and environmental constraints that are
distinctive of every hydropower project. Even though these constraints have
existed before, it is unknown up to which extent they can be a limiting factor
to enable hydropower flexibility. Such constraints are linked to the following
factors:
• Wear and tear of components given the changed mission. Reliabilitycentered maintenance is key to uphold the plant operation.
• Reservoir uses such as flood control, irrigation, recreation, minimum
flow, and wildlife protection, must be assessed within the coordination
studies under the new operational regime.
• The control of volume limits, forebay and tailrace levels, and the aforementioned environmental constraints for hydro-stations in cascade operation.
• Coordination of multiple services such as base or intermediate load supply, ancillary services, and flexibility services.
• Consideration of weather conditions, hydrological cycle, and uncertainties.

4.2

Energy Storage Systems Flexibility

The major challenges that exist to implement ESSs as flexibility providers
are related to the lack of maturity of commercial turnkey storage solutions
and their costs exceeding their quantifiable benefits. The willingness of the
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system operator or a private investor to spend on a storage solution is tied to
enhance its economic revenue during the asset’s lifespan in order to guarantee at least the compensation of the investment and maintenance costs [45].
Several services can be provided by energy storage to enhance its profitability.
The storage technology characteristics as capacity, decay, and ramping rates,
play an important role in the type of services provided. However, the last
shackle that enables service provision is the smart inverter technology. Some
of the smart inverter functionalities are [46]: price based charge/discharge
function, volt-var/watt function, fixed power factor function, and load following function. Some of the specific limiting factors for the implementation of
storage systems are:
• Storage systems have not demonstrated the multi-decade lifespan expected as a utility asset.
• Storage systems are unproven in reliability performance.
• Storage systems have not demonstrated their cost-effectiveness in demanding utility applications.
Some of the challenges of integrating storage solutions to provide flexibility
services are [30]:
• Industry acceptance of grid integration tools to assess the siting, sizing,
and value added by storage solutions.
• Improvement of factory quality control regarding testing.
• To demonstrate the ability to be integrated into the grid operation,
providing multiple essential services safely and reliably.
• To demonstrate being cost-effective to the system operator, before its
commercial deployment.

4.3

Hydropower Equivalent Model and Generic
Storage Model

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, pumped-storage hydropower
is a special case of the reservoir-type hydropower plant. In a pumped-storage
hydropower station, two reservoirs are located at very distant vertical levels,
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operating in a closed cycle. During low electrical consumption hours, electricity is drawn from the electrical grid to pump water from the low-level reservoir
to the high level one. During peak consumption hours, the water from the
high-level reservoir is released to drive a turbine-generator set and produce
electric power that contributes to the power balance of the electrical grid [47].
The price difference between the pump and generation scenarios provides a
financial return despite the inefficiencies involved. In this chapter, this simple
example sets the ground for:
1. Finding similarities between reservoir hydropower and energy storage.
2. Exploiting those similarities to find a common model to study the behavior of hydropower and storage in power systems operation and planning.
3. Developing a generic storage model that facilitates the integration of
ESSs in the distribution system as a flexibility provider.
The economic impact of the implementation of ESSs in the CAPEX is evaluated in planning studies, while its effect in the OPEX, can be assessed from
both planning and operational studies. The acceptance of energy storage solutions on the utility side can be improved by the development of energy storage
models that captures the economic benefits of its implementation. The role of
ESSs depends on the power system stakeholders’ viewpoint; it can be recognized either on the generation side, the DSO side, or at the end user side [48].
Its integration to the grid can be facilitated through planning methodologies
that considers ESSs as an alternative to traditional reinforcements [49]. Planning studies, either static or dynamic planning models, for different lead time
horizons, may demand different levels of abstraction for the physical representation of the storage technology and the electrical system; which is a matter
of scope and purpose of the study. Short-term operational studies tend to describe the ESS behavior through technical constraints such as energy limits,
input/output limits (capacity limits), ramping rates, and leakage as in the
case of unit commitment studies. Very short-term operational studies would
attempt to capture the impact of ESSs on the system’s dynamic, modeling
the storage behavior through partial differential equations. For steady-state
studies, it could just require to model the ESS as a combined generation/load
device [50].
There are challenges at modeling the planning and operation of reservoirtype hydropower plants. The most common issue on the physical side is to
model the relationship of the power output, efficiency, and the head of water [51]. The most common issue on the computational side is related to
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the combinatorial explosion given the large number of scenarios to be studied
towards the future [52]. This combinatorial explosion is exacerbated by the
number of states considered for the level of the reservoir, the time resolution implemented, and the interlacing of different timescales, as in the case
of combined multi-horizon studies [53]. A work presented in [54], develops
an algorithm that solves the short-term hydro-scheduling, accounting for the
future costs curves of hydro-generation. Finally, an open issue related to hydropower scheduling is the assessment of the monetary value of the hydraulic
resource.
The work in [22] presents a hydropower equivalent model (HEM) that addresses the issues mentioned above. The model developed is suitable to undertake long-term dynamic planning studies and short-term operational studies
that are interlaced with long-term decisions. The interlacing of timescales
is achieved through an equivalent marginal cost for the hydraulic resource
extracted from a piecewise-linear future cost function (FCF) approximation.
The FCF is obtained from the long-term scheduling, using a stochastic dual
dynamic programming (SDDP) approach [55]. The model is tested in the
operational context using a stochastic unit commitment (SUC). The purpose
of the SUC is to find the maximum profit strategy of a generation company
facing uncertainties from inflows, demand, wind power, and market prices.

Figure 4.1: Generic Storage Model Components [23] and Their Link with the
Flexibility Metrics.
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Ideal generic storage units to solve the real-time unit commitment and assess the integration of non-dispatchable renewable resources have been modeled in [56]. An energy storage model developed in [57], termed ”The power
nodes modeling framework” have been used to represent both hydropower and
ESSs; the model presents the concept of a power node as a generic storage
entity that abstracts from the physical properties of a particular technology.
Given the similarities shared with reservoir-type hydropower, a generic
storage model (GSM) is developed in [23]. This generic storage model captures the necessary features of a storage solution for steady-state analysis
and allows to represent different storage technologies by parameterization of
the physical characteristics of the particular technology. The model considers
input/output conversion process efficiencies, state of charge (SoC), and SoC
dependant decay. Figure 4.1 depicts the main components of the GSM model,
i.e., the power exchange with the electrical network, the conversion processes,
and the storage container linked with the flexibility metrics of capacity (π),
ramp (ρ), and energy () respectively.
In the same form as for the HEM, the GSM model considers an equivalent
marginal cost for the energy resource, that is intended to be used in shortterm studies, and that is extracted from a long-term scheduling FCF. Figure
4.2 shows the relation between energy scheduling timescales and flexibility
timescales. Also, the same figure illustrates that the FCF is obtained from
the long-term scheduling solution using SDDP; the FCF provides the equivalent marginal cost, for ESSs or hydropower, used in solving the short-term
stochastic scheduling. SDDP has been recently used to solve the real-time
schedule of storage units under the presence of renewable supply [58]. Another instance of the use of SDDP is the schedule of storage units to provide
ancillary services; storage units that have been installed to support renewable
production and to defer network upgrades may still have available capacity to
provide other services [59].
The bottom line here is that the equivalent marginal cost computed in both
models, the HEM and the GSM, aids in translating the long-term conditions
into short-term costs. The costs will weigh on the short-term decision-making
process that is affected by short-term uncertainties. Further details of such
models can be found in [22] and [23].

4.4

Summary

• Hydropower is a mature technology and a recognized candidate to provide flexibility. Nonetheless, technical challenges regarding its behavior
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€

Figure 4.2: Short/Long-Term ESSs or Hydropower Scheduling [23] and Their
Link with Flexibility Timescales.
during its role as a flexibility provider need to be addressed.
• ESSs are offered to address a wide range of services to the electrical
infrastructure. The main drawback of ESSs is that they still face grid
integration difficulties regarding insufficient testing and qualification.
Besides, ESSs remain an expensive alternative.
• The HEM and the GSM can be of help at assessing the economic benefits of implementing these technologies as flexibility providers and incentivize investors to venture into them.
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Chapter 5

Capacity Mechanisms
The DSO relies on a set of control variables that allows it to restore the
system to its normal operational state after load or production changes and
after contingencies. During the operation of the system, the DSO’s task is to
maintain the system’s output functions within limits, e.g., line flows and bus
voltages. In case of an output function violation, the DSO chooses from among
several control variables the one that impacts the most such function. In other
words, the biggest the sensitivity of the output function with respect to a
control variable, the smallest the deviation required on that control variable
to return the output function within its limits. This way, the operator ensures
that the system as a whole is kept close to a normal operational state. In
radial systems, downstream active and reactive power injections tend to have
a substantial impact on the feeders’ power flows and voltages. The DSO can
act over such injections if it is allowed to make use of the control variables
located on the DERs embedded in the distribution grid, i.e., the active and the
reactive power generated/consumed. For the DSO to be able to exert control
over these DERs, unbundling regulation needs to be overcome. According
to the regulatory provisions presented in Chapter 3, the DSO is responsible
for creating business opportunities to incentivize DERs to provide flexibility
services through a transparent and non-discriminatory market mechanism.
The DSO could assume that in the planning lead time flexibility resources
will be available to help it to deal with the operational challenges associated
to DERs penetration or, it can take a more proactive approach and promote
DERs penetration in an organized and structured fashion. Regarding the
latter, financial incentives seem to be appropriate to attract new investors to
sit their capacity when and where required by the DSO.
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This chapter discusses the idea behind the distribution capacity mechanism
developed in [25] which explains how DERs can provide the DSO with control
over the active and reactive power injections on the distribution grid.

5.1

Distribution Capacity Mechanism

The distribution capacity mechanism is a volume-based market mechanism
for unilateral procuring of capacity services. Through the DCM, active and
reactive power capacities are offered by a portfolio of pre-qualified DERs in a
capacity auction invoked by the DSO. Figure 5.1 depicts the different types
of capacity mechanisms, and the highlighted part corresponds to the DCM.
On the selling side of the DCM, every participant places an offer that is
composed of a capacity band, a regulation characteristic, and a price for the
capacity band. The capacity band is transferred to the DSO, and it corresponds to a portion of the total provider’s capacity. The regulation characteristic describes the ability of the DSO to exert control over the provider, by
deviating the real-time dispatch (RTD) of the provider upwards or downwards
during the operation. The offer price is a unitary price of capacity (in MW
or MVAr) of the band transferred to the DSO, per unit time (in hours per
year). Figure 5.2 shows the active power capacity band of a DG; the capacity
band is a portion of the total capacity. This capacity band is under control
(w)
(w)
of the DSO through the variables ∆P (+) and ∆P (−) . The DSO is allowed to
(w)max

deviate the RTD of the DG a maximum quantity ∆P (+)
(w)max
∆P (−)

upwards, and a

maximum quantity
downwards. The sum of the maximum variation
upward and the maximum variation downward is the size of the capacity band
offered [25]. Every capacity provider is free to choose what capacity product
to offer, either active or reactive power and its regulation characteristic.
The provider builds the offer concerning its technical restrictions, capacity
commitments, and other business opportunities. The DER’s RTD and the
DSO’s deviation request are the technical links between the DER and the
DSO. On the one hand, the RTD is the central value estimated by the DSO
(see Figure 5.2); due to the regulatory unbundling this value cannot be known
a priori by the DSO. On the other hand, due to operational restrictions and
in order to comply with the capacity contract, the DER owner estimates the
expected deviation request from the DSO.
The physical location of a capacity provider within the grid, the size of
its capacity band, and its regulation characteristic help the DSO to assess its
convenience at managing congestions and resolving voltage problems. Figure
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Figure 5.1: Capacity Mechanisms [25].

5.3 depicts a representation of a distribution feeder which has operational
violations produced by a certain combination of production PG + jQG and
consumption PD + jQD . The control variables over the capacity providers
can aid the DSO to correct such operational violations.
Since the DCM is a forward market that allows the DSO to procure capacity during planning stages, it can engage with existent capacity providers
and also incentivize new efficient DG projects at convenient locations. The
lead time of the DCM can aim at different purposes. For instance, a one-year
lag period could be intended to attract existing capacity, while a lag of three
years or more could be intended to attract new thermal or small hydropower
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Figure 5.2: DG Active Power Capacity Band [25].
projects [60].

5.1.1

Pricing of the Products

According to [19], the DER owner providing capacity services has two concerns: What price to bid in the auction?, and What penalty is expected if not
fulfilling its commitment? Given that the penalty is indexed to the cost of the
energy not served (ENS), the DER offer prices should consider the unitary
value of the penalty and the probability that the DER might fail to provide
the service. However, there is another approach to determine the offer price
that is based on the recovery of the investment cost, as discussed in [26]. This
approach follows a methodology approved by the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) in the US [61], where the revenue of a provider is allocated according to the generating unit components needed to provide either
active or reactive power capacity services. The offer price should at least cover
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Figure 5.3: DSO Capacity Deviation Variables [25].
the annualized investment cost of the capacity, during the time it is ceded to
the DSO, taking into account the capacity factor of the provider; similar to a
feed-in-tariff structure to promote renewable production. In Appendix C can
be found a calculation example of the active and reactive power capacity offer
prices. Table C.1 presents the offer prices calculated for different technologies
including DR.
An additional payment based on the deviation of the generating unit schedule is made to the capacity provider. This compensation is considered for both
active and reactive power deviations. The equivalent of the active power deviation compensation (or the opportunity cost to the provider) is the balancing
market price. The equivalent for the reactive power deviation compensation is
the remuneration of the voltage support service; this service provision varies
across the EU member states [62]. For instance, the system operator can enforce a remunerated obligation that consists of the generating units responding
to the operator’s request to produce or absorb reactive power (within a leadlag power factor range) to help manage the system voltages. Besides, reactive
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power requests out of such boundaries can entitle the reactive power capacity
provider to receive additional remuneration. These financial compensations
for upward/downward deviations during operation aid the provider to cover
its operational costs and hedge it against a possible loss of remuneration from
the energy market [63].

5.1.2

DCM tendering and billing process

A description of the DCM tender process, the lead time contract enforcement,
and the billing process are as follows:
1. The DSO does the assessment of the system performance to determine
the need for capacity in the short-term planning lead time, one up to
6 years ahead [64]. The DSO is entitled to call for an auction at a
particular node, area, or even the entire system (if it is interested in
reducing operational costs).
2. The DSO receives offers from the capacity providers. The providers
must specify their type of technology, type of product offered, size of
the capacity band, and regulation characteristic. Other technical aspects
could be considered for pre-qualification are siting, grid access, financial
assurance, and environmental impact among others [20].
3. Once the pre-qualification process is achieved, the DSO proceeds to clear
the auction within the distribution network expansion problem.
4. A DNEP including the DCM as proposed in [26], clears the auction
by means of solving an expansion problem that considers the capacity
provision as a planning resource. The optimization algorithm behind
the DNEP can choose between traditional reinforcements or capacity
providers, pursuing the options that improve the objective function of
the DNEP.
5. The DSO signs contracts with the providers that have been granted a
capacity provision through the DNEP algorithm.
6. In the contract lead time, the capacity providers will be enforced to make
the capacity band available during the critical period, and respond to
deviations of their RTD upon request of the DSO. The providers must
comply with this format of operation throughout the contract duration.
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7. As in a pay-as-bid auction process, each capacity provider is paid the
offered price times the size of the capacity band, times the number of
hours per year that the capacity is required.
8. Given that the DER gets its RTD deviated through the control variables,
this deviation may require financial compensation. The compensation
can be assessed on a case basis, or it can be a uniform compensation
determined by the regulator, paid equally to every capacity provider, and
revised every period of the regulatory pledge. If a uniform compensation
is used, the payment can be made as the compensation times the size of
the deviation, times the number of hours per year the capacity becomes
deviated.
9. The capacity providers are bound to compensate the DSO according
to punitive actions contemplated in the contract. The purpose of this
penalization is to deter the providers from failing to comply with its
obligations. The DSO can consider implicit and explicit penalties.

5.1.3

Value of the DCM for the provider

The DER owner is free to decide whether to commit its capacity to the energy
market, to the ancillary service market, or bilateral contracts. This decision
is mostly based on the financial revenue obtained from each business opportunity. The case study of DERs providing capacity services helps the DER
owner to make decisions based on profitability. This assessment can be made
by determining the optimal strategy that the DERs should follow in order
to attain maximum profit under the presence of capacity contracts with the
DSO. The work presented in [24] quantifies the convenience of a VPP composed by a generation mix to participate in a capacity contract with the DSO.
The study also assesses the benefit obtained from different capacity sources
in order to guide the investors about which technology could provide a better
financial return. Table 5.1 shows the profit for selected capacity sources. It
may result counterintuitive that the profits are higher for wind power, DR,
and their combination; on the other side of the profit spectrum, is storage. In
this particular case study, two factors concur: 1) The storage model used is
characterized by an equivalent marginal cost that translates the present decisions into future costs, as explained in [23]. 2) It has been assumed that the
load curtailment concerning DR, is not penalized since it is included within
the bilateral contract with the load aggregator.
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Table 5.1: Effect
Capacity
Source
Storage
Wind + Storage
Thermal
Hydro
Wind
Wind + DR
DR

5.1.4

of Changing the Capacity Source [24].
Income
Costs
Penalties
Profit
(ke)
(ke)
(ke)
(ke)
245.198 128.844
6.541
109.813
240.883 126.531
0.651
113.701
243.664 128.823
0
114.841
244.909 129.355
0
115.554
299.345 128.824
3.551
166.970
295.959 126.526
0.375
169.063
328.760 124.467
4.366
199.926

Value of the DCM for the DSO

Under the assumption that the business case of capacity provision from DERs
is compelling to the investors, then the DSO can move forward and include
this capacity resource among the planning options. The DSO must measure
the DCM up against traditional reinforcements in order to assess its impact on
CAPEX and OPEX, and hence its value as a planning resource. The expected
benefit from the DSO side is that the capacity mechanism should result in
the deferring of traditional reinforcements while sporadic conditions drive the
system to underperform. However, when these conditions become more severe
and long-lasting, the costs of implementing the DCM are expected to increase.
As a consequence, the installation of the traditional reinforcements becomes
the best choice for the DSO. The opportunity cost of the DCM is based on
the DSO’s remuneration when solving the operational problems brought by
the penetration of DERs, using traditional reinforcements, under an incentivebased regulatory pledge.

5.2

Summary

• The DCM is a market mechanism that enables the DSO to procure
capacity from DERs during planning, and posteriorly to exert control
over such capacity as an aid to resolve output functions violations during
operation.
• The DCM is a business opportunity for DERs embedded in the distribution grid. This capacity service could raise the interest in storage
technologies to accompany VREs.
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• The DCM provides a market framework that addresses the flexibility
provision from planning stages without breaching the regulatory unbundling.
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Part III

Planning Considering
Flexibility

Chapter 6

Distribution Network
Expansion Planning
Considering Capacity
Mechanisms
In this chapter, a discussion about integrating the distribution capacity mechanism with the distribution network expansion problem will be presented. The
technical details of this integration and practical results can be found in [26].

6.1

The Distribution Network Expansion
Problem

The distribution network expansion problem pursues to formulate in mathematical terms the expansion planning of the distribution grid. This planning
consists of determining the grid layout, components, and operational strategies that combined, allows the system operator to cope with the forecasted
future conditions, meeting the distribution system goals as following:
• Providing non-discriminatory access and connection to the customers in
a service territory.
• Providing continuity of service and power quality.
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• Counting on sufficient capacity to meet extreme operational conditions.
The investment in distribution grids is usually several times more expensive than the investment in transmission grids [65]. Besides, the distribution
grid is the last part of the electrical infrastructure that reaches the end users
and enables the financial return needed for its development. Its economic
importance drives interests in the research and development of technologies
and strategies oriented to improve the cost-effectiveness of its management.
These developments are oriented to find cost-effective solutions to meet the
aforementioned system goals. A sample of current models and methods for
distribution planning, some of them considering DGs, can be found in [66]
and [67].
According to the EU directive [2] unbundling does not apply to DSOs with
less than 100000 customers. This type of DSO can jointly solve the problem of
distribution network expansion and distributed generation expansion. Otherwise, other mechanisms should be considered by the DSO, in an active network
management approach, to coordinate with the evolution of DG. Towards the
remainder of this chapter, let us follow the assumption that the case study is
an unbundled European DSO with more than 100000 customers.
The DNEP can be formulated as an optimization problem that aims to
minimize the system costs, CAPEX and OPEX. This problem is by nature
a multi-objective optimization problem; however, it can be formulated as a
single-objective optimization problem. In a broad sense, the DNEP optimization problem can be solved with no preference of the decision maker over the
objective functions, or it can be solved by considering the decision maker’s
preferences [68]. Anyhow, it exists a compromise between conflicting cost
functions conforming CAPEX and OPEX. Some of the objectives that can
be considered within the CAPEX/OPEX compromise are: 1) addition, reinforcement, and replacement costs; 2) reliability costs; 3) maintenance costs;
4) energy loss cost; 5) ancillary services costs; 6) other service costs.
As explained in Chapter 3, the presence of DG affects DSO’s CAPEX and
OPEX. Nonetheless, it is not trivial to depict the combined behavior of various
cost functions versus the DG penetration levels. Some of these functions have
been parameterized. The study in [40] shows that annual energy loss exhibits a
U-shape behavior as a function of the DG penetration level. A reliability study
performed in [69] finds an equivalent distributed generation reinforcement, as
an alternative to a traditional feeder reinforcement, in order to attain the
same reliability level. A work presented in [70], studies the impact of DG
penetration on the distribution network investment deferral in the long-term,
based on the overload probability for combined scenarios of load growth and
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DG penetration level.

6.2

A Testbed for the DCM

The DGs, or more generally, the DERs, could participate in service provision
to the DSOs. These service costs are a part of the compromise of CAPEX and
OPEX. The DSO would vouch for procuring such services if they could help to
reduce both the technical and financial negative impacts of DERs penetration.
To assess the behavior of the DCM design described in Chapter 5 and
in [25], the DCM has to be implemented in the planning context. There is a
need for selecting a planning methodology that facilitates the embedding of the
DCM model and allows to compare the annualized grid cost to the annualized
capacity cost. The planning methodology should be selected according to:
1. The type of planning problem: static/dynamic.
2. The consideration of uncertainties: stochastic/deterministic.
3. The planning horizon: short-term/long-term.
4. The part of the distribution grid being studied: primary/secondary, or
both.
5. The optimization method required by the planning model: SMINLP,
MINLP, MILP, MISOCP, among others (see the nomenclature section
for the abbreviations list).
The assessment pursues to validate the DCM benefit as a planning resource. This resource should allow the DSO to defer investment in traditional
reinforcements, reducing the CAPEX, and hopefully the OPEX as well. The
planning model that has been selected according to the assessment purposes
is a short-term deterministic planning problem for the medium voltage (MV)
primary distribution grid. A MISOCP optimization method is sought to solve
the problem. The planning model formulated in [26] is based on a MILP
formulation found in [27]. The MISOCP model is obtained by neglecting the
polyhedral linearization and keeping the original conic constraints that correspond to the conic load flow model developed in [71].
The previous selection of methods and models is based on the following
assumptions:
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• According to Table 2.1, the long-term flexibility meets short-term planning studies.
• The MV distribution grid is a good tradeoff between proximity to the
customers and a voltage level where it is possible to tap flexibility from
medium size capacity projects like hydropower.
• DSOs who control MV grids are more prone to aggregate more than
100000 clients and thus, be unbundled.
• The load flow equations describe a non-convex feasibility region. This
characteristic makes it difficult for available commercial solvers to find
the global optima. The latter is the major reason why a conic convex
formulation was selected.
• The author of this work is aware of the importance of evaluating the
behavior of the DCM facing uncertainties from demand and production.
This study is considered a first incursion in the evaluation of the DCM
in the planning context. It is assumed in this work that the DCM, given
that it allows the DSO to exert control over the capacity during operation, provides the flexibility required to deal with such uncertainties in
the planning lead time.

6.3

Case studies for the DCM

It is necessary to define case studies to apply the planning methodology. A
case study comprises the distribution grid layout, production and consumption
data, reinforcement options, substations location, and other technical specs.
It is desirable that the case study complies with the following requirements:
1. The case study is representative of a real distribution grid.
2. Real or near-real data is used for the planning resources models.
3. The DCM prices are set based on the cost or procedures of known equivalent services if they are available.
The first case study was tailored to attain the tractability of the planning solution. The data of this case study was selected to represent an MV
distribution grid. The data can be found in the Appendix A.
The second case study, which represents a European MV rural distribution
grid, was found in [72]. The model includes data of substation transformers,
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conductor types, and line distances. The cost data used for these components,
according to their voltage levels and capacities were obtained from [73].
The DCM requires two prices to be modeled, the offer price, and the regulation price; the regulation or deviation price is common to all participants.
The reactive power offer prices were adjusted using values and information
from [74] and [61]. Considering that at least 5% to 10% of the capital cost is
attributable to reactive power capabilities, a theoretical value of ten times the
reactive power price offer was used. The other option to determine the offer
price of the active power capacity is via the annualized cost of investment per
MWh-year, as explained in Appendix C.
For the active power regulating price, the prices from the Nordic balancing
market were used [75]. For the reactive power regulating price, the ancillary
service values were taken from different sources: a study on the pricing of
reactive support ancillary service [76], the New Zealand Electricity Authority
[77], Bosnia-Herzegovina and Slovenia [78], and the United States [79].
Capital costs of generation were obtained from [80]. The weighted average cost of capital (WACC) was used to compute the capital recovery factor
(CRF). The WACC was obtained from Thomson Reuters’ Eikon platform.

6.4

DNEP-DCM Tests

Once the DNEP formulation and the case studies are defined, several tests
are needed to evaluate the performance of the planning solution.
The case studies pursue to show:
1. The reduction in CAPEX and OPEX.
2. The deferring of reinforcements.
3. The convenience of DCM uses.
The reduction in CAPEX and OPEX can be observed after solving the
same planning problem with and without the capacity resources provided
by the DCM. Even when the reinforcement of the grid is not required, the
planning solution could involve the DCM to reduce operational costs.
The deferring of reinforcements is determined by observing that solutions
with the DCM do not require to increase the conductor size in upstream
segments of the distribution feeder, and even the substation transformer.
The convenience of the DCM use is valuable information for the DSO
regarding the conditions that are suitable to implement the mechanism to
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procure capacity services during planning stages. Three different sensitivity
analyses are performed. The sensitivities of the cost functions are evaluated
with respect to three parameters:
1. DER penetration level: This sensitivity evaluates a range of scenarios,
from high demand vs. low consumption to low demand vs. high production.
2. Scenario duration: By changing the number of hours per year that a
scenario that causes operational violations lasts, it is possible to assess
the behavior of the planning solution when facing sporadic problems or
permanent problems.
3. Grid length/distance between the nodes: By increasing the distance
between the nodes, it is possible to assess the impact on voltage drop
and approximate to grids ranging from urban (nodes are relatively close
to each other) to rural (nodes are distant from each other).

6.5

Results Obtained

As it was hypothesized, the feeder and transformer reinforcements are deferred
under the presence of the DCM. The technical losses and the substation injection are reduced, and due to this, the OPEX is reduced as well. The presence
of static compensation can have a similar effect. However, static compensation solutions do not provide the flexibility that the DCM does. For both case
studies, a reduction of 38% of the total cost was achieved. For the MV rural
network, by combining both the DCM and the static compensation, a 60% reduction in the cost of losses, and a 70% reduction of the substation operation
cost was achieved [26]. Complimentary results can be found in Appendix B.
Regarding the sensitivity analysis, the following outcomes were obtained:
• When the DG penetration level approaches the consumption level in
both quantity and time of occurrence, the DCM is not required; a small
difference between production and consumption does not drive the need
for installing reinforcements.
• When the scenario duration exceeds a certain number of hours per year,
the opportunity cost of the DCM exceeds its benefit, and hence, the
installation of traditional reinforcements becomes the best option.
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• When the distance between the nodes increases, the voltage drop increases too. The DCM is needed when the voltage drop violates the
allowed limit. Either active or reactive capacity can be chosen by the
DNEP to solve the voltage drop issue.

6.6

Summary

• The DCM is implemented within the DNEP. The DNEP consists of a
static planning model formulated as a MISOCP problem.
• The DNEP including DCM is used to solve the expansion problem of
MV distribution grids.
• Two case studies are used to test the DNEP considering DCM. One
of the case studies is tailored to assess the behavior of the DCM, and
the other case study is the representative of a real European MV rural
distribution grid.
• The case studies are built with near-real systems data.
• According to the sensitivity analysis, the DCM is favorable to rural
grids, with sporadic operational violations, either with very low, or very
high DG penetration levels.
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Discussions and
Conclusions

Chapter 7

Discussions
The author of this work is aware of the existence of some limitations with
regard to the studies performed in papers B, C, D, and F. These limitations
are listed below:

7.1

Paper B [22]

1. In the hydropower equivalent model it is assumed that the FCF is known,
i.e., the SDDP problem for a long-term has been already solved; the longterm hydraulic scheduling requires sensitive information from different
parts of the electrical infrastructure, for instance, generation expansion
plans, grid expansion plans, and forecasted production and consumption. Instead of solving the long-term schedule to forge the FCF, the
Kf term from the FCF have been adjusted to mimic decisions biased by
the value of the hydraulic resource, and obtain marginal costs that are
either greater or smaller than the thermal generating units’ horizontal
marginal costs.
2. The impact of the head sensitivity on the equivalent marginal cost has
been mathematically modeled but not computationally implemented
within the case studies. The head sensitivity can be included in such
studies to assess the behavior of non-impulse type turbines for reservoirtype hydropower modeled with the HEM.
3. The work presented in [22] has not emphasized in the FCF segment
selection process but on the equivalent marginal cost representation. As
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a result of this, the entire piecewise FCF has not been included within
the optimization model, for instance, using special ordered sets (SOS).
4. There is a lack of comparative analyses in [22]. A thorough search of the
relevant literature does not reveal a hydro-equivalent model that proposes an equivalent marginal cost for a hydropower plant. Concerning
the physical representation of the plant, a candidate model to complete
the comparative study can be found in [81].

7.2

Paper C [23]

1. According to [22], when hydropower cannot regulate the volume/output
flow, its impact on the future cost can be neglected (Kf ≈ 0). Since the
regulation capacity is related to the reservoir size, the previous situation
can be extended to energy storage. The study made in [23] is based on
a key assumption: the energy storage size in relation to the long-term
timescale of study has a non-negligible impact on future costs, given
short-term scheduling decisions.
2. There is an absence of a comparative study in [23]. However, such
studies can be performed regarding the ability of the GSM to represent
different storage technologies. A candidate to attain such a comparative
study is the model presented in [57].
3. In this thesis, the impact of ESSs on the planning solution has been
considered indirectly through the DCM and under the assumption that
the storage manager is responsible for coordinating the storage scheduling in order to comply with the capacity contract. However, the GSM
could have been considered within the planning model as grid equipment
owned and controlled by the DSO, with the purpose to supply technical
losses and self-provide voltage support.
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7.3

Paper D [24]

1. This remuneration assessment considered only the active power part of
the capacity contract.
2. The capacity auction process was neither modeled nor proposed. The
contract was assumed to have been granted already.
3. Both the premium fee paid to the capacity provider and the penalization
were indexed by the forecasted average market price within the time
window of scheduling.
4. Neither combined heat and power (CHP) nor solar power was considered in the study. The study presented in [70] shows that these two
technologies accommodate a higher load growth before the need for implementing network reinforcements; CHP and solar production profiles
adjust better to the load profile, compared to wind power.

7.4

Paper F [26]

1. The deferring of investment has been measured by comparing static
planning solutions with and without the use of DCM. However, a dynamic planning algorithm using multi-stage optimization would capture
other characteristics of the DCM, for instance, its time length of implementation across the stages.
2. The stochastic nature of the demand and the production has not been
considered in the planning methodology in [26]. Instead, sensitivities
have been evaluated to assess the ability of the DCM to deal with a
variety of scenarios, which indirectly tell the DSO that the capacity
mechanism could act as a flexibility provider to deal with VRE penetrations.
3. Under consideration of different timescales within the planning methodology, for instance, a planning methodology considering unit commitment in the lead time [82], can capture the impact of the units ramping
as another metric of flexibility.
4. Under the consideration of a lead time scheduling within the planning
algorithm, energy storage solutions owned and controlled by the DSO
could have been considered in the planning study.
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5. Scarcity of capacity can be a sign of unfit incentives that can lead to the
installation of traditional reinforcements. Changing from a pay-as-bid
auction to a descending clock auction could help to gather the required
amount of capacity, as explained in [20].
6. The technology behind the sources of capacity in the case studies was
not specified. Generic capacity sources were assumed. However, this
assumption does not fit DR behavior. The aggregator’s DSM platform
cannot reduce active power independently from reactive power. DR
typically acts simultaneously on both active and reactive power which
are linked through the load power factor. Besides, the demand response
mismatch (DRM) due to the unaccounted changes of reactive power and
the grid’s voltages, and its impact on the voltage-dependent loads has
to be considered too [83].
7. It is not clear what type of expenditure the cost of the DCM is to the
DSO, CAPEX or OPEX. If considered an occasional service, it is an
OPEX. If considered a mean to prolong the usability of the existing
assets, then it could be considered a CAPEX.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
The purpose of this investigation is to help the DSO to efficiently integrate the
increasing penetration of DERs considering the distribution grid normal operation, the DSO’s financial remuneration, and the ongoing regulatory framework. This thesis work has investigated on planning solutions to allow the
DSO to have access to the capacities located at the production side of the
regulatory unbundling. Also, this work has investigated on hydropower and
ESSs with the purpose of facilitating their integration within planning and
operation of the grid, under the assumption that storage technologies can be
considered a grid planning resource owned and controlled by the DSO. The
findings of this thesis work have been concatenated using the concept of flexibility. Following the rationale of this work: the DSO can cope with the challenges posed by the increasing penetration of DERs, by procuring flexibility
services that provide investment deferral during the planning timescale, and
by enforcing the flexibility services contracts that provide congestion management and voltage support in the lead time during operation. Besides,
reservoir-type hydropower and ESSs are attractive candidates to provide flexibility to follow the intermittency and variability of VREs. The hydropower
equivalent model and the generic storage model allows the system operator to
make decisions in the present while considering their impact in future costs.
The consideration of the minimum compromise of the present and the future
costs of the energy scheduling, concerning energy storage units, could be the
missing piece of information that could tip the balance towards intensifying
investments in this type of flexibility resource.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS

8.1

Findings

• Reservoir type hydropower and ESSs can be dispatched/scheduled during operation using equivalent horizontal marginal costs. These costs
translate the present decisions into a cost-to-go in the future. The HEM
and the GSM facilitates the scheduling of flexibility services for hydropower and ESSs, respectively.
• The enrollment of DERs in distribution capacity contracts may result in
good profits and attractive to investors providing grid capacity flexibility
services.
• The pre-established concept of capacity as being exclusively used for
active power can be extended to reactive power as well. In distribution systems, congestions, losses, and voltage violations are intimately
related. In this sense, voltage support from the capacity point of view
could be treated as a flexibility service.
• The DCM allows the DSO to defer investment in traditional reinforcements for sporadic problematic combinations of production and consumption. Also, it has a significant impact on reducing the OPEX, that
in practical cases can be comparable to the investment in grid equipment.
• The DCM is convenient for rural grids characterized by long feeders,
with either very high or very low DG penetration levels.

8.2

Future Work

The following studies have been identified as continuations of the work achieved
in this thesis:
• Short-term scheduling of hydropower and storage, implementing the
HEM and the GSM, using SOS to model the FCF, and hence the equivalent marginal cost (Kf ) determination within the optimization problem.
• Re-assessment of DER remunerations when providing flexibility capacity
services with DCM. Consideration of other production technologies and
models for demand response.
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8.3. OPEN ISSUES
• A multi-stage stochastic planning methodology considering DR flexibility resources through the DCM and ESS owned and operated by the
DSO [84].

8.3

Open Issues

The following are the most relevant open issues found in this work:
1. The DSO has already exhausted capacity and flexibility from reconfiguration schemes. Tapping capacity and flexibility from known capacity
sources is a matter of time; time required for overcoming the challenges
associated to modeling and testing the capacity mechanisms, and the
length of exposure in field applications, highly required for its acceptance at the utility level. To find new capacity resources is a completely
different issue. The creation of capacity mechanisms like the DCM could
provide a way of revealing new sources of capacity that may arise due
to the business opportunities that exist in the flexibility market.
2. Aided by very-short-term forecasts the operator can tap capacity from
other sources such as dynamic line rating (DLR), from conservation
voltage reduction (CVR), and even from VRE productions. Forecast
accuracy is inextricably linked to the lead time of observation; the challenge lies in determining the capacity sources and their contributions in
the long-term timescales.
3. This thesis work considers hydropower plants as flexibility providers.
Despite being a mature technology, it is not known how a flexibility
provision regime would stress a hydropower plant, impact its behavior,
and affect its useful life.
4. Despite being attractive flexibility providers, ESS technologies are still
costly in comparison to alternative capacity solutions. Besides, some
ESS technologies have not overcome the useful life test yet. This test
is necessary to assess reliability and maintainability performances and
costs, and to gain trust from investors.
5. As presented in [85], the multi-stage grid planning problem can be solved
using SDDP. ESSs (and their scheduling) can be included as a planning
resource in the formulation. The FCF obtained this way could be used
to make immediate decisions in consideration of their impacts on the
future costs of the expansion problem.
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Appendix A

Case Studies Data for
Paper F

For the case studies in [26], a cost of losses of Cl = 50 e/MWh [86], and a
substation operation cost of CSSi = 1 e/MVA2 h [87] have been used. The
capital recovery factors have been calculated using a useful life of assets of 20
years and a WACC of 7%. This rate has been used as well as the discount
rate for losses, substation operation cost, and capacity provision. The RTD
of the capacity providers has been assumed to be zero. The latter can mean
that either the provider can be energy storage or the provider’s infrastructure
does not exist yet, in which case it is difficult (not impossible) to assess its
production strategy in the future.
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Common Data

Table A.1: General Data.
Parameter
value
units
Cl
50.0000
e/MWh
Css
1.0000 e/MVA2 h
UL
20.0000
years
yp
10.0000
%
KL ,KT ,KC
0.0944
τL , τS , τW
7.0000
%
φL
0.4000
φS
0.4000
-

Voltage
(kV)
20
20

Table A.2: Conductor Type Data.
Type Rated current
R
X
ID
(A)
(Ω/km) (Ω/km)
k1
250
0.42
0.39
k2
425
0.18
0.36

Voltage ratio
(kV/kV)
132/20
132/20

Table A.3: Transformer Type Data.
Type Rated Power
Rsc
Xsc
ID
(MVA)
(pu) (pu)
t2
80
0.003
0.1
t2
160
0.015 0.05

Cost
(e/km)
118000
144000

Cost
(e)
1200000
2400000

Table A.4: Static Compensator Type Data.
Voltage Type Rated Power
bc
Cost
(kV)
ID
(MVAR)
(pu) (e/MVAR)
20
m1
0.8
0.8
1095
20
m2
0.4
0.4
1095
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Table A.5: Deviation Remuneration.
(−)
(+)
(−)
ρ ∆P
ρ ∆Q
ρ ∆Q
(e/MWh) (e/MWh) (e/MVARh) (e/MVARh)
40
30
6
6
(+)
ρ∆P

Case Study 1: 10 Node Test Case

Figure A.1: Grid Layout with Distances Specified in (km). Case Study 1 [26].
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Table A.6: Load Data. Case Study 1.
node
type PD (pu) QD (pu) V min V max
1
1
0
0
1.1
0.9
2 to 13
1
0.285
0.094
1.1
0.9
14
3
0
0
1.1
0.9
The emulate a future scenario with operational violations, the system load has
been increased to a total of 12.7 pu active power, split evenly across nodes 2
to 13 at a 0.95 lagging power factor.
Table A.7: Capacity Provision Offers. Case Study 1.
(w)max

w
1-6

∆P (+,−)
(pu)
2

(w)

ρp
(e/MWh)
5

(w)max

∆Q(+,−)
(pu)
0.7

(w)

ρQ
(e/MVARh)
0.4

Table A.8: Capacity Provision Nodes. Case Study 1.
node w
2
1
3
2
4
3
6
4
9
5
13
6

Table A.9: Compensation Nodes. Case Study 1.
node 2 3 4 6 9 13

Sensitivity Analysis based on Case Study 1
As explained in [26], the scenario 5 has been used as a base scenario to run the
sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity respect to the overall grid length has been
evaluated using relaxed limits for the regulation characteristic. The limits
(w)max
(w)max
have been expanded to ∆P (+,−) = 3pu and ∆Q(+,−) = 1pu.
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Case Study 2: EC-117 Node Test Case
For this case study, the load has been increased a 20% respect the data available in [72]. This increment approximately corresponds to a steady 6% yearly
load growth over three years.
Table A.10: Capacity Provision Offers. Case Study 2.
w
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(w)max

∆P (+,−)
(pu)
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

(w)

ρP
(e/MWh)
5
6
7
8
9
5
6
7
8
9

(w)max

∆Q(+,−)
(pu)
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

(w)

ρQ
(e/MVARh)
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

Table A.11: Capacity Provision Nodes. Case Study 2.
node w
18
1
18
2
45
3
45
4
45
5
68
6
86
7
97
8
109
9
3
10

node

Table A.12: Compensation Nodes. Case Study 2.
3 18 23 30 45 68 74 86 90 97 103
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Appendix B

Complementary Results
for Paper F
Complementary results for the case studies found in [26] are presented next.
These results include conductor type selection, static compensation selection,
and capacity provision from DERs.

Case Study 1: 10 Nodes
Table B.1: 10 Node Case: Conductor Type
from to
k
k
k
n S0 S1 S2
n
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
5
1
1
1
3
4
2
2
1
3
7
1
1
1
4
10 2
2
1
5
6
1
1
1
7
8
1
1
1
8
9
1
1
1
10
11 2
2
1
11
12 2
2
1
12
13 2
2
1
75

Selection,
k
k
S3 S4
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Scenarios S0 to S5 .
k
S5
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

APPENDIX B. COMPLEMENTARY RESULTS FOR PAPER F

Table B.2: 10 Node Case: Static Compensation
S2
node m QC (pu) m
2
0.0000
2
3
2
0.7333
2
4
2
0.7044
2
6
1
0.3706
2
9
2
0.7024
2
13
2
0.6480
2

Selection, Scenarios S2 & S3 .
S3
QC (pu)
0.7664
0.7424
0.7287
0.7532
0.7117
0.6848

Table B.3: 10 Node Case: Capacity Provision, Scenarios S4 & S5 .
S4
S5
node

w

3
4
6
9
13

2
3
4
5
6

∆

(w)
(+)

Pi

(pu)

∆

-

(w)
(+)

Qi

(pu)

0.7000
0.1052
0.7000

∆

(w)
(+)

Pi

(pu)

∆

(w)
(+)

Qi

2.0000
2.0000
0.0000
2.0000
2.0000

(pu)

0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000
0.7000

Case Study 2: EC-117 Nodes

Table B.4: EC-117 Node Case: Static Compensation and Capacity Provision,
Scenario S2 .
(w)
(w)
node w ∆ (+) ∆ (+) node m QC
Pi

18
45
68
86
97

1
2
3
4
5

(pu)
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

Qi

(pu)
0.00
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.00
76

23
30
74
90
103

2
2
2
2
2

(pu)
0.76
0.77
0.78
0.79
0.78

Table B.5: EC-117 Node Case: Conductor Type Selection, Scenarios S1 & S2 .
fr.
n
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
8
9
9
10
11
11
11
12
12
13
14
15
15
16
17
18
18
19
20
20
21
22
24

to
n
3
45
62
79
94
109
114
117
4
5
44
6
7
8
9
39
10
37
11
12
33
36
13
32
14
15
16
31
17
18
19
26
20
21
24
22
23
25

k
S1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

k
S2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

fr.
n
26
27
28
29
33
34
37
39
40
41
42
45
45
45
46
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
55
56
56
57
60
62
63
64
65
66
66
67
68
68
69
70

to
n
27
28
29
30
34
35
38
40
41
42
43
46
55
60
47
53
48
49
50
51
52
54
56
57
59
58
61
63
64
65
66
67
77
68
69
76
70
71

77

k
S1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

k
S2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

fr.
n
71
71
72
73
77
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
86
87
88
89
91
91
94
94
95
95
96
96
97
98
99
99
100
100
101
102
109
109
109
110
114
115

to
n
72
75
73
74
78
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
91
88
89
90
92
93
95
108
96
107
97
106
98
99
100
105
101
104
102
103
110
112
113
111
115
116

k
S1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

k
S2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Appendix C

Determining the DCM
offer prices
In this section, an exercise to demonstrate how the active and reactive power
offer prices can be determined according to the recommendations presented
in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 is presented. The idea is to show the bid price
for different technologies ranging from coal plants to DR. For this exercise, an
interest rate of 7% will be used to determine the CRF. The minimum active
power bid price is calculated as:

ρP =

I0 · CRF
8760 h · k

(C.1)

Where I0 is the capital cost of a type of capacity source, and k is its
capacity factor. Table C.1 shows the result of calculating the offer price for
different technologies. The reactive power offer price is assumed to be a 10% of
the active power offer price. Capacity factors k reference values were obtained
from [88].
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Table C.1: Active and Reactive Power Offer Prices for Different Sources of
Capacity.
Type Cap. Cost
UL
CRF
k
ρP
ρQ
($/kW)
(years)
($/MWh) ($/MVARh)
Coal
221
20
0.0944 0.6
3.9690
0.3969
Gas
978
20
0.0944 0.7
15.0549
1.5055
Wind
1877
15
0.1098 0.3
78.4187
7.8419
PV
2671
15
0.1098 0.3 111.5910
11.1591
ESS
2813
10
0.1424 0.5
91.4402
9.1440
DR
200
20
0.0944 0.9
2.3946
0.2395
For the special case of DR, some assumptions have been made:
1. For the DR k factor, the demand resource factor according to the PJMRTO definition [89], have been used instead.
2. The capacity from DR is provided by an aggregator with 100000 residential clients.
3. The aggregator is able to tap up to 1kW/user of capacity, i.e. 100 MW
in total.
4. A DR cost of deployment of 200 $/user which results in an investment
of 20 M$
5. The useful life of the DSM infrastructure is assumed to be 20 years.
The medium cost of deployment per kW of capacity from DR is:
20 M $
200$/user
= 200 $/kW =
100000 kW
1kW/user
Under the assumptions mentioned earlier, this cost is close to the capital
cost of a coal plant. Then, substituting the corresponding values from Table
C.1 in (C.1), the active power capacity offer price obtained for DR is:
ρP =

200 $/kW × 0.0944
= 2.3946$/MWh
8760 h · 0.9
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Part V

Publications

Summary of Appended
Papers
• Paper A: [21] This paper presents a regulatory-oriented discussion
on the current situation of the European DSOs facing the growing penetration of distributed generation. A planning structure that links the
DSOs with DG without breaking EU unbundling rules is proposed. The
main feature of the planning structure is a financial tool termed as distribution capacity contract, that allows the DSO to obtain firm capacity
from DG in order to defer investment in traditional grid reinforcements.
• Paper B: [22] This paper presents a hydropower equivalent model
that can be used to solve the short-term hydrothermal schedule, considering long-term restrictions and uncertainties through a SDDP future
cost piecewise-function. The model developed assigns a marginal cost to
the hydropower plant which allows to formulate the short-term schedule
as a stochastic MILP problem.
• Paper C: [23] This paper presents a generic storage model inspired by
the hydropower equivalent model. Under the assumption that a SDDP
methodology have been used to solve the long-term scheduling of storage
units, the short-term scheduling can make use of such information to
assign an equivalent marginal cost to the storage unit in order to dispatch
it according to both short and long-term restrictions and uncertainties.
• Paper D: [24] This paper presents an assessment of the distributed
generation owner profit, under presence of distribution capacity contracts with the distribution system operator. A portfolio of capacity
providers including demand response and intermittent production is considered within a virtual power plant providing capacity services.
95

• Paper E: [25] This paper presents a design of a volume-based capacity
mechanism that is used to trade two type of products, an active power
capacity band, and a reactive power capacity band. An auction process
cleared by the DSO awards contracts to the capacity providers. The
DSO enforces the contracts in the lead time, and it is allowed to deviate
the capacity provision in order to adjust the system to comply with the
operational constraints.
• Paper F: [26] This paper presents the integration of the distribution
capacity mechanism with the distribution network expansion problem.
A second order conic program formulation for the DNEP is used to embed the proposed DCM mathematical model. The planning formulation
considers a pay-as-bid auction to award the contracts to the capacity
providers. The purpose is to assess the impact of the DCM on planning
solutions and in particular on investment deferral.
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Abstract: Under the present European directive concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity, distribution
companies are not allowed to own distributed generation (DG) but encouraged to include it as a planning option to defer
investment in traditional grid reinforcements. Distribution system operators (DSOs) have used the provision of capacity
contracted to DG as a viable alternative under current regulatory arrangements. Here, the topics bonding DSOs and DG
owners under the present regulation will be explored and a planning structure that considers distribution capacity
contracts as a planning option will be proposed. This will serve as a road map for DSOs to implement its preferred
planning tools in an optimisation context, considering costs of investment, reliability, operation, and capacity provision
while complying with current regulation.

1

Introduction

The growing penetration of distributed energy resources (DER)
represents a challenge for the distribution system operator (DSO)
regarding the adequacy of the grid to host it, and the management
of operational issues affecting the quality of service. As
established by the European Directive [1], the unbundling of the
distribution company from other non-related activity as generation
forbids the distribution company to own DG which is not intended
to provide network services. The DSO has to accept DG in the
same way as they have to accept changes in consumption. The
behaviour of DG is uncertain and hinders the DSO’s ability to
perform appropriate control and adequation of the grid [2]. DG
can help reduce investment in connection to the transmission grid
and can naturally defer investments in grid reinforcements. DG
located near demand can reduce network losses and provide
ancillary services to the DSO [3]. High penetration of DG can
increase the reinforcement costs to allow its connection to the grid
and increase network losses due to reverse power ﬂows. This can
result in higher capital expenditure for the DSO, and if not
socialised among the customers, it can have a negative impact on
its revenue [4]. Unbundling rules, in spite of these shortcomings,
make sense regarding competition issues related to grid access and
connection. Since the DSO cannot directly inﬂuence either the
location or the operation of DG, this conﬂict might be overcome
by giving ﬁnancial incentives to inﬂuence the DG operators to
settle in a particular location and behave in response to DSO
needs [3]. Some works have addressed the issues that hinder the
DG integration [5] and some recommendations have been
proposed in order to adapt the present regulation according to this
[6]. In the absence of unbundling rules, due to lack of investors in
DG or when competition at retail level is not promoted, DG can
be considered as a planning option that can be installed and
operated by the DSO [7]. In the presence of unbundling, some
methodologies address load shaving strategies implementing DG
[8] and others the investment deferral through capacity contracts.
A market-oriented approach called contract for deferral scheme
allows the DSO to contract capacity from a portfolio of available

DERs [9]. Another market mechanism called reliability options for
distributed generation [10] allows the DSO to convene an auction
in areas with capacity shortage, letting the DG within those areas
to bid a ﬁrm capacity.
There is still a lack of planning methodologies that match closer
the actual regulation in Europe while trying to include DG in it.
This work will propose a structure to adapt capacity procure
mechanisms or distribution capacity contracts (DCCs), into the
distribution grid planning methodology.
The remainder of this article is divided as follows: the next section
will provide a description of the DSOs. Then, the planning problem
including DG will be explained further. A planning structure
including DCCs will be proposed. Finally, conclusions and
recommendations will be presented at the end of this paper.

2

Distribution system operators

The DSOs are responsible for managing, controlling, and planning
the future distribution systems. From a technical viewpoint, the
operation of the distribution system concerns two critical aspects:
control of the voltage variations and the management of the
congestions. When DG production exceeds local demand, system
overvoltage and congestion may occur. DSOs have to comply with
their responsibilities [11], which are: development of the system,
connection and provision of capacity, monitoring and control to
provide operational security, balancing and congestion
management, and to guarantee the availability and quality of
service. Other important role of the DSO in some EU countries is
to serve as an impartial facilitator in the retail market activity
through managing metering, providing information to market
participants and helping in the process of switching supplier.
DSOs might serve as an information hub that gathers and
distributes data to the stakeholders connected to it, providing
efﬁcient access to the system and granting conﬁdentiality among
participants [12]. Some examples of implemented information
hubs are the NUBIX model in Norway and the EMIX portal in
Sweden. These information platforms could help enhance
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communication and facilitate the trade of services to boost system
operation.

2.1

DSO current situation

Given the asymmetry of information between the regulator and the
DSOs, an incentive-based regulation that promotes efﬁciency has
been implemented by most European countries [13]. The DSO is
obliged to provide connection to any new user including DG.
Capital expenditures (CAPEX) are increased to adapt the grid for
hosting the DG implementing reinforcements as transformers,
lines, and switchgear. Operational expenditures (OPEX) are
increased since network losses tend to increase when high density
of DG is present, and to manage the inherent complexity in
control, automation, protection devices, power quality mitigating
devices, and maintenance. The DSO, being a part of a vertically
integrated undertaking, must remain independent from other
activities not related to distribution. This avoids the DSO
favouring a generation business owned by the same undertaking,
also avoiding the ability to perform a joint network and generation
planning. As a consequence, DSOs are disregarding DG and their
advantages leading to inefﬁcient planning and operation of the
system [14].

2.2

DSO remuneration

In the traditional revenue structure of the distribution company, the
money ﬂows from the customers, either DG or consumers, to the
service providers. According to [15] (Fig. 1), the revenues are
divided in connection charges and use of service (UoS) charges.
Connection charges are paid once and are intended to cover either
the direct cost of connection to the distribution grid (shallow),
including upstream network reinforcements (shallowish charges),
or including equipment and reinforcements upstream the point of
connection (deep charges). This characterisation might change
from one country to another. The different types of connection
costs are further explained in [16]. In some of the EU member
states, a capacity threshold is deﬁned in order to apply one type of
connection charge or the other. The UoS is paid regularly by the
grid users and is a tariff based on the cost and proﬁt allowance set
by regulation. It guarantees the DSO recovery of costs and
facilitates DG integration. Other operational expenses as ancillary
services, reactive power support, balancing, and energy losses are
paid to the transmission system operator (TSO), DGs, and other
large power producers at transmission level. An overview of the
revenue structure in some of the EU countries is presented in [5].
Three typical distribution regulation approaches can be
distinguished:

Fig. 1 DSO revenues and expenditures [15]
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Rate-of-return regulation: the regulator approves a proﬁt over the
audited expenses.
Incentive-based regulation: under a price-cap regulation, the
regulator sets a cap on the service price the utility is allowed to
charge. Under a revenue-cap regulation, the regulator adjusts the
allowed revenues for the utility.
Yardstick regulation: Is also a form of incentive-based model where
the revenue is deﬁned by comparing the DSO performance to
equivalent suppliers. This is similar to a revenue cap regulation
where benchmarking is used.

2.3

Quality of service

The technical quality of service provision comprises two categories,
continuity of service and voltage quality. Regarding voltage quality
aspects, the European standard EN50160 establishes the
characteristics of the voltage proﬁle that should be met by the
DSOs [17]. Levels and issues associated with e.g. ﬂicker,
harmonics, dips, and over-voltages have been addressed in order
to guarantee proper conditions for the operation of the equipment
connected to the grid [18]. Regarding the continuity of service,
reliability indices are computed to measure the performance of the
system. Frequency and duration indices as system average
interruption duration index (SAIDI) and system average
interruption frequency index (SAIFI) are typically used for that
purpose [19]. DER being located closer to the load centres tends
to impact speciﬁc costumers rather than the overall group of
connected costumers, and so forth they have a minimum impact
on indices like SAIFI and SAIDI. Customer average interruption
duration and frequency indices become suitable for measuring the
real impact of DER on reliability [20]. Penalisations within the
regulatory scheme can be used to incentivise the DSO to keep
within margin those indices. The planning strategy might become
oriented to minimise the compromise between investment and
penalisations. A discussion on the tradeoffs between reliability
cost and beneﬁt in distribution planning is presented in [21]. The
penetration of DG impacts several operational aspects of the
distribution and transmission grid. The impact of DG penetration
is partially bonded to the protection system behaviour; also voltage
quality participates in undesirable scenarios that impact the
continuity of service [22]. The risk of overload is also impacted by
DG. It can reduce it by producing locally during peak hours, or it
can increase it by exporting to the transmission grid.
2.4

Uncertainties affecting the DSO

Conventionally, distribution planning consisted in identifying the
worst possible long-term future operating conditions, adding a
security margin, and reinforcing the grid accordingly. However, in
order to solve network problems close to real time (and thus
prevent or defer network investments), load/DG forecasts need to
be performed much more regularly and presumably with a higher
locational granularity. This is a challenge, especially concerning
DG production. The quality of the forecast depends on the time
horizon and the phenomena studied among other factors. Up to a
week, forecasts of temperature and wind might have an error
between 11 and 20%. For other phenomena like solar radiation or
forecasts for longer term horizons, the error percentage will grow
and other previsions based on scenarios evaluation must be taken.
Weather forecasting affects dynamic line rating, load and
production forecasting, failure rates of equipment, and reliability
indices used in planning studies [23]. These predictions allow the
DSO to evaluate strategies as network reconﬁguration, provision of
additional production, and demand response (DR). DR is also
correlated to weather behaviour due to heating, cooling, EV
charging, and renewable production such as rooftop photovoltaic
panels. DG owners also use predictions of market prices,
consumption, and weather affecting the renewable production in
order to deﬁne optimal operating strategies. Regulation is perhaps
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one of the most abstract and difﬁcult to assess type of uncertainty.
Changes in the regulation can occur in the future, perturbing
already-made planning decisions.

3

Planning with DG

Higher efﬁciencies are still on the side of large generators. DG
efﬁciencies have improved, given perfected technologies for fuel
conversion, and materials that reduce wear and maintenance.
Although the economy of scale favours large centrals, DG is
located closer to the customers, so the competition against large
generators is not only achieved in terms of efﬁciency or in terms
of cost per kWh: it is more economical if compared along with its
associated T&D requirements. Technical and economic aspects in
this regard can be found in [24]. How DG impacts the
performance of the power distribution grid and what possible
remedies can be implemented to ensure the quality of service have
been extensively treated in [22]. One of the key distribution
planning issues with DG is that they can trade energy in a
liberalised market while connected to an open access distribution
system that remains a regulated monopoly whose DSO is not
allowed to participate in the competition using it [25].

3.1

Active management approach

The active management of the distribution grid enables the DSO to
make use of control variables located in the DG along with other
traditional control elements as transformer taps, reconﬁguration,
and voltage regulators. For instance, wind power cannot be easily
controlled but other DG as combined heat and power (CHP) or
biomass generators can be dispatched to meet ﬂuctuations. The
idea is to maximise the loadability of the circuits without affecting
the security and quality of the service. The DSO should foster the
installation of energy production and incentive production
according to network constraints. The DSO must act as a network
operator and a market facilitator that manages a local market for
network services. It is technical and economical inefﬁcient to track
load and renewable production fast changes at distribution level
with large base-load generators at transmission level. DG can be
equipped to provide such local balancing. A proposal for a
dynamic distribution system and market place presented in [26]
addresses the balancing between bulk generation and DERs. An
active management approach of the distribution system,
considering a scheduling framework at the TSO/DSO interface,
has been considered in [27].

3.2

Regulation improvements

A report elaborated in [28] provides guidelines to improve the DG
integration in distribution grids. These guidelines are oriented to
socialise the impact of DG and to honour the proper payment of
service through tariffs and connection charges:
† an incentive-based regulation with UoS charges to DG,
differentiated by time of use and voltage level, along with
economic incentives for ancillary services provision;
† DSO compensation for increased CAPEX and OPEX due to a DG
penetration higher than 15–20%;
† performance-based regulation for quality of service targets;
† allow DG to pay and receive UoS charges;
† bilateral contracts between DGs and DSOs.
DSO compensation, through speciﬁc allowances and tariff
adjustments, has been studied in [29]. Also, a benchmark study to
evaluate the impact of different regulatory schemes was presented
in [30].

3.3

Planning methodologies

The DSO can implement new smart grid technologies and strategies
as alternative solutions in planning the distribution grid with
uncertainties. A structure to give the DSO a roadmap for
implementing such solutions while understanding its beneﬁts has
been proposed in [31]. Distribution planning that considers DG as
a planning option is supported by the assumption that the
regulation allows the DISCO to own generation and manage it.
Investment deferral [14] and peak cutting [8] are beneﬁts
perceived by the DSO if doing so. A proposed model considering
DG as non-wired solution for dynamic planning is presented in
[32]. Consideration of the reactive capability of DG in voltage
control has been studied in [33]. The impact of DG integration
along with load response uncertainty has been considered in [34].
A multi-stage planning methodology which considers the unit
commitment (UC) of generation units to assess the impact of new
DG in operational costs has been presented in [35]. A
multi-objective optimisation problem that captures simultaneously
the cost of the energy not served and the cost of the assets is
presented in [20].

4

Planning with DCCs

The DCC creates a virtual communication channel between the DSO
and the DG owner when they enter into contract. This will let them
convene a strategy that favours the operation and planning of the
distribution grid in the lead time. The DCC comprises three stages:
a capacity call auction, the auction clearing and awarding, and the
DSO online power request. The DSO calls for auction at certain
locations in need of capacity provision. DG owners within those
areas place their bids composed by a single capacity at a certain
price. The DSO executes the auction clearing and awards the DG
owners the correspondent capacity contracts. Finally, the DG
owner will provide in the lead time, and upon request of the DSO,
at least a ﬁrm power within the capacity contracted. This will
allow the DSO to do ﬁne tuning of the grid during operation,
having a share of DG under its control. The DCC is applied under
the assumptions:
† The regulation allows this type of capacity contract.
† The DSO organises and calls capacity auctions. DR, storage
operators, renewable sources, and virtual power plants (VPPs) are
possible capacity providers.

4.1

Interaction between DG owners, DSOs, and DCCs

The willingness of the DG owner to participate in a DCC relies on
the improvement on its remuneration. A study assessing the impact
of DCCs on VPPs remuneration has been presented in [36]. The
bidding price and the penalties for non-compliance of the contract
are its main concerns. DCCs are expected to be applied by
distribution companies under an incentive-based regulation where
the revenues are limited and its application can increase DSO’s
proﬁtability. In a rate-of return scheme, the DSO can be more
interested in implementing traditional reinforcements if the rate set
by the regulator is high. The DSO has to consider maintenance
costs, network losses, and quality of supply while calculating
expansion costs.
4.2

Planning structure

The DSO requires adapting the grid with regard to the regulatory
agreements, meeting design criteria, and exploiting DG beneﬁts to
ﬁnd cost-effective plans. Here, a planning structure (Fig. 2) is
proposed in order to introduce DCCs as a planning alternative that
should be considered within an optimisation framework to ﬁnd
short-term grid solutions. This planning methodology attempts to
determine if DCCs are a worthwhile option to defer grid investment.
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Fig. 2 Proposed planning structure

The main features of the proposed planning structure are:
† This planning structure has been conceived for the short-term lead
time, between 1 and 3 years. This lead time is suitable for gearing,
DCCs, smart solutions, expansion, and operational decisions.
† The DSO gathers the data from the TSO/DSO interface,
customers, producers, and forecast their behaviour for the planning
lead-time.
† A balanced model for the grid might be used under the
assumption of proper load balancing in low voltage. Equipment to
mitigate unbalance can be considered within the connection charges.
† The planning problem can be formulated as a stochastic
multistage mixed integer linear programming problem. A manner
of considering the impact of early-stage decisions on future
operation and planning costs could be achieved by implementing a
stochastic dual dynamic programming approach [37].
† The award of the DCCs and their online power request are
decision variables.
† Reliability worth, investment, and operation costs are objectives
to be consider by the DSO.
† Considering an ex-post decision-making process, this
methodology intends to produce several expansion options to be
evaluated by a long-term plan study that will determine if they ﬁt
long-term needs and provide long-lasting value.
† The output of this short-term planning structure is a Pareto
front of investment and operation costs. This Pareto front could be
ﬁltered to reduce the spectra of non-dominated solutions as
explained in [38].

5

Conclusions and recommendations

The regulation unbundling limits the communication between
stakeholders to avoid unethical strategies that jeopardise the
inherent fairness of the liberalised market. Certain trade of
information among actors could help reducing the predominant
uncertainty affecting the DSO in planning stages. There is a need
to improve communication between DSOs and DG owners in
order to reduce such uncertainty and improve the system
performance. The DCCs are expected to have two effects on
distribution systems: they will incentivise the development of
new capacity providers at speciﬁc locations, and they will give
the DSO an equivalent share of DG under its control. The
proposed planning methodology considers DCCs as part of the
available smart solutions. The methodology proposes to embed
the auction process to grant DCC contracts within the
optimisation framework in order to ﬁnd more cost-effective
combined solutions for a dynamic planning problem. The
optimisation algorithm contrasts DCCs against traditional
reinforcements. If worthwhile, DCCs could be chosen over grid
reinforcements. The planning methodology is a part of an ex-post
decision-making process whose output is a Pareto front of
investment and operational costs.
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a b s t r a c t
The long-term (LT) scheduling of reservoir-type hydropower plants is a multistage stochastic dynamic
problem that has been traditionally solved using the stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP)
approach. This LT schedule of releases should be met through short-term (ST) scheduling decisions
obtained from a hydro-thermal scheduling that considers uncertainties. Both time scales can be linked
if the ST problem considers as input the future cost function (FCF) obtained from LT studies. Known the
piecewise-linear FCF, the hydro-scheduling can be solved as a one-stage problem. Under certain considerations a single segment of the FCF can be used to solve the schedule. From this formulation an equivalent
model for the hydropower plant can be derived and used in ST studies. This model behaves accordingly
to LT conditions to be met, and provides a marginal cost for dispatching the plant. A generation company (GENCO) owning a mix of hydro, wind, and thermal power will be the subject of study where the
model will be implemented. The GENCO faces the problem of scheduling the hydraulic resource under
uncertainties from e.g. wind and load while determining the market bids that maximize its proﬁt under
uncertainties from market prices. A two-stage stochastic unit commitment (SUC) for the ST scheduling
implementing the equivalent hydro model will be solved.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The scheduling of reservoir-type hydropower stations in the
short-term (ST) has an impact on future operation costs. For this
reason, this type of units has to be studied in the long-term (LT)
timescale considering uncertainties from inﬂows, load, system
expansion, etc. Due to computational complexity and tractability
issues, this LT coordination problem cannot address a time step of
hours. Depending on the coordination horizon, it is solved using a
time step of days, weeks or even months. Some methods have tried
to address this issue by using nested structures or multi-horizon
approaches that address mid-term and ST timescales [1].
A methodology for the solution of multi-stage stochastic
optimization problems known as stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) [2] deals with the dimensionality problem of
the dynamic programming method since combinatorial explosion

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: manuel.alvarez@ltu.se (M. Alvarez), sarah.ronnberg@ltu.se
(S.K. Rönnberg), j.f.bermude@usb.ve (J. Bermúdez), jzhong@eee.hku.hk (J. Zhong),
math.bollen@ltu.se (M.H.J. Bollen).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2017.09.028
0378-7796/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

is avoided. In order to improve tractability and accuracy, a hybrid
method that uniﬁes the sample-based approach (using SDDP) and
the scenario-based approach (using a deterministic equivalent) has
been developed in [3].
To avoid dimensionality issues due to different time resolution for ST and LT, time scales can be interlaced. A methodology
developed in [4] solved the mid/short-term hydro-thermal coordination by translating the electrical problem at short-term level
into constraints to be added to the mid-term scheduling problem.
ST hydro-scheduling could be solved to meet end-point conditions
to comply with a pre-established long-term water release schedule
[5], as developed in [6] where the scheduling problem was solved
using a piecewise-linear future cost function (FCF).
Another issue regarding hydro-scheduling concerns the assess
of the actual monetary value of the hydraulic resource in present
decisions. In the short-term operation, the system operator has
to make decisions regarding re-dispatch of units. Considering a
negligible marginal cost for the hydropower [7], the ST scheduling problem has been solved using different operations research
approaches, applying Bender’s decomposition [7,8], Lagrangian
relaxation [9–11], continuation methods [12], extended differen-
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Cmg
Cx
Cy
Cz
I
Kf
MTU
MTU
NBC
NSU
Nt
NTU
NHU
NWU
Pbuy
Ph
PL
Psell
PT
Pw
RU
RD
S
ux
uy
uz
V0 , Vf
t
, 
, 
BC
M

marginal cost (D /MWh)
no load cost (D )
star-up cost (D )
shut-down cost (D )
river inﬂow of a hydro-reservoir (hm3 /h)
future cost coefﬁcient of a hydropower plant
(D /hm3 )
minimum time up of a thermal unit (h)
minimum time down of a thermal unit (h)
number of bilateral contracts with retailers
number of storage units
number of periods of the study
number of thermal units
number of hydro units
number of wind-power units
GENCO’s buying bid (MW)
active power produced by a hydropower plant
(MW)
active power load (MW)
GENCO’s selling bid (MW)
active power produced by a thermal plant (MW)
wind power (MW)
ramp up rate of a thermal unit (MWh)
ramp down rate of a thermal unit (MWh)
spill ﬂow of a hydro-reservoir (hm3 /h)
stand-by binary decision
start-up binary decision
shut-down binary decision
initial and ﬁnal volume of a reservoir (hm3 )
interval of coordination (h)
equality constraints Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
multipliers
inequality constraints KKT multipliers
bilateral contract fee (D /MWh)
market price (D /MWh)

tial dynamic programming [13], multi-pass dynamic programming
[14], and genetic algorithms [15], among other methods.
Other issue regarding the use of hydropower concerns its participation in the provision of ancillary services. The ancillary services
have been addressed within the solution of the ST hydro-scheduling
problem, by allocating reserves in a cost-based centralized dispatch as presented in [16], by considering the participation of the
hydropower producers in the ancillary services market as presented in [17], and by solving the joint day-ahead scheduling and
real-time bidding in the ancillary service market as presented in
[18].
This work will address the problem of time-scale interlacing
and at the same time will provide an equivalent marginal cost
for the hydropower to assess ST operational decisions. This will
be achieved by developing a reservoir-type hydropower equivalent model (HEM), based on a one-stage problem formulation that
assumes the cost-to-go function is known. A demonstration on how
this model is obtained will be provided and the model will be tested
on a ST stochastic unit commitment. This way ST and LT uncertainties will be linked and the dispatch of the hydropower will be
achieved in consideration of a LT schedule of releases. Cascaded
plants will be used to demonstrate the generality of the model.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2
will describe the derivation of the HEM. Section 3 will show the
formulation of the SCU where the HEM will be tested. Section 4 will
describe the study case. Section 5 will show the results and analysis

Fig. 1. Immediate and future thermal costs in D .

of the implementation of the HEM on the study case. Finally Section
6 contains the conclusions and recommendations of this work.

2. Hydropower equivalent model – HEM
The hydro-schedule deﬁnes a trajectory for the reservoir
releases in order to balance thermal production and serve system demand over the period of coordination [5]. The sequence of
releases is obtained by decomposing the coordination horizon into
several one-stage problems where the objective is to achieve the
minimum compromise between immediate and future operational
costs, as shown in Fig. 1.
In the scheduling of hydro reservoirs using SDDP [19], a set
of supporting hyperplanes or equivalent benders cuts are used to
represent the expected cost-to-go function in a piecewise-linear
fashion. This piecewise FCF translates the costs of future stages as
a function of the ﬁrst stage decisions.
If the FCF is available, the problem can be solved as one stage
problem [2], modeling the FCF through special ordered sets [20].
This one-stage problem can be used to assess short-term decisions
while considering the impact in future stages costs. A work developed in [6] solves the hydro-thermal generation scheduling using
a unit commitment (UC) problem formulation for the ST, with a GA
implementation that uses a piecewise-linear FCF representation.
The work presented here proposes a model for the hydropower
plant that couples LT costs with ST decisions through the use of
the FCF. This model approaches day-ahead hydro-thermal coordination, with the following assumptions [21]:

• In the day-ahead the weather forecast accuracy is around 85%
[22].
• The load forecast accuracy for the next 24 h is around 97% [23].
• The present conditions of the reservoir are known.
• The head of water in the reservoir can be considered constant
during the next 24 h.
• The thermal units that will be operating during the next 24 h are
known.

The system operator could approximate the FCF to a single linear segment. The choice of this segment could be done according
to the estimation of the ﬁnal state of volume of water in the day
ahead according to the described assumptions, but most important,
according to the LT hydraulic schedule of the reservoir.
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where CPRET is the present thermal cost of the units operating in
the coordination period. Assuming a linear production cost for the
thermal unit:
CPRE T = KT + Cmg T · PT

(3)

And the future cost segment is expressed as:
˛(Vf ) = K0 − Kf · Vf

(4)

In order to satisfy KKT ﬁrst-order optimality condition, the
Lagrangian function is deﬁned as:
Fig. 2. Hydro reservoir main parameters and variables.

L =  + (PL − Ph − PT ) + · · ·





+

The model used for the hydropower plant, shown in Fig. 2, is
described in detail in [24]. The hydraulic power extracted from the
hydro station can be expressed as:

+ Ph (Ph − Phmax ) + PT (PT − PTmax ) + · · ·

where Kh is the plant production coefﬁcient in MWh/hm3 and
is expressed in terms of the density of the water , the gravity
acceleration g, the head of water h, and the efﬁciency of the turbinegenerator set . The turbinate water ﬂow q is in hm3 /h. For Kh head
of water and hence the efﬁciency have been assumed as constant
during the ST.
The relation between the output ﬂow of the turbine has been
assumed to hold a linear relation with the electrical output power.
Hydropower production is sensitive to the head of water for runof-river type hydropower plants.
This paper is focused on medium to big reservoir-type
hydropower stations where the head variation has a negligible
inﬂuence on their operating efﬁciency in the short term due to the
large storage capacity available [25–27]. Additionally, impulse type
turbines will be considered here. For this type of turbines the net
head can be modeled as a function of the forebay volume of water
since the tailrace water elevation remains constant.

2.2. One-stage hydro-thermal coordination problem
Let us assume that a piecewise-linear FCF for the state of the
volume in the reservoir (Fig. 5) is provided. This function considers
uncertainty in inﬂows linked to reservoir volume scenarios [24]. A
selection of a segment of the FCF, i.e., using a linear approximation
as shown in (4) could be suitable to represent the future cost for
the short term hydro-thermal coordination problem. Considering
the simplest hydro-thermal system composed by one hydropower
plant and a thermal plant, the traditional hydro-thermal model
becomes:
Min  = CPRE T + ˛(Vf )
S.T.
PL − Ph − PT = 0
Ph
· t + S · t = 0
Kh

Phmin < Ph < Phmax
Vfmin < Vf < Vfmax

PTmin < PT < PTmax

(5)

+ Vf (Vf − Vfmax ) + s (S − S max ) + · · ·

(1)

Kh =  · g · h · 

S min < S < S max

+ ···

+ Ph (Phmin − Ph ) + PT (PTmin − PT ) + · · ·

Ph = Kh · q

Vf − V0 − I · t +

Vf − V0 − I · t +

Ph
· t + S · t
Kf

2.1. Hydropower plant description

(2)

+ Vf (Vfmin − Vf ) + S (S min − S)
Computing ∇ L = 0

∂L
= Cmg T · t +  + PT − PT = 0
∂PT

(6)

∂L

=
· t +  + Ph − Ph = 0
Kh
∂Ph

(7)

∂L
=  − Kf + Vf − Vf = 0
∂Vf

(8)

∂L
=  · t + s − s = 0
∂S

(9)

..
.
By comparing (6) and (7), it can be noticed that the term /Kh is
the marginal cost the hydro machine will acquire under the optimal
operation. The global optimum of (2) is found when the solution
coincides with the unrestricted problem. Also, from (8) it can be
seen that if no limit of the reservoir is violated, then  acquires the
value Kf . Additionally, this means that spill limits in (9) will not be
reached; in this case a linear approximation for the production cost
given that  will remain constant all over the coordination period is
justiﬁed. If  as a dual variable represents the value of the resource,
in this case the water, then the ratio of this value to the rate of
conversion of turbinate water ﬂow into electrical power (Kh ) has
the same meaning as the marginal cost in a thermal machine.
2.3. Model deﬁnition
As an input from a long-term study and to conform to a longterm water release schedule, the system operator will choose from
the FCF curve (as shown in Fig. 5) a segment providing an opportunity cost for the water and the volume limits in the reservoir at the
end of the coordination period. The system operator performs this
action in attention to several factors: actual conditions of the reservoir, time of coordination, network constraints, forecasted demand,
etc.
Known the ﬁnal volume of the reservoir for the day-ahead, given
by the LT schedule, this value is used as an entry key to the FCF
function, pointing to a speciﬁc linear segment. The goal of the ST
problem is to keep the hydropower station operating within such
segment by means of keeping the reservoir volume variation within
lower and upper bounds provided by the FCF segment. Fig. 3 shows
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LT schedule itself (i.e. Vf ) changes on a daily basis. Thus, Kf requires
to be updated from the same FCF curve, until the latter changes
according to such large system changes. In this study the parameter
Kf will be then considered as input data for the short-term problem
at hand. The ST one stage model can be derived as follows:
The volume of water in the reservoir at the end of the coordination period can be expressed as:
Vf = V0 + I · t −

Ph
· t − S · t
Kh

(10)

By substitution of (10) in (4) we obtain an equivalent production
cost for the hydro-reservoir:
Cpeq = Keq +

Fig. 3. Link between long-term and short-term timescales and uncertainties.

Kf
Kh

· (Ph + Ps ) · t

(11)

where Keq is the sum of all the constant terms, and the coefﬁcient
Kf /Kh in (11) becomes the marginal cost in $/MWh for the hydro
power plant. This marginal cost represents the present cost of saving one unit of water for the future. The term Ph is the electrical
power extracted from the generator, and the term Ps is the equivalent power of the spilled water (like if that water would have been
turbinated), so that Ps = S · Kh .
For keeping the reservoir ﬁnal volume between limits, the total
outﬂow power composed by the spilled power and the effective
electric power, will establish the limits for the overall amount of
water that can be extracted from the reservoir.
Kh
· (V0 + I · t − Vfmax ) ≤ Ph + Ps
t
Ph + Ps ≤

Kh
· (V0 + I · t − Vfmin )
t

(12)

The restrictions in (12) will not guarantee the spill ﬂow and the
electric power will be maintained within limits. For this reason, two
additional restrictions must be added:
Fig. 4. Long-term and short-term coordination ﬂow chart.

Kh · S min ≤ Ps ≤ Kh · S max
Phmin ≤ Ph ≤ Phmax

(13)

The hydraulic restrictions can also be represented in the traditional manner as:
Vf = V0 + I · t −

Ph
· t − S · t
Kh

Vfmin ≤ Vf ≤ Vfmax

(14)

S min ≤ S ≤ S max

Fig. 5. Piecewise future cost function.

how the FCF from a LT schedule is used to solve the ST problem
[38]. Also, Fig. 3 shows that the LT uncertainties are brought to the
ST schedule embedded within the FCF, while the ST uncertainties
are considered by solving a SUC for the day-ahead schedule. Given
that the LT forecast may differ from the day-ahead realization of
the stochastic parameters, to let the ﬁnal volume to deviate from
the LT schedule value due to uncertainty, will provide ﬂexibility to
the ST schedule without impact of the LT schedule costs. This also
guarantees that the availability of water is ensured for LT stages to
go. Fig. 4 shows how the LT schedule and ST stochastic unit commitment are coordinated, and foremost it depicts how the process
is repeated on a daily basis by updating the Kf value from the FCF.
The FCF is not expected to change from one day to the other. The
LT schedule is typically updated by the system planner according to
large system changes as load growth and expansions. However, the

The hydraulic restrictions behave as depicted in Fig. 7. The following subsections will discus and study the consistency of the
hydro-equivalent model under different considerations such as
head-sensitivity, several time-steps, and cascaded reservoirs.
2.4. Head-sensitive hydropower
Next, a derivation to show how the head of water impacts the
equivalent marginal cost of the hydro-unit will be presented. As
presented in [28], and neglecting the penstock head loss, the electrical power after the conversion process can be computed as:
Ph =  · g ·  · [hfb (vfb ) − htr (vtr )] · q

(15)

The head of water is the difference between the elevations at
forebay level hfb and at tailrace level htr , and they are expressed as
a function of the volumes of water vfb and vtr , respectively. Other
approaches may well consider the tailrace level to be dependent
on the overall water discharge as in [29]. However, let us assume
that the derivation is implemented for a high elevation reservoir,
equipped with an impulse-type turbine. This makes the head of
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water being dependent of the forebay level only, and it is expressed
as a function of the volume of water behind the dam. Also, let us
assume that the efﬁciency can be described as a function of the
head of water:
Ph =  · g · (h) · h(v) · q

(16)

Both the efﬁciency vs. the head of water (17) and the head of
water vs. the volume of water (18) can be expressed using a linear
approximation as presented in [27], it follows:
(h) = 0 + a · h
a=

max − min
hmax − hmin

(17)

0 = max − a · hmax
h(v) = h0 + b · v
b=

hmax

− hmin

vmax − vmin
0
h = hmax − b · vmax

Fig. 6. Head-dependent equivalent marginal cost.

(18)

By substitution of (17) and (18) into (16) the following expression for the power conversion is obtained:
Ph =  · g · [c1 + c2 · v + c3 · v2 ] · q

(19)

The conversion process represented in (19) is driven by a second
order polynomial of the volume of water available in the reservoir.
This means that the conversion process parameter Kh is then:
Kh (v) =  · g · [c1 + c2 · v + c3 · v2 ]

(20)

With constants: c1 = (0 + a · h0 ) · h0 ; c2 = (0 + a · h0 + h0 ) · b;
c3 = b2 .
Regarding run-of-river hydropower, the relation between the
head of water and the volume of water can be expressed by a fourth
degree polynomial in v as shown in [25], as in the case of the tailrace
level consideration which becomes a fourth order polynomial of
the total discharge [30]. The smaller the reservoir is, the higher the
sensitivity of the conversion process to the variations of the head
of water, and in this sense, a higher order polynomial should ﬁt
better such variations. Such higher order ﬁtting can be obtained by
including the relation between the turbinated ﬂow q and the head
of water h. In (20), the parameter Kh increases quadratically with
the availability of water in the reservoir. This increment allows to
extract more electrical power with the same turbinated ﬂow, and
this will have an impact on the equivalent marginal cost of the
hydropower unit. Since the equivalent marginal cost is expressed
as the ratio of Kf to Kh , an increase in the availability of water will
represent a reduction of the equivalent marginal cost as depicted
in Fig. 6.
In this work, medium to high reservoir hydropower stations are
being addressed. For this type of hydropower stations, the vari-

ations of the head of water are expected to be small during the
short-term and for this reason the head of water can be assumed to
be constant. Additionally, small reservoir hydropower has a small
impact on the cost-to-go of future stages towards the long-term.
The latter implies that this type of reservoirs are expected to have
Kf values that vanishes to zero, meaning that regardless of the variations of the head of water, their equivalent marginal cost will vanish
too.
Since this work is considering a linear relation between Ph and q,
it is important to acquaint the reader with some other options that
address this issue. Regarding head-sensitive hydropower, some
works have addressed a linear Ph vs. q relation by means of using
a piecewise-linear representation of the hill chart, as in [31–33].
Ref. [34] has presented an approach that uses a piecewise-linear
surface involving the volume in the reservoir. Finally, the effect of
the linearizations on the solution feasibility has been presented in
[35]. Since this work is oriented to non-head-sensitive reservoirs,
it has been considered sufﬁcient to use a linear relation between Ph
and q, as depicted in [27], where the relation can be described as
follows:
Ph (q) = Ph0 + Kh · q
Kh =

Phmax − Phmin
qmax − qmin

(21)

Ph0 = Phmax − Kh · qmax
The relation in (21) will hold since the reservoir is operating
within a limited range of volume of water, according to the FCF
segment selected, and in order to comply with a LT schedule. Since
the forebay volume can change from one day to the other, (20)
implies the necessity to update Kh on a daily basis.

Fig. 7. Hydro reservoir volume limits.
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2.5. Several time steps
Next, a derivation to study the behaviour of the HEM under several time steps will be presented. The idea is to corroborate that the
equivalent production cost holds when the volume of the reservoir is accounted for the entire time span of scheduling. The FCF
describes the cost-to-go at the end of the coordination period. The
volume of water at this point in time has been named here as the
ﬁnal volume Vf . This volume can be constructed by all the coordination decisions that are made in between the entire time span.
Assuming a resolution of one hour, this volume can be expressed
as:
Vf = V0 +

Nt


(It ) −

t=1

Nt 

t=1

Pht
Kh

+ St



Fig. 8. Graphical dispatch and cascading effect.

(22)

By substitution of (22) in (4):
˛ = Keq +

˛=

Nt


Kf
Kh

·

Nt



Pht + PSt

t=1



(23)

(Cpeqt )

t=1

Since It is the inﬂow under a forecasted scenario,
be a ﬁxed amount by scenario. Then:
Keq = K0 − Kf ·

Nt


Nt

t=1

(It ) will
Fig. 9. GENCO hydropower conﬁguration.

(24)

(It )

2.7. Graphical dispatch with HEM

t=1

2.6. Cascaded reservoirs
Next, a derivation to study the behavior of the HEM for cascaded
reservoirs will be presented. The idea is to consider the impact of
downstream reservoirs on the equivalent production cost. For it, let
us consider the conﬁguration used in the study case and depicted in
Fig. 9. The volume equations for one time step for this conﬁguration
are:
Vf1 = V01 + I1 · t −

Ph1

Since the hydropower acquired a marginal cost, it can be dispatched as a thermal unit. The model can be represented and
partially solved graphically to illustrate the practicality of this
approach. Fig. 8 shows a case of two cascaded reservoirs along with
a thermal unit; the reservoir i is located upstream the reservoir j.
The upstream machine i will acquire an equivalent marginal cost
Kf i −Kf j
Khi

and the downstream machine j will acquire an equivalent

marginal cost of
· t − S1 · t

Kf j
.
Khj

In Fig. 8, a single hour dispatch has been solved assuming a
hypothetical scenario of load and marginal prices. If the equivalent
marginal costs for the hydro machines are bigger than the marginal
Vf2 = V02 + I2 · t −
· t − S2 · t
(25)
Kh2
cost of the thermal machine, this is a signal that water must be saved
Ph3
Ph1
Ph2
for future use. In this scenario, the thermal machine is operated to
Vf3 = V03 +
· t +
· t + S1 · t + S2 · t −
· t − S3 · t
Kh1
Kh2
Kh3
its maximum, the hydraulic machine i, at its minimum, and the
hydro machine j is settling the price  of the energy. If no limits of
The FCF function considering the three reservoirs is of the form:
the reservoir are violated by this dispatch, then this should be the
optimal solution.
˛(Vf1 , Vf2 , Vf3 ) = K0 − Kf1 · Vf1 − Kf2 · Vf2 − Kf3 · Vf3
(26)
Kh1
Ph2

By substitution of (25) into (26):
˛ = Keq +
+

Kf3
Kh3

Kf1 − Kf3
Kh1

· (Ph1 + PS1 ) · t +

3. Formulation of stochastic unit commitment
Kf2 − Kf3
Kh2

· (Ph2 + PS2 ) · t
(27)

· (Ph3 + PS3 ) · t

It can be seen in (27) that the marginal cost of upstream reservoirs is reduced given that downstream reservoirs are able to re-use
the turbinated water. It can be demonstrated that a series of cascaded reservoirs behave according to this as:
˛ = Keq +

n−1

Kfi − Kfi+1
i=1

Khi

· (Phi + PSi ) · t +

Kfn
Khn

Following the formulation of the SUC that will be used to test
the HEM. The UC will be solved as a linear two-stage stochastic
problem. Written in standard form:
max cT u + E[Q (u, )]
s.t. A · u ≤ b, u ∈ {0, 1}

(29)

where Q(u, ) is the optimal value of the second-stage problem:
max qT x

· (Phn + PSn )

(28)

where the reservoir number 1 is the uppermost located reservoir
on the river, and reservoir n is the last reservoir of the cascade.

s.t. T · u + W · x ≤ h, x ≥ 0

(30)

The commitment binary decisions are represented by u, and x
represents the dispatch of the units. The term  groups the stochastic parameters of the model that can appear in the form of W, T, q,
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and h. In the SUC model these stochastic parameters are: the maxmax , the inﬂow from the rivers I, the
imum available wind power Pw
load PL , and the market price M .

3.1. Objective function
Profit
−

= BCI + SB



BB +

NTU


CPT +

NHU


Table 1
Future cost coefﬁcients.
Machine #

Kf (D /hm3 )

Volume range (hm3 )

1
2
3

15,000
5000
200

300–400
400–500
700–800

3.4. Wind power model
CPh

(31)

The GENCO can execute soft spill of wind power Sw in order
max is the maximum available wind
to match the power balance. Pw
power at time t and is a stochastic parameter.
max − P
Sw,t = Pw
w,t

The terms of the objective function will be explained next.

(36)

max
Pw,t ≤ Pw

3.2. Thermal unit model

3.5. Market offers

The thermal units operating cost is described by:

CpT

Nt



=

The GENCO is deciding a strategy to maximize its proﬁt. It can
place buying bids (BB) or selling bids (SB) in the day-ahead market.
The corresponding expenditure and income from these bids are:

Cmg T · PT,t

t=1

+ux,t · Cx + uy,t · Cy + uz,t · Cz



(32)

SB =

(37)

ubuy,t + usell,t ≤ 1
The market price is a stochastic parameter.

PT,t − PT,t+1 ≤ RD
PT,t+1 − PT,t ≤ RU

(33)

t+MTU−1

3.6. Power balance and load
The GENCO serves load under a bilateral contract. The load is a
stochastic parameter. The VPP perceives an income (BCI) for this
bilateral contract:

Uz,j ≤ MTU · (1 − Uy,t )

j=t+1
t+MTD−1

Uy,j ≤ MTU · (1 − Uz,t )

BCI =

j=t+1

Nt


(BC · PL,t )

(38)

t=1

The balance between generation, storage, bids and load at every
time interval t of the schedule is described as:

3.3. Hydro unit model
The equivalent operating cost of a hydro unit i located upstream
a unit j is described by:
Nt

Kfi − Kfj 
t=1

· Phi ,t + Khi · Si,t

Khi



· t

(34)

And its operation is subject to the following constraints:

i

Vfmin ≤ Vfi ,t ≤ Vfmax
i

(35)

Simin ≤ Si,t ≤ Simax
Vfi ,t = Vfi ,t−1 + Ii,t · t +

Phj ,t
Khj

· t −

Phi ,t
Khi

· t − Si,t · t

The inﬂow from the river is a stochastic parameter.

Psell,t +
−



NBC


PL,t +

Pbuy,t +

NSU


Pin,t

NTU



PT,t +

NHU


NWU

Ph,t +



Pw,t

=0

(39)

4. Study case

Phmin ≤ Phi ,t ≤ Phmax
i

(M,t · Psell,t )

max
min · u
Psell
sell,t ≤ Psell,t ≤ usell,t · Psell

ux,t + uy,t+1 = ux,t+1 + uz,t+1

i



max
min · u
Pbuy
buy,t ≤ Pbuy,t ≤ ubuy,t · Pbuy

ux,t + uz,t ≤ 1

Cphi =

(M,t · Pbuy,t )

t=1

PTmin · ux,t ≤ PT,t ≤ ux,t · PTmax



Nt

t=1
Nt

And their operation is subject to the following constraints:



BB =

A GENCO owning different forms of energy production and bilateral contracts with retailers faces the problem of deﬁning a strategy
to bid in the wholesale market in order to maximize its proﬁt. Given
short-term uncertainties represented by the day-ahead forecast,
and long-term uncertainties represented by the FCF of the reservoir
type hydropower units, this GENCO will perform a two-stage SUC
linking both time scales through the HEM. Tables 1–3 contain the
data of the hydro and thermal units. Detailed data of the study case
can be found in [21]. The GENCO possesses assets in a distribution
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Table 2
Hydro units data.
Unit

Vo (hm3 )

Vfmin (hm3 )

Vfmax (hm3 )

Cmgeq (D /MWh)

Kh (MWh/hm3 )

Pmin (MW)

Pmax (MW)

1
2
3

300
400
700

300
200
300

700
600
800

69.35
40.00
14.82

213.4
120.0
13.5

0
0
0

64
30
8

Table 3
Thermal units data.
Unit#

Cmg (D /MWh)

Cx (D )

Cy (D )

Cz (D )

Pmin (MW)

Pmax (MW)

RU (MWh)

RD (MWh)

MTU (h)

MTD (h)

1
2
3

40
50
45

150
250
200

200
250
500

150
375
500

0
0
2

15
30
20

15
15
10

15
15
10

1
1
3

1
1
2

grid within the voltage range of 30–130 kV. The hydraulic conﬁguration of hydropower units is shown in Fig. 9. The market prices
have been extracted from NORDPOOL [36]. Wind scenarios were
taken from a wind park location in the north region of Sweden using
the web-based tool provided in [37]. The stochastic mixed integer
linear programming (MILP) problem has been solved for 81 scenarios, using GAMS/EMP with deterministic equivalent solved using
the solver CPLEX. The GENCO studied here possess the following
assets:
•
•
•
•

Three hydro power plants: 64 MW, 30 MW, and 8 MW.
One wind park: 225 MW. Capacity factor 10%.
Three thermal plants: 15 MW and 20 MW and 30 MW.
One bilateral contract with a retailer.

Fig. 10 shows the three scenarios evaluated for the four stochastic parameters. Each scenario has been labeled with its probability
of occurrence. Other relevant characteristics of the study case are:
• The bilateral contract has been calculated using a reference of
average market price with a 30% proﬁt allowance.
• The load sample is correlated to the market price used.
• The parameter Kf has been adjusted for illustrative purposes only.
The pre-selected FCF segments are shown in Table 1.
• The volume limits used in the study correspond to the range of
the FCF segment shown in Table 1.
• The SUC has been executed for Nt = 24 h.
• Each stochastic parameter has been represented by a joint discrete distribution. For simplicity, each distribution has been
scaled down to three scenarios with an associated probability of
occurrence as shown in Fig. 10.
• No ramp restrictions for the hydropower plant are considered.
• The proﬁt is calculated with the assumption that the bids are
cleared for the day-ahead market.

5. Results of stochastic unit commitment
Next the results of the SUC will be presented. To show the effect
of the FCF consideration in the study, two cases will be presented.
Case 1: the equivalent marginal cost for hydropower is computed
regarding the HEM, Case 2: the marginal cost for hydropower is
neglected.
The commitment of thermal units is presented in Figs. 11 and 14.
The power schedule of units in Figs. 13 and 16 is based on expected
values for the 81 scenarios evaluated by the algorithm. The binary
buying and selling decisions are presented in Figs. 12 and 15.
Tables 4 and 5 show the objective function value decomposed in
income and costs.

Table 4
Case 1: income, costs and proﬁt for the GENCO.
Income (D )

Costs (D )

Proﬁt (D )

113354.700

73536.650

39818.050

Table 5
Case 2: income, costs and proﬁt for the GENCO.
Income (D )

Costs (D )

Proﬁt (D )

168228.400

28663.000

139565.400

5.1. Case 1: considering the FCF through the equivalent marginal
cost of the hydropower plants
Fig. 11 shows the thermal units 1 and 3 have been committed to
operate within the range of high market prices (see market prices
predictions in Fig. 10). The thermal unit 2 does not operate further
than hour 11 given its marginal cost is the highest.
Fig. 13 shows the algorithm pursues selling bids due to sufﬁcient generation to supply its bilateral contracts with retailers. It
can be seen in Fig. 12 that the selling bids are placed at all hours
except during hour 24. During hours 22–24 the selling bids go down
possibly to comply with the volume restrictions at the reservoirs.
It can be seen in Fig. 13 that the scheduling behavior is highly
correlated with the market price pattern. The algorithm arranges
hydro and thermal power around wind power to supply the
demand and place the bids in the market. The size of the bids will
tend to follow the price changes. The size of the bids are limited by
the maximum load, in case of buying bids, and limited by maximum
available production for the case of selling bids.
5.2. Case 2: neglecting the hydropower marginal cost
To assess the impact of neglecting the future costs, a schedule
of the hydraulic resource neglecting the equivalent marginal cost
for every hydropower station is made. The results are shown as
following.
Without consideration of the future costs, that in the HEM are
represented by the equivalent marginal cost for hydropower, the
proﬁt it is expected to increase. This can be seen when comparing
the proﬁts from Tables 4 and 5. It is important to remark that only
the future costs have been used to assign an equivalent marginal
price to hydropower in the present. This assignment has been done
under the assumption that once the future comes and the ST is
ahead, the proﬁt can be optimized in attention to ST stochastic
parameters as market prices and renewable production. Although
this proﬁt increment might result attractive to the GENCO, neglecting the future cost can lead to undesirable ﬁnancial repercussions.
The GENCO has to consider that:
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Fig. 10. Stochastic parameters.

Fig. 11. Case 1: commitment of units.

Fig. 12. Case 1: market bids decisions.
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Fig. 13. Case 1: schedule of units.

Fig. 14. Case 2: commitment of units.

Fig. 15. Case 2: market bids decisions.
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Fig. 16. Case 2: schedule of units.

1. The cost value is smaller in comparison to the cost obtained
in scenario 1, since in this case only present costs have been
computed.
2. With a zero equivalent marginal costs, the hydropower becomes
attractive for placing selling bids at all times.
3. The overall result is an increased proﬁt due to the increased
income and the reduced costs but for the ST only.
According to Fig. 1, the global ST-LT perspective for the GENCO
on this case, is to face increased future costs due to water unavailability. This will make the overall present and future cost to be
sub-optimal.
As expected, Fig. 15 shows that the algorithm has placed selling
bids for all the coordination period.
It can be seen in Fig. 16 that the area under the power schedule of
the units has increased since more energy is being transacted in the
wholesale market, increasing the income from selling bids. Since
the marginal cost from hydro vanishes when Kf = 0, its participation
in the dispatch does not impact the proﬁt through the costs.
6. Conclusions
Given the need of dispatching hydropower in the short-term
(ST), and the consideration of its impact in long-term (LT) decisions and costs, this work proposed a hydropower equivalent model
(HEM) that addressed both issues. The HEM provided an equivalent marginal cost for hydropower based on a piecewise-linear
future cost approximation that interlaced ST and LT timescales.
The model is based on a linear formulation for the production
cost of hydropower that was derived from the ST hydro-thermal
coordination problem. Under the assumption that the future cost
function (FCF) for the LT is known, the system operator can compute an equivalent marginal cost for hydropower by selecting a
segment of the FCF that meets the LT schedule of releases. Through
this marginal cost, the system operator will be able to dispatch
hydropower in the ST, by solving a one-stage optimization problem. To comply with the LT schedule release, the same FCF provided
the limits within which the reservoir had to operate. A stochastic unit commitment (SUC) was formulated to ﬁt in the HEM. This
formulation linked ST and LT uncertainties. ST uncertainties were

represented by the forecasts of load and weather in the ST, and
LT uncertainties were represented by the FCF embedded in the
marginal cost of the hydro units.
A study case of a GENCO’s proﬁt maximization was presented.
Parallel and series reservoir conﬁgurations were modeled using
three reservoir-type hydro units in a two-to-one conﬁguration. The
results showed that the model is absolutely generic and admits all
possible conﬁgurations of reservoirs. Under the consideration of
equivalent marginal costs, the strategy of the GENCO exhibited a
reduction in the proﬁt since the calculation of the cost considered
the future impact of the ST decisions. However, this solution should
prevent the GENCO from incurring in higher production costs in the
future. This solution provides the optimal compromise between ST
and LT timescales.
The HEM is intended to be used by generation operators in
operation and planning studies. In ST operation studies equivalent
marginal costs need to be updated on a daily basis. In LT studies or
even planning studies the equivalent marginal costs are neglected
and a stochastic dual dynamic programming (SDDP) approach will
construct the FCF.
Since the SDDP approach can be applied to other forms of energy
storage, equivalent FCFs could be computed in LT studies, and
obtain equivalent marginal costs to coordinate them in the ST.
Future work will show that this approach can be thought in a wider
perspective as a storage coordination methodology.
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Abstract—This paper presents a generic storage model (GSM)
inspired by the scheduling of hydraulic reservoirs. The model
for steady state short-term operational studies interlaces with
the long-term (LT) energy scheduling through a piecewise-linear
future cost function (FCF). Under the assumption that a stochastic dual dynamic programming approach has been used to solve
the energy schedule for the LT, the FCF output from that study
will be processed to obtain an equivalent marginal opportunity
cost for the storage unit. The linear characteristic of a segment of
the FCF will allow a linear modeling of the storage unit production cost. This formulation will help to coordinate the renewable
resource along with storage facilities in order to find the optimal
operation cost while meeting end-point conditions for the LT plan
of the energy storage. The generic model will be implemented
to represent a battery storage and a pumped-hydro storage. A
stochastic unit commitment with the GSM will be formulated and
tested to assess the day-ahead scheduling strategy of a virtual
power plant facing uncertainties from production, consumption,
and market prices.
Index Terms—Energy storage, piecewise linear approximation,
optimal scheduling, uncertainty.
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= Number of hydro units
= Number of wind-power units
= VPP’s buying bid, MW
= Active power produced by a hydropower plant,
MW
= Active power load, MW
PL
Psell = VPP’s selling bid, MW
= Active power produced in a thermal plant, MW
PT
= Wind power, MW
Pw
RU
= Ramp up rate of thermal units, MW/h
RU
= Ramp down rate of thermal units, MW/h
S
= Spill flow, hm3 /h
= Take energy out of the storage unit binary
uout
decision
= Put energy into the storage unit binary decision
uin
= Stand-by binary decision
ux
= Start-up binary decision
uy
= Shut-down binary decision
uz
Vo, Vf = Initial and final volume of the reservoir, hm3
t
= interval of coordination, h
γ , λ = Equality constraints Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
multipliers
η, μ = Inequality constraints KKT multipliers
= Market price
ρM
= Bilateral contract fee.
ρBC
NHU
NWU
Pbuy
Ph

I. I NTRODUCTION
LECTRICAL grids have evolved around the paradigm
of direct consumption being tracked by production units.
With the penetration of renewable resources, the control
and operation of the grid has become a challenge for the
system operator due to the intermittent behavior of its production. Energy storage technologies have evolved providing
higher efficiencies and bigger capacities. Also, given improved
automatism, communications, and metering platforms, storage is getting more and more attention at distribution level
as provider of network services, consumption postponement,
and an investment deferral option in planning stages [1]. Due
to its buffering ability, storage units have an impact on future
operating costs. For being similar in behavior, energy storage can be modeled and scheduled in a similar fashion as
hydropower. The purpose of this work is to develop a Generic
Storage Model (GSM) that can be used to solve the short-term
(ST) energy schedule regarding its impact in future stages.
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Based on the assumption that a long-term (LT) energy schedule has been achieved using an Stochastic Dual Dynamic
Programming (SDDP) approach, a segment of the piecewiselinear Future Cost Function (FCF) will be used to obtain an
equivalent opportunity cost for the use of the storage units,
and use it to solve the dispatch in the ST.
A. Problem Description
The energy scheduling problem has been traditionally
solved using the stochastic dynamic programming (SDP)
approach which suffers from the known “curse of dimensionality” due to exponential growth of the state space variables [2].
The SDDP approach developed in [3], uses Benders decomposition to find a set of linear constraints to construct an
approximation of the expected cost-to-go function leading to
a piecewise-linear representation. This suppresses the need
of state space discretizations. This methodology has been
used to schedule energy storage units to provide network services [4], managing energy storage in microgrids [5], and for
scheduling of hydro-reservoirs [6], [7]. Another approach to
tackle intractability is to decouple the problem’s timescales
and uncertainties. Known the FCF, the scheduling could be
solved for the ST as a single-stage problem.
In this sense, the ST storage scheduling could pursue to
meet end-point conditions to conform to a pre-established LT
release schedule, as modeled for reservoir-type hydropower
in [8] and [21]. Other works have addressed the ST hydroscheduling without consideration of the LT impact [9] and
other works have considered BSS and pumped-hydro storage
within the ST hydro-scheduling [10]. The work presented here
will follow the strategy of interlacing ST and LT scheduling for
storage units under presence of wind power, hydro-reservoirs
and thermal units.
B. Proposed Approach
This paper will propose a generic storage model for ST
operational studies. The GSM will be used to solve a ST
one-stage problem where the FCF is known. Instead of using
an explicit form of the FCF in the objective function, it will
be embedded in the equivalent marginal cost of the storage.
This marginal cost will be obtained after processing a segment of the piecewise-linear FCF. This segment will be chosen
under the assumption that the day-ahead operating conditions
are known, and the forecasts are sufficiently accurate. A ST
optimization model will be solved considering ST uncertainties since forecast from wind or sun, might differ from those
forecasted and used to build up the LT scheduling. This way,
ST and LT timescales and uncertainties will get interlaced. A
Stochastic Unit Commitment (SUC) including the GSM will
be formulated. The stochastic optimization problem will be
solved as a classic two-stage stochastic problem where the
first stage variables are the binary decisions. The GSM and
the SUC will be used to assess the profit maximization problem of a physical Virtual Power Plant (VPP) [11] that faces
ST uncertainties. The GSM will be used to represent a battery
storage and a pumped-hydro storage within the VPP.
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C. Main Contributions and Organization of the Paper
The major contribution of this work is a generic storage model with an equivalent marginal cost that embeds
information of operational costs and uncertainties of a LT
energy release schedule. A second contribution is embedding the formulation of the storage model into a SUC along
with intermittent production, under consideration of 4 different sources of uncertainty namely load, market prices, wind
power, and inflow from the rivers. The remainder of this paper
is organized as follows: Section II will develop the generic
storage model. Section III will show some implementation
examples of the model. Section IV will present the SUC formulation where the storage model will be inserted. Section V
will present the study case and results to illustrate its functionality. Finally, Section VI will present the conclusions and
recommendations of this work.
II. G ENERIC S TORAGE M ODEL
Generic and tailored storage models can be found in
the literature. Reference [12] present steady state and
dynamic generic storage models developed for DIgSILENT
PowerFactory. No detail of the steady state model is provided.
A Unit commitment model with ideal generic storage model
is presented in [13]. This ideal model does not consider either
the decay of the storage in time or the impact of the State of
Energy (SoE) in future stages costs.
Reference [14] offers a pumped-hydro storage model that
neglects the decay of the reservoir and which operation pursues a target SoE at the end of the schedule; it also neglects the
operational costs of the pumped-hydro station. Reference [15]
presents a Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) model
embedded in a security constrained UC. The CAES presented
here possesses an associated piecewise function to represent
its operational costs. The conversion features and the SoE
in [13]–[15] are equivalent to the model presented in this
paper. However, none of the previous models considered either
decay of the storage or an equivalent production cost for the
storage unit based on the cost-to-go for the use of the storage.
In particular, [15] uses a piecewise approximation for the cost
of using the CAES that is based on the assumption that gas
turbines are used to provide the power required for pumping.
The price of gas and a piecewise Heat-Rate function are used
to build the equivalent production cost.
Storage models have been used for studying the aggregation
of Thermostatically Controlled Loads (TCLs). These models allow the control of aggregated TCLs to provide services
as ramping and frequency control. References [16] and [17],
present a storage model for aggregated TCLs that models the
storage decay as proportional to the SoE. This dependency
may be suitable to model battery storage solutions (BSS) but
it may introduce non-linearities into the model that will make
it non-convex and will jeopardize SDDP result validity.
Additionally, [18] has addressed the inconvenience of using
non-linear forms for the BSS SoE in steady state power system
analysis. Non-linearities could also be modeled using additional piecewise-linear functions for the efficiency and the
rate of decay through SOS (Special Ordered Sets) variables.
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Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.

Generic storage representation.

The storage model presented here has followed the level of
abstraction presented in [13]–[15], characterized by a linear
model that assumes a constant efficiency, and with the addition of a constant rate of decay, including a linear equivalent
production cost based on the impact of the storage in future
stages of the schedule. For didactical purposes, the case of
the decay proportional to the SoE has been derived in Section
II-C and from it has been obtained the decay model used in
this work.
The storage equivalent production cost has been obtained by
making use of an existing long-term schedule that has been
solved using SDDP, which provides a piecewise-linear FCF.
Other works have also used this assumption for linking schedule timescales [8]. Besides, known the cost-to-go function (or
FCF) allows to solve for the short-term as a single-stage problem, as stated in [3]. The solution of the SDDP has been
taken as input data for this study. A similar approach has
been used in [21] for finding a linear model for the hydroreservoir hydropower. Its generalization to energy storage has
been presented in this paper. Since SDDP implemented for
energy storage [4], [5] is a relatively new approach in comparison with its use for hydro-reservoir scheduling, the authors
have considered appropriate, for the sake of clarity, to present
both developments in separated works.
A. The Model
The generic storage model shown in Fig. 1 is constituted
by two elements, a converter and a container.
A bidirectional energy converter is in charge of taking electrical power from the grid, performing the conversion process,
and storing the energy in a particular form in the container.
Also this converter or a second converter is capable of providing energy to the grid by extracting it from the container
and converting it into electricity. Both processes involve a
particular efficiency.
The converter can be represented by the following conversion equations:
Qin = Kin · Pin
Pout = Kout · Qout

(1)

where Kin and Kout are constructive parameters representing
the physics behind the conversion process including the efficiency of the process. Qin and Qout are flow quantities entering
and leaving the container, Pin is the power extracted from the
grid that is transformed into Qin and Pout is the electrical power

Future cost function.

delivered to the grid after the conversion of Qout . The SoE after
a coordination period can be represented by:
Ef = E0 + Qin · t − Qout · t − D · t

(2)

A volume variable E represents the SoE at the beginning
(E0 ) and at the end (Ef ) of the coordination period. D is a
variable representing the decay of the storage by natural reasons or by command of the operator as in the case of the spill
of water in hydropower.
A LT energy-schedule using SDDP provides a reference
value for the SoE of the storage at the end of each stage. This
value allows the operator to chose from the FCF (Fig. 2) a
segment that will define an opportunity cost for the use of the
energy in the future. This means that the storage is expected
to be operating within that region of the FCF. The latter means
that such region will define the SoE limits within the storage
should operate during the ST one-stage problem. Within the
ST optimization problem, the slope of the FCF (also known
in the context of SDDP as the cost-to-go function) would be
quantifying the impact of the SoE in future stages towards
the LT.
Since the FCF has been obtained using a SDDP, such FCF
already contains information regarding LT uncertainties. For
the ST schedule, the ST decision making process, i.e., the
SUC, considers ST sources of uncertainty. The LT uncertainties are embedded within the SoE range fixed by the FCF
segment, where the final SoE must lie. It is important to notice
that this approach does not force to a SoE goal at the end of
the coordination, but pursues to keep the SoE within a range
where it will be consistent to the LT schedule cost. This will
provide flexibility in order to deal with short-term uncertainties
and to find a feasible solution for the SUC.
The segment of the FCF can be described as:
α(Ef ) = K0 − Kf · Ef

(3)

By substitution of (2) in (3), an equivalent production cost
for the generic battery storage is obtained as (4) to (8):
α(Ef ) = K0 − Kf · (E0 + (Qin − Qout − D) · t)

(4)

After gathering the constant terms in (4) into Keq , and by
using the equivalencies from (1), α(Ef ) becomes the equivalent
production cost of the storage with the following form:
CPeq = Keq + Cmgeq · (Pout + PD − Pfut ) · t

(5)

Kf
Kout

(6)

where:
Cmgeq =
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PD = D · Kout
Pfut = Pin · Kin · Kout

(7)
(8)

The term PD represents the decay/lost power in the reservoir; it could represent spilled power to meet technical restrictions. The term Pfut is the electrical power transformed to be
stored and later available for future use, for instance, it could
be representative of a pump-storage ability in a hydro-reservoir
as it will be shown later in Section VI. The expression in (5)
mimics a linear production cost of the form Cp = A + B · P,
typical for gas turbines, where A represents the fixed cost and
B · P represents the variable cost. It should be noticed that in
the case of the storage, the variable cost is driven by the net
power balance that considers electrical power output, decay,
and power input. The FCF translates the future cost as a function of the first-stage decisions. Regarding the storage units,
these decisions correspond to the charging-discharging commands. Charging the storage in the ST reduces the LT costs,
and discharging it does the opposite. The action of discharging is linked to Kf /Kout which represents a marginal cost, and
the action of charging to Kf · Kin which represents a marginal
saving. Equation (5) can be re-arranged and interpreted in different forms. The interpretation proposed here, which tries to
mimic a conventional thermal unit, is suitable to satisfy the
operator’s viewpoint.
B. Selection of the FCF Segment
The LT scheduling of the storage provides a reference value
for the SoE at the end of the one-stage problem. If the operator wants to comply with the LT energy scheduling, this SoE
value (Ef∗ ) is the entry point to the FCF piecewise curve.
However this is not the unique way of pre-selecting a segment
of the FCF. Given present conditions and forecasted values of
water inflow, production, and consumption, the system operator could perform an estimation of the final SoE. A proposed
form of estimating (Ef∗ ) is shown in (9) using average values
for Qin and Qout over equally spaced Nt one-hour steps (notice
that t does not appears in the equation since it has been fixed
to 1 hour). In either case, the selected segment will enforce
the limits within the storage unit will be operating according
the FCF. In this work the LT scheduled value for the final
SoE will be used, so no estimation of the final SoE will be
required.


(9)
Ef∗ = E0 + Qinavg − Qoutavg − D · Nt
Having selected the segment of the FCF, the optimization
problem which embeds the storage model might become infeasible. This infeasibility could be due to the inability of keeping
the storage within the limits. Additional steps correcting the
choice of the segment according to the violated limit might
be required in order to match the final SoE with the adequate selection of the FCF segment and limits. However, on
the understanding that the FCF segment is updated on a daily
basis according to the LT resolution, today’s running schedule
should not leave the energy storage in an inconsistent SoE (E0 )
that jeopardizes the feasibility of the day-ahead schedule of the
energy storage. For this sake, the full consideration of the FCF
through SOS variables could add a degree of freedom to the
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optimization algorithm but does not guarantee complying with
the LT schedule.
C. Several Storage Units, Several Time Steps
For several storage elements, the FCF function defines a
piecewise-linear function constructed with hyperplanes. Each
hyperplane is described by a linear combination of sensitivity
parameters Kf1 , . . . , Kfn (dual variables) providing the future
cost function coefficients for each storage unit. The model
recreates marginal costs for the storage units. This equivalent
marginal cost embeds the future cost. In this sense, a high
Kf is representative of a high marginal cost, in which case
the storage unit will not be dispatched and consequently the
energy in its container will be saved for future use.
For a sequence of time steps t = {t1 , t2 , t3 , . . . , tNt }, let us
assume the general case where the decay of the storage is a
function of the SoE. For the case where the rate of decay of the
storage is inversely proportional to the SoE, let us assume a
factor c that represents the reduction of the decay as a function
of the SoE. This means:
Mt = D − c · Et−1

(10)

where M is the equivalent rate of decay when the SoE is
considered and D is the constant component of the storage
decay. Again, considering a time step of 1 hour, the SoE at
every step for the next Nt time steps becomes:
E1 = E0 + Qin1 − Qout1 − (D − c · E0 )
E2 = E1 + Qin2 − Qout2 − (D − c · E1 )
..
.
Ef = ENt = ENt−1 + QinNt − QoutNt − (D − c · ENt−1 )

(11)

By substitution of E1 , E2 , . . . , ENt−1 into Ef :
Ef = E0 · F(Nt ) +

Nt


(Qint − Qoutt − D) · F(Nt − t)

(12)

t=1

And by substitution of (12) in (3):
α(Ef ) = Keq +

Nt

Kf 
Poutt + PD − Pfutt · F(Nt − t) (13)
Kout
t=1

where the term F(Nt−t) translates the net energy in the storage
towards future stages. The function F is described following:
F(t) = (1 + c)t

(14)

Regarding the equivalent production cost for the storage,
the factor F(t) will impact the equivalent marginal cost of
the storage along the coordination period. The first stages will
exhibit a higher marginal cost, and towards the last stages it
tends to Kf /Kout . This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The expression for the SoE when the rate of decay is not
dependant on the SoE can be obtained by taking the limit of
Ef when c vanishes:
lim Ef = E0 +

c→0

Nt

(Qint − Qoutt − D)
t=1

(15)
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Equivalent marginal cost for a SoE dependant decay model.

The resultant expressions for the model that assumes a
constant decay are:
Ef = E0 +

Nt

(Qint − Qoutt − D)

(16)

t=1

Then, the equivalent production cost for the overall coordination period is obtained by substitution of (16) in (3),
α(Ef ) = Keq +

Nt

Kf 
Poutt + PD − Pfutt
Kout
t=1

=

Nt


CPeqt

(17)

t=1

In contrast to (5), in (17) the term t does not appear since
the size of the time step has been normalized to one hour.
III. I MPLEMENTING THE GSM
The implementation of the GSM requires identifying the
physical parameters that describe the conversion processes of
the storage technology. These parameters are used to obtain
linear forms for Kin and Kout , and the physical factors that
causes the storage decay are used to determine the parameter D. The parameter Kf will be extracted from the FCF
segment that will be chosen according to the LT schedule and
the conditions of the system at the beginning of the coordination period. This way, it is possible to determine the equivalent
marginal cost for the storage unit as Cmgeq = Kf /Kout .
A. Pumped-Hydro Storage
Energy transfer stations by pumping (STEPs), use electric
power from the grid to drive a set of pumps to move water
from a downstream retention structure up to a higher elevation
reservoir. The kinetic energy of the water released is converted
to electric energy. The generators are used in both the storage phase (pumping) and the production phase (turbining) [1].
Similar to reservoir type hydro-power stations, decay is linked
to evaporation and side use of water. Spillage is not considered in this case. Lac Noir, a 80 MW STEP station located
in the Vosges mountains in France [1], can be modeled as:


Pturb
· t
Ef = Vf = V0 + Ppump · Kpump −
Kturb
CPeq = Keq + Cmgeq · (Pturb − Ppump · Kpump ) · t
(18)

Fig. 4. Link between long-term and short-term timescales and uncertainties
through the GSM.

Storage Data
Efmax = 3.8 hm3 ; Efmin = 1.8 hm3
3
max
3
Qmax
turb = 0.1 hm /h; Qpump  0.05 hm /h
 = 100 m (head of water)
Pmax  80 MW
Kf = 2000 e/hm3 (for illustrative purposes only)
Model Parameters
Kturb = 200 MWh/hm3 ; Kpump = 0.0025; MWh/hm3
Cmgeq = Kf /Kturb = 10 e/MWh (for illustrative purposes
only).
B. Battery Storage
An electrochemical storage (often called battery or accumulator) uses chemical reactions to produce electricity. Inversely,
it can facilitate the chemical reactions by using electricity and
provide energy storage. Among the most used technologies are
lead-acid batteries and lithium-ion batteries. The efficiency of
the battery technologies are around 70% to 85%, and both processes to store or to extract energy possess similar efficiencies.
The decay in the battery is highly related to operating temperature, cycling, and the technology involved. Here the decay
will be assumed to be constant in the short-term. The equations to describe the battery storage are identical as the generic
model equations described in Section II. A 40 MWh/10 MW
battery storage at Chino, California [19] can be described as
follows:


Pout
· t
Ef = Vf = V0 + Pin · Kin − D −
Kout
CPeq = Keq + Cmgeq · (Pout + PD − Pin · Kout ) · t.
(19)
Storage Data
Efmax = 40 MWh
Qmax
in/out = 10 MW
η = 0.75 (efficiency)
D = 0.15 MW (approx. 10% in 24 h)
Kf = 10 e/MWh (for illustrative purposes only)
Model Parameters
Kin/out = 0.75
Cmgeq = Kf /Kout = 14.3 e/MWh (for illustrative purposes
only).
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IV. S TOCHASTIC U NIT C OMMITMENT
W ITH G ENERIC S TORAGE
The GSM will be brought to a short-term operational study.
Next, a SUC will be formulated and used to test the model
on two different types of storage: a STEP unit, and a battery storage. The link between ST and LT will be achieved as
explained in Section III and as depicted in Fig. 4. The SUC
will be solved as a linear two-stage stochastic programming
problem [20]. Written in standard form:
cT u + E[Q(u, ξ )]

max

A · u ≤ b, u

s.t.

{0, 1}

(20)
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These equations hold as well for the transition between the
last hour of the running day schedule (also known as hour 0)
and the beginning of the day-ahead schedule. For simplicity, it
has been assumed that at hour 0 the thermal units are operating
and their power output holds unchanged towards the beginning
of the day-ahead schedule unless the unit is turned off. This
means that no ramping occurs during this transition.
D. Hydro Units
The equivalent operating cost of a hydro unit is described
by [21]:

where Q(u, ξ ) is the optimal value of the second-stage problem:
max
s.t.

qT x
T·u + W·x ≤ h
x≥0

Nt


Kf 
· Ph,t + Kh · St · t
Kh

(26)

t=1

And its operation is subject to the following constraints:
(21)

where u represents the commitment binary decisions and x
represents the dispatch of the units. The term ξ groups the
stochastic parameters of the model that can appear in the form
of W, T, q, and h. In the SUC model these stochastic parameters are: the maximum available wind power Pmax
w , the load
PL , the market price ρM , and the inflow from the river I.
A. Objective Function
Profit φ = BCI + SB +


NTU
NHU
NSU



− BB +
CPT +
CPh +
CPgs .

Cph =

max
Pmin
h ≤ Ph,t ≤ Ph

Vfmin ≤ Vf ,t ≤ Vfmax
Smin ≤ St ≤ Smax
Vf ,t = Vf ,t−1 + It · t −

Ph,t
· t − St · t.
Kh

(27)

E. Generic Storage
The equivalent operating cost of a generic storage unit is
described by:
Cpgs =

Nt


Kgs 
· Pout,t + D · Kout − Pin,t · Kin · Kout · t
Kout
t=1

(22)

(28)
And its operation is subject to the following constraints:

B. Wind Power
The VPP can execute soft spill of wind power Sw in order
is the maximum available
to match the power balance. Pmax
w
wind power at time t and it is a stochastic parameter.
Sw,t = Pmax
w − Pw,t
Pw,t ≤ Pmax
w .

max
Pmin
out · uout,t ≤ Pout,t ≤ uout,t · Pout
min
max
Pin · uin,t ≤ Pin,t ≤ uin,t · Pin

Efmin ≤ Ef ,t ≤ Efmax
uin,t + uout,t ≤ 1
Ef ,t = Ef ,t−1 + Pin,t · Kin · t
Pout,t
· t − D · t.
−
Kout

(23)

C. Thermal Units
The operating cost of a thermal unit is described by:
Nt



CpT =
CmgT · PT,t + ux,t · Cx + uy,t · Cy + uz,t · Cz (24)
t=1

And the operation is subject to the following constraints:
max
Pmin
T · ux,t ≤ PT,t ≤ ux,t · PT

Nt

(ρM,t · Pbuy,t )
t=1

t=1
max
Pmin
buy · ubuy,t ≤ Pbuy,t ≤ ubuy,t · Pbuy
max
Pmin
sell · usell,t ≤ Psell,t ≤ usell,t · Psell

j=t+1

j=t+1

The VPP decides a strategy to maximize its profit. It can
place buying bids (BB) or selling bids (SB) in the day-ahead
market. The corresponding expenditure and income for these
bids are:

Nt

(ρM,t · Psell,t )
SB =

PT,t − PT,t+1 ≤ RD
PT,t+1 − PT,t ≤ RU
t+MTU−1

Uz,j ≤ MTU · (1 − Uy,t )
t+MTD−1


F. Market Bids

BB =

ux,t + uz,t ≤ 1
ux,t + uy,t+1 = ux,t+1 + uz,t+1

ubuy,t + usell,t ≤ 1
Uy,j ≤ MTU · (1 − Uz,t )

(29)

(25)

The market price is a stochastic parameter.

(30)
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G. Power Balance and Load
The VPP serves load under bilateral contracts. The load is
a stochastic parameter. The VPP perceives an income (BCI)
from these bilateral contracts:
BCI =

Nt


(ρBC · PL,t )

(31)

t=1

The balance between generation, storage, bids and load at
every time interval t of the schedule is described as:

NBC
NSU
NTU
NHU




Psell,t +
PL,t +
Pin,t − Pbuy,t +
PT,t +
Ph,t
+

NWU


Pw,t +

NBC


Fig. 5. Stochastic parameters. Scenarios and probabilities for wind power
and load.


Pout,t

= 0.
(32)

V. S TUDY C ASE
A physical VPP that aggregates different forms of energy
production and bilateral contracts with retailers, faces the problem of defining a strategy to bid in the wholesale market in
order to maximize its profit. Given short-term uncertainties
represented by the day-ahead forecast, and long-term uncertainties represented by the FCF of the storage elements, this
VPP will perform a two-stage SUC linking both time scales
through the GSM. The detailed data of the study case can be
found in [21]. The VPP operates within a distribution grid
whose voltage level ranges from 30 kV up to 130 kV. The
market prices have been extracted from [22]. Wind scenarios
were taken from a wind park location in the northern region
of Sweden using the Web-based tool provided in [23]. The
stochastic mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem
considers 81 stochastic scenarios. The deterministic equivalent
model has been solved using GAMS/EMP coupled with the
CPLEX solver. The VPP possesses the following assets:
• Hydropower: 64 MW, reservoir type, inflow rate
0.7 hm3 .
• Wind power: 225MW, capacity factor 10%.
• Thermal: 40 and 60 MW, CHP generators.
• Battery storage Facility: 40 MWh/10 MW.
• Pump-hydro storage facility: Vfmax =3.8 hm3 , 80 MW.
• Bilateral contracts: An energy purchase contract with a
retailer.
A. Study Case Considerations
•

•
•

•
•

The bilateral contract fee has been calculated using as
reference the average market price with a 30% profit
allowance.
The load sample is correlated to the market price used.
For illustrative purposes, the constant Kf associated to the
hydro reservoir and storage has been adjusted to recreate
equivalent marginal prices that mimic a future opportunity
cost.
The SUC has been executed for Nt =24h.
Each stochastic parameter has been represented by a joint
discrete distribution. For simplicity, each distribution has

Fig. 6. Stochastic parameters. Scenarios and probabilities for market price
and inflow.

been scaled down to three scenarios with an associated
probability of occurrence.
• It is assumed that, even when the model consider variations in the inflow, this variations are small and the head
of water remains constant.
• No ramp restrictions for the hydro-power plant and the
storage units are considered.
• The profit objective assumes that the bids are cleared in
the day-ahead market.
The results presented next are the commitment and the schedule of the units for three cases. Case 1: VPP without energy
storage, Case 2: VPP with energy storage units assuming that
the battery storage is fully charged at t = 0, Case 3: VPP
with energy storage units considering that the battery storage
is empty at t = 0. A fourth study case (Case 4) is presented,
where the final SoE has been fixed to the LT schedule value
provided. Table I presents the initial states of the storage units
for cases 2, 3 and 4, and Table II presents the LT schedule values for the SoE. The schedule presented in Fig. 8, Fig. 12, and
Fig. 16, are the expected values for the 81 scenarios evaluated
by the algorithm. Due to space limitations, the full scenario
representation has been shown from Fig. 17 to Fig. 21, for
the case 3 only. Table III shows the summary of the objective
function values obtained in every study case.
Fig. 5 and 6 show three scenarios considered for each of
the four stochastic parameters. Each scenario has been labeled
with its probability of occurrence.
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TABLE I
I NITIAL S O E

TABLE II
F INAL S O E LT S CHEDULED VALUE

TABLE III
I NCOME , C OSTS AND P ROFIT FOR THE VPP

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Case 1. Power schedule of units.

Fig. 9.

Case 2. Function, start-up, and shut-down of thermal units.

Case 1. Function, start-up, and shut-down of thermal units.

B. Case 1: VPP Without Storage Units
Fig. 7 shows that the two thermal units are operating around
60% of the day. In Fig. 8, it can be seen that thermal unit 1 is
operating at maximum output power and the unit 2 is roughly
following the balance between load and wind. No buying
bids are placed (Ubuy,t = 0 for t = 1, . . . , 24). The selling
bids exhibit a similar behavior to the thermal unit 2. Selling
bids should be higher at higher market prices.
C. Case 2: VPP With Storage Units
Fig. 9 shows how the inclusion of the storage has impacted
the commitment of the thermal units. In comparison with the
Case 1, the thermal unit 2 has been turned off from hour 13
to the end of the coordination time.
Fig. 10 shows that the storage performs two main functions:
it stores energy when market prices are low, and delivers when
it is possible to sell at higher market prices. From an operational point of view it might save energy when the demand is
low, and deliver it when peaking is needed.
Fig. 11 shows the algorithm has chosen to place buying bids
during the first 5 hours and during the last 3 hours. However,

Fig. 10.

Case 2. Charge and discharge of storage units.

the power value of this buying bids is approximately zero. It
also shows that the selling bids have only been placed between
hours 6 and 21. Buying bids have been placed the rest of the
time. One might expect this is less profitable but the VPP
increases its profit by means of reducing its operational costs.
Fig. 12 shows less fuel have been burned in thermal unit
number 2. Given the inflow from the river is high (close to
the maximum turbine flow), hydro-power has a constant participation in the schedule, except for the first hours since the
reservoir starts at minimum volume.
D. Case 3: VPP With Storage Units. No Charge in the
Batteries at t=0
In comparison with Case 2, Fig. 13 shows that the commitment of the thermal units has changed given that the operation
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Case 2. Buying and selling bids.
Fig. 14. Case 3. Charge and discharge of storage units. No charge in the
batteries at t=0.

Fig. 15. Case 3. Buying and selling bids. No charge in the batteries at t=0.

Fig. 12.

Case 2. Power schedule of units.

Fig. 16. Case 3. Power schedule of units. No charge in the batteries at t=0.

Fig. 13. Case 3. Function, start-up, and shut-down of thermal units. No
charge in the batteries at t=0.

of the thermal unit 1 has been shifted one hour earlier. Besides,
Fig. 14 shows the charging has been intensified at the beginning of the schedule by extending it one more hour, up to hour
7, at maximum input power.
Fig. 15 shows buying bids has been placed during the first
6 hours. According to Fig. 16 these bids are different than
zero. The buying bids from hour 22 to 24 remains with a zero
power value. Table III shows the average values (over the 81
scenarios) for the Income, Costs and Profit of the VPP. It can
be seen the algorithm manages to schedule the units in cases 2
and 3 in a way the profit is still improved in comparison to the

case 1. In comparison to Case 2, the profit in the case 3 has
been reduced possibly due to buying bids during the first six
hours and the reduction of the storage release during hours 7
to 11 as shown in Fig 16. Nevertheless, Case 4 illustrates the
impact of meeting the final SoE of the storage units to the LT
scheduled value. The objective function value deteriorates in
comparison to the previous cases since such restriction limits
the use of the storage along the ST schedule, hence, increasing
costs and reducing the income.
E. Case 3: Scenario Representation
The following figures constitute the scenario representation
of the second stage of the stochastic optimization problem.
The vertical axis represents the scenarios, the horizontal axis
the time of the schedule. The gray scale at right side of every
figure depicts the value of the dispatch within the schedule.
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Fig. 17.

Thermal power.

Fig. 18.

Hydropower and wind power.
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Fig. 20.

Storage output power.

Fig. 21.

Market bids.

between hours 7 and 22. Fig. 19 shows the charging of the
storages is more convenient during the first hours of the day
and particularly the battery storage can be charged during the
last hours of the day. Fig. 20 shows the storage should be
discharged during peak prices hours. Fig. 21 depicts buying
bids between 5 MW and 10 MW during low price hours, and
intense selling bids between 100 MW and 150 MW during
high price hours.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 19.

Storage input power.

This scenario representation shows aspects of the day-ahead
operation that helps the operator make decisions that does
not jeopardize the profit in spite of the realizations of the
stochastic parameters. Fig. 17 shows there is no need to
change the thermal dispatch along the scenarios. Fig. 18 shows
hydropower should be kept to its maximum output power

This work presented a Generic Storage Model (GSM)
based on a piecewise-linear approximation of the Future Cost
Function (FCF) according to the Stochastic Dual Dynamic
Programming (SDDP) methodology. The linearization around
a particular final State of Energy (SoE) let us choose a single
segment of the FCF, leading to a pseudo-production cost for
the storage unit. This equivalent production cost created a soft
link between long-term (LT) and short-term (ST) timescales
decisions along with their uncertainties. The generic model
main features are a linear model for the rate of decay, a
SoE considering in and out energy flows, and an equivalent
marginal cost. The model was used to mimic a battery storage
and a pumped-hydro storage. A Stochastic Unit Commitment
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(SUC) to fit in the generic storage along with intermittent
resources was formulated. The GSM and the SUC were successfully tested on a study case of a Virtual Power Plant (VPP)
possessing wind power, two different types of storage technologies and a hydro-reservoir. Three study cases showed the
improvement of the objective function due to the presence of
storage units. A fourth study case illustrated the impact of fixing the SoE end-point condition to the LT schedule. The GSM
provides a simple but insightful way of scheduling energy storage in the system. It equips the system operator with a tool that
allows it to address the dispatch of the units since the marginal
costs are available for both thermal and storage. The equivalent
marginal costs should be updated on a daily basis in order to
achieve the ST day-ahead system energy schedule. The GSM
can be used to assess the impact of storage solutions regardless of their technology or can it be used to mimic a particular
type of storage technology. The model can be extended in
order to match closer particular characteristics of technologies
used for energy storage. For instance, additional piecewiselinear functions could be used to accommodate non-linearities
as the energy storage efficiency and energy decay. The model
can be used in LT studies, in which case its equivalent production cost should be neglected and the construction of the FCF
function should be achieved implementing a SDDP methodology. Additionally, the GSM could be fitted in planning studies.
In that case a SDDP methodology might provide a FCF considering both investment and operation costs. The model could
be implemented by system operators, storage operators, VPPs,
aggregators, and system planners. Future work will implement
the GSM along with special ordered set variables in order to
fully integrate the FCF and extend the horizon of the study to
deal with more severe uncertainties.
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Abstract—A Distribution System Operator (DSO) might
consider a capacity contract as a planning alternative to defer
grid investments. A Virtual Power Plant (VPP) might be able to
provide such capacity and change its production as requested by
the DSO. This article presents an assessment of the impact of
this type of distribution capacity contract (DCC) on VPP’s
remuneration. This assessment is done by comparing the optimal
production / bidding strategy which maximize its profit, under
presence or absence of these contracts. The impact of
intermittent generation and storage while evaluating these
scenarios will be investigated as well. A stochastic unit
commitment will be used to determine the VPP’s strategy under
uncertainties from wind power, load, market prices, and the
requested power by the DSO. The model showed that the VPP
involvement in distribution capacity contracts can improve its
remuneration when certain types of Distributed Energy
Resources (DER) are used to provide the service.
Index Terms—Capacity planning, distributed
generation, power distribution, smart grid.

power

I. NOMENCLATURE
Parameters
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶: Marginal cost of thermal unit (€/MWh)
𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 , 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦 , 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧 : No-load cost, start-up cost, shut-down cost (€)
I: Inflow from the river (Hm^3/h)
𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏 : Future opportunity cost for storage (€/MWh)
𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓ℎ : Future opportunity cost for hydro reservoir (€/Hm^3)
𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 : Conversion constant. Electrical power to storage form
𝐾𝐾ℎ : Conversion constant for hydro power plant (MWh/Hm^3)
𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 : Conversion constant. Storage form to electrical power
𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇 , 𝐾𝐾𝐻𝐻 , 𝐾𝐾𝐵𝐵 : Fixed costs for thermal, hydro and storage
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀, 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀: Minimum time up and minimum time down (h)
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁: Number of studied terms in the unit commitment (h)
𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 : Storage decay power (MW)
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅: Ramp-up and ramp-down rates (MW/h)
𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 : Bilateral contract price (€/MWh)
𝜌𝜌𝑀𝑀 : Market Price. (€/MWh)
Variables/functions
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵: Payment for buying bids (€)
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𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵: Income from bilateral contracts (€)
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏 : Equivalent storage production cost (€/h)
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻 : Equivalent hydraulic production cost (€/h)
𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇 : Thermal production cost (€/h)
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶: Contract not served (MW)
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷: Demand not served (MW)
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 : Energy not served to the DCC (MWh)
𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 : State of charge of the storage (MWh)
𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 : Capacity contracted to the VPP (MW)
𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 : Power dispatched by the DSO regarding a capacity
contract with a VPP (MW)
𝑃𝑃ℎ : Hydro unit output power (MW)
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 : Storage input power (MW)
𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿 : Demand power (MW)
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 : Storage output power (MW)
𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 : Thermal unit output power (MW)
𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤 : Wind power (MW)
𝑆𝑆: Spill flow of hydro reservoir (Hm^3/h)
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆: Income from selling bids (€)
𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥 , 𝑈𝑈𝑦𝑦 , 𝑈𝑈𝑧𝑧 : Decision binary variables for operation, start-up
and shut-down.
𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓 : Final volume in the reservoir (Hm^3)
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II. INTRODUCTION

LANNING the distribution system in the era of the smart
grid is about considering smart technologies and smart
strategies. A serious challenge for the DSO is the impact of
the uncertainty in planning decisions. Demand Response
(DR), Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR), Dynamic Line
Rating (DLR), and reconfiguration, are among other nonnetwork solutions strategies that can be considered by the
DSO during planning stages to cope with such uncertainties
[1]. Under the current European Directive [2] DSOs are not
allowed to own Distributed Generation (DG) but are entitled
to consider it as a planning alternative yet it is unclear how to
implement this recommendation [3]. One planning mechanism
to provide flexibility to the DSO during operation is the
Distribution Capacity Contract. This type of contract can be
thought as a share of capacity a VPP will cede to the DSO,
which might consider it as a “virtual asset” during planning.
These contracts could be assigned by means of capacity
auctions, where different capacity providers on a particular
location can participate. As presented in [4], under a contract
for deferral scheme (CDS) the DSOs can contract capacity
from a portfolio of available DERs, namely storage operators,
demand response providers, and any other type of non-utility
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generator. These resources can then be used when the network
constrains jeopardize the system operation. Focused on
investment deferral due to the contribution of DG to meet
peak demand, [5] proposes a market mechanism called
Reliability Options for Distributed Generation (RODG) that
calls for a capacity auction in areas in need of grid expansion.
In this work, we will study a general form of DCC inspired in
these types of capacity contracts. As expressed in [5], the
viability of this type of mechanism lies on two questions: Is it
convenient for the DSO to implement DCC as a planning
alternative? Are the VPPs, aggregators or DG owners,
interested in participating? This paper will address the second
question from the perspective of the DER owner remuneration
during operation. Some other works have addressed the
problem of determining the VPP optimal strategy and
remuneration. Reference [6] presents an optimal strategy to
maximize the profit of a VPP implementing a bi-level
stochastic approach that considers the ISO market-clearing
problem. Reference [7] presents the optimal scheduling of a
VPP solved using a two-stage stochastic model that considers
the degradation of battery storage. Reference [8] proposes a
multi-agent model for electricity markets that considers the
ability of the VPP in participating simultaneously in several
market types as day-ahead market and balancing market.
However, no work has studied yet the impact of the VPP
profit under presence of capacity contracts along with the
profit maximization strategy. This work will determine the
optimal strategy a VPP will adopt in presence of a DCC. This
strategy will be assessed and compared to the equivalent
strategy in absence of the DCC. These strategies will be
determined using a stochastic unit commitment algorithm
under uncertainties from market price, load, wind power, and
the online firm power request over the capacity contract. An
aggregator, VPP or a generation company might execute this
type of study to evaluate its participation in a future capacity
contract.
The paper is divided as follows: Section III will explain
how the different DERs have been modeled, Section IV will
present a detailed description of the DCC, Section V will
present the SUC model, and Section VI will present the study
case, selected results, and the comparison analysis.
Conclusions and recommendations can be found in Section
VII.
III. ELEMENTS DESCRIPTION
The DERs of the VPP will be considered within the SUC
problem as described next:
A. Thermal Units
A linear production cost model suitable for gas turbine will
be implemented. These units are considered as dispatchable
within their operational and inter-temporal limits. The thermal
production cost is:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇 = � 𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔𝑇𝑇 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥,𝑡𝑡 𝐶𝐶𝑥𝑥 + 𝑈𝑈𝑦𝑦,𝑡𝑡 𝐶𝐶𝑦𝑦
𝑡𝑡=1

+ 𝑈𝑈𝑧𝑧,𝑡𝑡 𝐶𝐶𝑧𝑧
And it is linked to the following restrictions:

(1)

𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥,𝑡𝑡 < 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇,𝑡𝑡 < 𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥,𝑡𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑈𝑈𝑦𝑦,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑈𝑈𝑧𝑧,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 1
𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑈𝑈𝑦𝑦,𝑡𝑡+1 = 𝑈𝑈𝑥𝑥,𝑡𝑡+1 + 𝑈𝑈𝑧𝑧,𝑡𝑡+1
𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇,𝑡𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇,𝑡𝑡+1 ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇,𝑡𝑡+1 − 𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ⋅ (1 − 𝑈𝑈𝑦𝑦,𝑡𝑡 ) ≥
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ⋅ (1 − 𝑈𝑈𝑧𝑧,𝑡𝑡 ) ≥

𝑡𝑡+𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−1

�

𝑈𝑈𝑧𝑧,𝑗𝑗

�

𝑈𝑈𝑦𝑦,𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗=𝑡𝑡+1
𝑡𝑡+𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−1
𝑗𝑗=𝑡𝑡+1

(2)

B. Reservoir type Hydro power plants
A future cost linearization valid for the short term [9, 10] will
be implemented to model the hydro power plant with an
equivalent marginal cost. These plants are intended to run
throughout the period of commitment. The head of water is
assumed to be constant along the period of study, and the
efficiency to be constant within the range of output power.
The spill capacity is considered to be way above the maximum
historical inflow from the river, and for simplicity only
independent reservoirs are considered here. The equivalent
production cost for the hydropower plant is:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝ℎ = � 𝐾𝐾𝐻𝐻 +
𝑡𝑡=1

𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓
⋅ �𝑃𝑃ℎ,𝑡𝑡 + 𝐾𝐾ℎ ⋅ 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 �
𝐾𝐾ℎ

And it is linked to the following restrictions:
𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 < 𝑃𝑃ℎ,𝑡𝑡 < 𝑃𝑃ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑃𝑃ℎ,𝑡𝑡
𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡 = 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝐼𝐼 ⋅ Δ𝑡𝑡 −
⋅ Δ𝑡𝑡 − 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 ⋅ Δ𝑡𝑡
𝐾𝐾ℎ
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓
< 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡 < 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓

(3)

(4)

C. Generic Storage
A generic storage model, based on a future cost linearization
[11] similar to the one implemented for the hydro reservoir,
will be used to provide an equivalent marginal cost for the
storage. The storage is handled by two binary variables which
decide what to do at every hour of the commitment, to charge
or discharge the storage. The equivalent production cost for
the storage is:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = � 𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏 +
𝑡𝑡=1

𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏
𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

⋅ �𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 − 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ⋅ 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
⋅ 𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 �
And it is linked to the following restrictions:
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡
𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡 = 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ⋅ 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ⋅ Δ𝑡𝑡 −
⋅ Δ𝑡𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 ⋅ Δ𝑡𝑡
𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 < 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 < 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ⋅ 𝑈𝑈𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡 < 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡 < 𝑈𝑈𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 < 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓,𝑡𝑡 < 𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑈𝑈𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 1

(5)

(6)

D. Wind Power Plant
The wind power plant will be modeled by providing the
output power available at each hour. Soft curtailment below
that level will be considered.
𝑆𝑆𝑤𝑤,𝑡𝑡 = 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤,𝑡𝑡
(7)
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𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
The maximum output power corresponds to the day-ahead
wind forecast.
E. Load
We will assume that the 24 hours day-ahead forecast of load
is known. If the load/client is under a demand response (DR)
contract with the VPP, the latter might consider the possibility
of load curtailment (𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ). In this sense the VPP can use
this DR to provide capacity to the DSO if it is financially
attractive. The main power balance restriction linked to the
load is:
∑�𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿.𝑡𝑡 + 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 − 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝑡𝑡 � + 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 − ∑(𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑃𝑃ℎ,𝑡𝑡
(8)
+ 𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡 ) − 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏,𝑡𝑡 = 0; ∀𝑡𝑡
The load is under a bilateral contract with the VPP, so the
latter receives for this contract a payment:
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = � 𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿,𝑡𝑡

(9)

𝑡𝑡=1

F. Market
Day-ahead market prices have been forecasted as well. The
VPP can place buying or selling bids to the Market Operator
(MO). The bids are mutually exclusive; the VPP can sell or
buy but not do both during the same hour. Here it is assumed
the VPP behaves as a price taker whose bids are cleared within
the market.
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

(10)

𝑡𝑡=1
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁

(11)

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 = � 𝜌𝜌𝑀𝑀,𝑡𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢,𝑡𝑡
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = � 𝜌𝜌𝑀𝑀,𝑡𝑡 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡=1

𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏,𝑡𝑡 + 𝑈𝑈𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 1

(12)

IV. DISTRIBUTION CAPACITY CONTRACT
A more general form of capacity contract will be
implemented for our study. This contract called here DCC
possesses similar features as the RODG contract. It is a market
mechanism implemented by the DSO as an alternative to
traditional investment. It pursues to anchor firm power from
Distributed Generation (DG) in overloaded areas of the grid.
The contract is awarded through a one sided auction where the
participants offers their capacity at a certain price for the DSO
to execute the clearing. The involvement of DG in this auction
is merely voluntary. Its participation relies on the DSO
judgment regarding their production profiles. Some
peculiarities of the DCC implemented here are:
• The contract has two timelines, the capacity reservation
and the online power request.
• The capacity reservation is done one to three years in
advance depending on the planning lead time of the
DSO.
• The online power request occurs during operation.
• The contract is tied to a DER in a particular location of
the grid. Here it is assumed the VPP can participate in
the DCC with combined offers using several sources of
capacity at the same location.

A fourth stochastic parameter introduced in this work is the
online request of firm power. This means the DSO will
actually require a certain amount of production from the
capacity contracted in order to alleviate network bottlenecks.
Given the DSO has previously reserved the availability of
capacity, during operation it might require to do fine tuning of
the grid by dispatching the DER under capacity contract. In
this case, the DSO sets a power request within the capacity
contracted and the available DER will provide at least that
amount of power. This also means that the capacity contract
does not fix the DG to a certain amount but allows the DSO to
exert control over it during operation. This contract scheme
represents benefits for both parties. On one hand, the VPP
might take the risk of not having available the full capacity in
order to improve its profit and assume a possible penalty. On
the other hand, the DSO can exert control over the production
of the VPP; in this sense, the DSO is forcing the VPP to
perform a re-dispatch that will impact positively the grid
performance. The DCCs are modeled in the following fashion:
1. The DCC has been considered here as a contracted
capacity per hour of the day.
2. It is assumed that the capacity provider was already
enrolled in the DCC at least 1 year in advance i.e.
was assigned after auctioning.
3. This contract establishes that during certain hours of
the day the DSO might recall that capacity as
dispatched power.
4. If economically viable, the VPP might decide not to
provide the requested power associated to the
capacity contract, and bear with the penalization
established in it.
The VPP will receive for the capacity contract a premium
fee:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃. 𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ⋅ 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 ⋅ 8760
(13)

The term 𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 is the equivalent unreliability of the group of
DERs that are providing capacity, 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the penalization that
the VPP is bound to pay if failing to accomplish with the
contract, and 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 is the availability required by the DSO. This
formula would provide the minimum value of the fee that a
specific generator would need to reach a break even
participation point. However, the actual fee could be
calculated in a different form (e.g. determined by the
regulator, result of an auction, suggested by the DSO).
Assuming the most general scenario where the VPP was
awarded a combined capacity offer, and regardless of their
technologies, it has to accomplish with:
∑𝑃𝑃ℎ,𝑡𝑡 + ∑𝑃𝑃𝑇𝑇,𝑡𝑡 + ∑𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑡𝑡 + ∑𝑃𝑃𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 + 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝑡𝑡
+ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝑡𝑡 ≥ 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝑡𝑡
(14)
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿,𝑡𝑡
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷,𝑡𝑡
Demand response has been considered here as one of the
possible capacity providers in the form of curtailment at the
request of the DSO.
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V. STOCHASTIC UNIT COMMITMENT MODEL
The unit commitment (UC) classically used as an operation
scheduling tool [12] has also been used to evaluate the impact
of DER penetration. Wind penetration has been evaluated
from a UC perspective in [13]. A generic storage model
implemented along with intermittent generation was evaluated
in [14]. Different approaches of UC with uncertainties
including pumped hydro storage has been studied in [15].
From the planning point of view, it has been also used for joint
expansion of DG and grid in the distribution context as in
[16]. The UC will be used to investigate what might drive the
VPP to participate in a capacity auction conducted by the
DSO, and hopefully also drive it to invest in the lead time in
DG where most needed to secure the grid operation. The
components included within the problem are: dispatchable
thermal generation, wind parks, storage, and market
participation. Several distribution systems in the Nordic
countries possess small to medium hydro reservoirs, reason
why they have been considered in this study. The SUC
problem, as formulated for this paper, consists in maximizing
the profit of the VPP without violation of the physical and
inter-temporal restrictions of the involved production units,
while serving the load and accomplishing with capacity
contracts with the DSO. The problem has been solved as a two
stage stochastic problem [17], were the first stage corresponds
to the binary decisions and the second stage corresponds to the
power schedule of the units. The profit results from paying
costs from the income. The income comes from the capacity
contracts, the bilateral contracts with retailers, and the selling
bids in the market. The costs are associated to present thermal
costs, future thermal costs (embedded in storage and
hydropower), and the buying bids.
𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 𝚽𝚽 = 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 − 𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 − 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑
𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 = 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑇𝑇 + 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝ℎ + 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏 + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵
𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 = 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ⋅ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

solved using the solver CPLEX. The hypothetical VPP studied
here possess the following assets:
-One hydro power plant: 150 MW, reservoir type.
-One wind park: 225 MW, capacity factor 10%.
-Two thermal plants: 20 and 60 MW CHP units.
-One storage facility: 40 MW (no specific technology).
-One DCC with the DSO: intended for peak shaving during
morning and evening peak hours.
-One bilateral contract with retailer: An energy purchase
contract with a retailer. This contract contemplates DR.
Other relevant characteristics of the study case are:
• The penalization and premium fee linked to the VPP
have been calculated using as reference the average
market price for the scenario under study.
• The load sample is correlated to the Market price used.
• The constants associated to the hydro reservoir and
battery storage has been adjusted to recreate equivalent
marginal prices that mimic a low future opportunity cost.
• The SUC has been executed for 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 24ℎ.
• Each stochastic parameter has been represented by a joint
discrete distribution. Each distribution has been
simplified to three scenarios with an associated
probability of occurrence.
• The study case detailed data is available in [21].
The VPP behavior without DCC and its behavior when its
wind park is enrolled in a contract with the DSO will be
presented and compared next. It will then be shown how the
objective function, penalties, income, and costs are affected
when changing the source of capacity under contract.
B. SUC without DCC
TABLE I

Income (k€)
243.442

VPP without DCC

Costs (k€)
128.823

Penalties (k€)
0.000

Profit (k€)
114.619

Then the SUC optimization model becomes:

𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕

𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 𝚽𝚽 = 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑

𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃𝒃 (8)
𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 (2)
𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 𝑹𝑹𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆 (4)
𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 (6)
𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾𝑾 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 (7)
𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 (14)
𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 (12)

VI. SELECTED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Study case description
The study case is based on a hypothetical VPP operating
within Sweden. The DSO might have under control a
distribution grid up to 130kV [18]. The market prices have
been extracted from NORDPOOL [19]. Wind scenarios were
taken from a wind park location in the north region of Sweden
using the tool provided in [20] . The stochastic mixed integer
linear programming (MILP) problem has been solved for 81
scenarios, using GAMS/EMP with deterministic equivalent

Fig. 1. SUC without DCC. Binary decision variables for thermal machines,
buying and selling bids, storage handling.
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Fig. 2. SUC without DCC. Scheduled power on thermal machines, hydro
power plants, storage facilities, wind power, and buying/selling bids.

Fig. 4. SUC under DCC on wind power. Scheduled power on thermal
machines, hydropower plants, storage facilities, wind power, and
buying/selling bids.

C. SUC under presence of a DCC

The schedules of the units for the study cases B and C are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4. It can be seen in Fig. 4, how the
VPP partially fails to comply with the contracted capacity.
This could be either due to unavailability of wind or because is
more lucrative to sell in the market and pay the contract
penalty.

TABLE II

VPP under presence of DCC on Wind Park

Income (k€)
299.345

Costs (k€)
128.824

Penalties (k€)
3.551

Profit (k€)
166.970

E. Other scenarios including DCC
TABLE III

Effect of changing the capacity source

DCC enrolled on:
DR
Wind + DR
Hydro
Thermal
Wind + Storage
Storage

Fig. 3. SUC under DCC on wind power. Binary decision variables for thermal
machines, buying and selling bids, storage handling.

D. Discussion of results
When the VPP accepts the DCC in wind, its profit exhibits an
increment of 45% in comparison with the base case without
DCC. From Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, it can be seen that the
commitment of the units remained mostly unchanged except
for the battery storage that discharges during those hours but
without significant change of the operational cost. Even under
presence of penalties, the participation in a DCC seems to be
profitable for the VPP.

Income
(k€)
328.760
295.959
244.909
243.664
240.883
245.198

Costs
(k€)
124.467
126.526
129.355
128.823
126.531
128.844

Penalties
(k€)
4.366
0.375
0.000
0.000
0.651
6.541

Profit
(k€)
199.926
169.063
115.554
114.841
113.701
109.813

The presence of the DCC contract can give the VPP the
opportunity to receive an additional income if certain
conditions are fulfilled. The cost of the re-dispatch, the
opportunity of placing selling bids in the market, and the
penalizations, among other factors, can make the DCC
contract become of interest. The cost structure of the VPP, the
availability rates of its plants, the market prices, and ultimately
the facility attached to the contract, play a role in the
improvement or detriment of the remuneration. A particular
VPP might need to evaluate by means of using a similar
approach, the financial viability of participating in this type of
capacity contracts. Presented here is the impact the source of
capacity has in the revenue. In Table III, it can be seen that the
highest improvement of the profit was obtained when the firm
power was provided by DR (the profit increased with 82%
compared to the scenario with the lowest profit, VPP under
presence of DCC on storage) since load curtailment has been
considered within the price of the bilateral contract with the
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client. No penalization is applied for the use of this resource.
Only when the storage facility is used for providing capacity, a
detriment of the profit can be appreciated. This could be due
to a combination between the size of the storage facility and
the associated cost to charge it during the previous hours. It
can be seen in Table III that when combining sources of
capacity a detriment is perceived in comparison with the cases
where only one source was implemented. For instance, it is
less profitable to provide the service with DR and wind power
in comparison to using only DR. Similarly, the combination of
wind power and storage is less profitable than using wind
power only. This can be due to the combination of several
sources of capacity leading to a higher reliability and hence to
a lower PF as calculated by the algorithm. The latter, in
combination with sufficient availability to serve the DSO
request, or an inadequate penalization, could make less
profitable the combined capacity offers. Finally, a bigger
capacity contract could also represent an improvement of the
VPP’s income.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Under the assumptions made for the study case used to
evaluate the performance of the VPP, the DCC has proven to
be a possible source of revenue that could drive DG/DER
owners to consider this or other forms of capacity contracts
with the DSO. Further analysis are needed to give better
structure to the DCCs and accurately pinpoint the conditions
and the topology the VPP should have to provide these type of
services. On the side of the DSO, the DCC can be a tool to be
considered within expansion planning studies in order to find
more cost effective solutions. The question about if this DCC
is a viable planning alternative remains. Future work will
address this issue. Strictly speaking, the expansion problem
seen from the eyes of the DSO while following the European
directive has to consider every actor as a source of uncertainty.
Distribution grid clients do not communicate their future
decisions to the DSO and so forth, the DSO can only forecast
their behavior in order to expand the grid accordingly. The
DCC represents a reduction of that uncertainty. It also might
motivate the DER owner to invest in capacity at particular
locations of the grid. This way the generation and grid
expansion problems are being linked through a financial tool
which does not break the regulatory rules.
VIII. APPENDIX
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Abstract—Capacity remuneration mechanisms have been
originally oriented to ensure availability and continuity of supply
on the power generation pool. Equivalent generation-based
capacity mechanisms could be implemented to enhance and
prolong the usability of the distribution grid. In particular, such
capacity mechanisms would provide an alternative to traditional
expansion options leading to investment deferral. In this work, a
distribution capacity mechanism to fit within a distribution
network planning methodology will be proposed and discussed.
The capacity mechanism will be outlined following similar
guidelines as for the design of capacity mechanisms used in the
energy only market. The result of the design is a volume based
capacity auction for a capacity-constrained system, oriented to
both the active and the reactive power provision.
Keywords—Power system planning; capacity planning; power
distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION
The share of renewable energy sources (RES) within the
distribution grid has increased during the last years, and is
expected to continue growing towards the future. Despite the
economy of scale, bulked generation at transmission level have
been gradually substituted by smaller and more efficient
distributed generation (DG). This DG being located closer to the
consumers, or even on the consumer side of the metering device,
is expected to provide continuity of supply and reduce the
variability in the interface between the transmission and the
distribution system. The high penetration of RES may have a
negative impact on the performance of the distribution grid. For
instance, low consumption combined with favorable weather
conditions, which boost the wind and solar power production,
lead to overvoltages, and inverse flow grid overloads. The latter
operational conditions translate into a reduction of the hosting
capacity of the grid, which makes it difficult for the distribution
system operator (DSO) to upkeep with higher RES penetration
levels.

Additionally, the DSO’s remuneration in most countries is
impacted negatively. Capital and operational expenditures
(CAPEX and OPEX) increase due to DG/RES penetration.
Depending on the regulatory pledge being implemented, other
problems may arise. In a rate of return (ROR) based regulation,
the DSO lacks of incentive to promote efficiency, leading to
overinvestment. A performance-based regulation may lead to a
lack of investment. If a price cap applies, this jeopardizes
directly the DSO’s revenue.
The overall challenge for the DSO is to cope with high DG
penetration while maintaining the grid operating within agreed
quality of service (QoS) limits set by regulatory standards. The
DSO has to cope with the problem from a planning viewpoint.
Towards the future, a planning assessment can take into
consideration different technologies and strategies to solve
undesirable operational scenarios. The DSO can have access to
a set of tools containing traditional solutions such as grid
reinforcements, and other set of smart grid solutions such as
demand response (DR), dynamic line rating (DLR) and Energy
storage systems (ESS), among others. However, one possible
solution that has not been fully considered yet is the procurement
of capacity as a palliative that defers grid expansion. The DSO
can consider the implementation of capacity mechanisms as a
smart strategy that will allow it to exert control over existing
embedded DG and other sources of capacity. These capacity
mechanisms can also serve as a connective tissue within
stakeholders in the distribution grid: essentially, the consumers
associated with DR, the producers associated with DG and the
DSO associated with the grid. To the extent of the authors
knowledge, no methodologies so far have brought the capacity
mechanisms within the distribution network planning problem
(DNEP). The key idea of this paper is that the DSO can consider
the capacity provision within the planning along other traditional
and smart options when solving the DNEP problem.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the
state of the art, Section III explains the type of capacity
mechanism proposed here for planning purposes; Section IV
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explains the design elements of the capacity mechanism. Section
V defines the products traded in the auction, Section VI revisits
the inclusion of a capacity mechanism within the distribution
network planning problem, and finally Section VII presents the
conclusions of this work.

In this paper, the design of a capacity mechanism for both
active and reactive power, and its blending with DNEP is
pursued.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART

Under consideration of the current EU directive [15]
followed by most European regulators, an ownership
unbundling is required to remove possible conflicts of interest
and ensure the independence of network operation from
generation and supply activities. Due to this ownership
unbundling, the DSO is not allowed to own and control
embedded DERs in the grid, with an exemption for DSOs with
less than 100.000 customers, which is a common case in
Germany and Austria. Yet the DSO might resort to the
implementation of a market mechanism, bilateral agreement, or
contractual obligation, to trade grid capacity support services
with DG owners.
A capacity remuneration mechanism can follow equivalent
guidelines as those implemented in the energy-only market, but
with a different purpose: to enhance the grid capacity as
required by the DSO under critical scenarios in the future. For
grid planning purposes in a deregulated environment, the
capacity mechanism should fulfill the following basic
requirements:

The integration of DG into the DNEP has been proposed as
a joint planning problem where the sitting and sizing of DG is
solved along with the grid expansion. The ownership
unbundling is neglected in these methodologies since they
assume that the investment and operation costs come from the
DSO’s pocket. A comparison between traditional
reinforcements and the integration of distributed energy storage
is offered in [1]. A distribution system planning methodology
proposed in [2] considers existing and already planned DG as
to be dispatched by the DSO within a dynamic planning
approach. A DNEP model presented in [3] solves the joint
planning problem with DG as a non-wired option to be
considered along traditional network reinforcements. A joint
planning approach with focus on the reactive support from DG
under uncertainty is presented in [4].
Other works have set the path towards the utilization of
generation services at the distribution level. Distributed energy
storage systems (DESS) sitting and sizing considering loss
minimization and reactive power support is presented in [5]. An
optimal allocation procedure of DESS in active distribution
networks considering ancillary services is presented in [6].
Opposed to the traditional peak load planning, [7] presents
a planning method that aims to shave peak load through sitting
and sizing of DG. The presence of DG itself may be beneficial
to the grid; demand and production patterns may be so that
overloads are solved without intervention of the DSO. In this
sense, an assessment of the DG impact on distribution
investment deferral is presented in [8]. The impact of the DSO’s
preferences on the DG expansion, regarding the sitting and
sizing of DG, in order to achieve investment deferral is studied
in [9]. Also, the idea of capacity payments for units that can be
dispatched during hours that benefit the grid is also presented
in [9].
Distribution planning capacity mechanisms have been
designed to aid the DSO during planning stages. A contract for
deferral scheme (CDS) allows the DSO to contract capacity
from a portfolio of available DERs [10]. This mechanism
proposes a descending clock auction to award the capacity
service. Another mechanism is the reliability option for
distributed generation (RODG), that allows the DSO to convene
a single sided auction in areas with capacity shortage, letting
the DG within those areas to bid a firm capacity [11]. Both
proposals pursue the deferral of investment in traditional
reinforcements.
A bid structure to offer reactive power as an ancillary
service is presented in [12]. The latter is extended in [13] to the
design of a competitive market for reactive power services. A
competitive mechanism for the reactive power procurement
based on an annual capacity auction is presented in [14] .

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE CAPACITY MECHANISM

• It should be a mechanism invoked by the DSO since it is
responsible for the grid operation and planning, knowing also
when and where the capacity provision is required.
• The capacity provision should be open to competition and the
eligibility should be reserved to the DSO.
• The required capacity should be determined in attention to
operational problems found after the evaluation of forecasted
scenarios.
• A clearly defined technical prequalification.
• TSO/DSO interaction rules regarding the transmissiondistribution interface congestion.
• It should follow the market functioning rules.
• It should be structured in line with the present EU regulation.
The capacity mechanism presented in this work was inspired in
the formal definition of control variables as explained as
follows. A central dispatch can perform a sensitivity analysis to
determine the control variables to which a determined system
output function is more sensitive. This way, operational
violations can be corrected with minimum disturbance over
other system output functions that are dependent on the same
set of control variables. In a centralized dispatch, these control
variables can be identified as but not limited to: AVR set point,
speed-changer position in synchronous generators, firing angle
in HVDC systems, among others. The capacity mechanism
proposed here is a contrivance that allows the DSO to command
some control variables in a deregulated environment
characterized by ownership unbundling. For this matter, a
volume based, market-wide, centralized capacity auction is
proposed in this work. A review of the capacity remuneration
mechanisms found in [4] shows the different types of capacity
mechanisms and its characteristics. Fig. 1 shows the possible

models for capacity mechanisms [16], and expands the diagram
to detail the mechanism being designed in this paper.

Fig. 1. Types of Capacity Mechanisms.

IV. DESIGN ELEMENTS
In this section, the main design elements of a market
mechanism (auction) are identified. The outline presented here
follows the structure found in [16], where guidelines and
experiences of the design of capacity auctions used in the
American continent for the interaction of the generation with the
energy-only market are presented. The following sections are
the constituent parts of the design, but being implemented for a
capacity mechanism used for grid expansion purposes. The
physical boundaries of the capacity mechanism are defined by
the voltage control areas. The concept of voltage control area is
commonly used for transmission networks. This concept is still
valid for radial distribution networks, characterized by a voltage
control in cascade, and where both active and reactive power
flows are strongly linked to the voltage variations. Thus, the
DERs within such areas, if eligible, are entitled to participate in
the capacity auction.
A. The Buying Side.
The objective of the capacity mechanism is to solve system
adequacy problems. The stakeholder who benefits from this, i.e.
the buying side, is the DSO. The DSO is enforced by regulation
to provide grid access to clients while guaranteeing quality of
supply. Here it is assumed that the DSO executes both the
forecast and the auction. The auction is being looked after by the
regulator.
B. The Selling Side.
Both the regulator and DSO define the pre-qualification of
DER to participate in the service provision. A portfolio
comprised by DG, DESS, DR, and VAR compensation
systems, are candidates to provide active and reactive capacity
services. Both existing equipment and future investments that
will be in place at the lead-time of the auction are allowed to
participate, and technological conditions should be explicitly
established within the eligibility rules.

C. Lead Time
The post-auction settlement of the contract defines the start
of a time frame that ends when the service is supposed to come
into force. This lead-time is within one to three years ahead. For
the DSO, this amount of time coincides with the short-term leadtime for medium voltage (MV) distribution facilities planning.
D. Contract Duration and Critical Period.
The contract duration is associated with the period over
which the transaction has validity. A too small contract duration
will represent a small stream of remuneration to the selling side,
discouraging the capacity providers to bid. A too large contract
duration will tie the hands of the buying side, i.e. the DSO, who
will be subject to a higher risk and disbursement to accomplish
with future system variations. Therefore, it seems right to
choose a contract duration of the length of the smallest leadtime possible for distribution planning: one year. A contract
duration of one year allows the DSO to assess future adequacy
of the grid on a yearly basis. This scheme will permit the DSO
to correct possible deviations found during the lead-time, given
the improvement of the forecasts and the apparition of new
technologies or clients (other sources of uncertainty).
E. Penalties for non-compliance.
The DSO must penalize the non-fulfilment of contract
commitments. The penalty should be high enough to dissuade
bidders either from participating or failing to accomplish their
obligations if they are selected. At the same time, the penalty
should not be excessive in case of prolonged unavailability. To
address the latter, a correction factor or a penalty cap could be
implemented. The penalty can be of two types, implicit or
explicit. The implicit penalty is the cost that the agent must
cover to comply with the service, for instance, the procurement
of the equivalent capacity at market price. When designing the
capacity mechanism, the regulator can introduce an explicit
penalty in the form of an extra-fee for non-compliance of its
obligations. The explicit penalty is calculated according to a
predetermined formula. An explicit penalty is recommended to
discourage agents with reliable generation capacity from
participating in the auction.
V. PRODUCT DEFINITION
The purpose of the capacity provision mechanism presented in
this work is to allow the DSO to cope with the operational
problems associated with the inherent uncertainty brought by
RES, in future scenarios, during planning stages. Two types of
capacity provision are defined for such purpose: active and
reactive power capacity. The idea is that the DSO can
conveniently command the availability of firm active or reactive
power depending on the characterization of such future
scenarios. Reactive power support helps the DSO in keeping the
voltage profile, while active power support helps in controlling
feeder loading. The DSO can command both active and reactive
power support upwards and downwards. The command will
depend on the violations posed by the future operational
scenario. A scheme of the characterization of a capacity provider
providing active power capacity (a DG in this case) is presented
in Fig. 2. The capacity provider bids a capacity band for active
power, reactive power, or both. The capacity offer comes along

with an up-down regulation characteristic described in terms of
the variables under control of the DSO, namely ΔP+, ΔP-, ΔQ+,
ΔQ-. These variables are deviations commanded by the DSO
over the capacity provider production strategy. These commands
are oriented to resolve operational violations that otherwise
would require intensive investment (grid reinforcements).

commanded by the DSO as it happens for an ancillary services
dispatch [17]. On the DSO’s side, the planning considers a
forecast to characterize the provider’s behavior, and its offered
capacity band as a flexibility resource to cope with uncertainty
in future operation.
B. Characteristics of the products
The DSO can exert control within the capacity band during
operational stages. The capacity requirement (the overall size of
the band), the areas in need of capacity, and the providers, are
decided during planning stages through an auction-planning
process that considers the system state within the auction.

Fig. 2. Capacity Band of a DG.

The DSO can exert control over the DG in order to increase or
decrease the amount of available firm power injected to the grid.
The amount of change commanded by the DSO should not
violate the limits of the capacity band. On one hand, the capacity
provider offers a capacity band with an up-down characteristic
in regard of its own financial purposes and technical limitations.
On the other hand, the DSO uses the forecast to determine a
suitable capacity provider in terms of the up-down regulation
characteristic of such provider. From Fig. 1, the following
elements can be remarked: a) the colored lines around the central
value represents the scenarios of operation of the DG, which are
obtained from the DSO forecast. b) the capacity band offered
by the DG is within its own operational production limits Pmin
and Pmax. c) the up-down regulation characteristic, which
allows the DSO to determine if such DG is suitable to its
purposes in attention to the forecasted DG production. An
illustrative scenario where operational violations exist in a
feeder is depicted in Fig. 3. In it, a downstream node containing
a mix of production and consumption is a candidate node where
capacity providers could be of help in the elimination such
violations. In addition, Figure 3 shows the variables under
control of the DSO.
A. The products
The products to be traded are a capacity band for active
power and a capacity band for reactive power. This capacity
materializes in the lead-time as a firm power provided by the
awarded agents. Each product is divided into two components:
upward and downward power deviation. The amount of power
that can be increased (upward deviation) does not necessarily
match the amount of power that can be reduced (downward
deviation), i.e. the up-down regulation characteristic of the
capacity provider may not be symmetric. On the provider’s side,
the operation should consider a dispatch that allows the changes

Fig. 3. Variables under control of the DSO: ΔP+, ΔP-, ΔQ+, ΔQ-.

C. Pricing of the products
In principle, the capacity providers will bid at a certain price
they consider profitable and likely to grant them the capacity
contract. Nevertheless, the DSO can estimate a price reference
in order to have understanding of the market value of the
acquired capacity. For each product (active / reactive capacity),
a different price estimation procedure applies. A generator
providing reactive power may have to reduce its active power
production in order to comply with its thermal limit. In that
sense, the work presented in [12] characterizes the value of the
reactive power as a function of the revenue loss given that the
generator cannot participate with all its capacity in the market.
Regarding the characterization of the active power capacity
price, a sensitivity analysis has to be performed through the
solution of the optimization planning problem in order to obtain
the dual variables when the capacity is available at no cost.
Under the assumption that a capacity provider is simultaneously
participating in both an active and a reactive power capacity
auction, the impact that the natural liaison between active and
reactive power coming out from the same DG has on the
provider bid, is a liability to be entirely assumed by the provider
in order to comply with the contract.

VI. DNEP CONSIDERING CAPACITY MECHANISMS
The capacity mechanism should be embedded within a
planning algorithm. The distribution planning problem have
been extensively explained in [18-20]. Among those planning
methodologies, a classification of the methodologies relevant to
smart distribution planning have been presented in [21]. A
planning structure to fit a distribution capacity mechanism has
been presented in [22]. In such structure (see Fig. 4), the
capacity mechanism has been called the distribution capacity
contract (DCC). The purpose of embedding the auction within
a planning methodology is to select the capacity providers,
dispatch the capacity contracted within the capacity bands, and
optimize the system expansion and operation costs towards the
planning lead-time. Due to the computational complexity of the
DNEP, a mixed integer linear model (MILP) of the problem
may improve solvability and tractability. Conic optimization
has proven to be suitable to solve grid related optimization
problems since load flow equations can be reformulated so that
the problem becomes convex. A planning methodology based
on conic modeling [23], where the quadratic equations are
linearized to build up the MILP model, has been chosen here as
a suitable candidate to include the capacity mechanism.
A. Formulation of the DNEP with Capacity Mechanisms
The capacity mechanism is composed by the bid and the
variables under the control of the DSO. A capacity band and a
price offer compose the provider bid. A provider awarded with
a capacity contract becomes a cost for the DSO. All the bids
should be included in the cost function to be minimized by the
DNEP. The variables under control of the DSO i.e. ΔP+, ΔP-,
ΔQ+, ΔQ-, are continuous decision variables that impact the
current operational scenario studied, hence, they are considered
within the load flow balance equations among the constraints of
the DNEP. Additional binary variables should be added to the
optimization problem in order the enable the algorithm to award
the capacity contracts. The decision variables ΔP+, ΔP-, ΔQ+,
ΔQ-, require additional constraints to limit the amount of
change in order not to violate the boundaries of the capacity
band. The aforementioned additions do not modify the
optimization problem type so it remains a MILP problem, but
increases the problem size by adding 5|Ωc| binary variables, and
4|Ωc| restrictions, with Ωc being the set of all capacity contracts
being considered.
B. About the Auction
The DSO can execute multiple auctions. Each auction is
oriented to address planning issues within different control
areas. DERs within those areas are allowed to bid for their own
areas only. The planning methodology embeds the auction in
order to consider a broader set of restrictions associated with
the grid operation. In the absence of grid restrictions, the
auction would become a single sided auction to satisfy a certain
capacity requirement and the product should be defined
differently.
Every participant is free to decide which type of service it
would like to provide, for instance, it could be only active
power capacity, with an upward only regulation characteristic.
Hence, several combinations of types of capacity bands and

regulation characteristics might be offered by the participants.
Table I shows some examples of capacity providers and their
offered regulation characteristics: a virtual power plant (VPP),
a wind power park (WP), DG, an energy storage system (ESS),
DR from an aggregator, a photovoltaic power park (PV), and
electric vehicles (EV).

Fig. 4. Planning structure embedding the capacity mechanism [22].

TABLE I: CAPACITY PROVIDERS AND THEIR REGULATION
CHARACTERISTICS
Source
VPP
WP
DG
ESS
DR
PV
EV

ΔP+
●

ΔP●
●

●

ΔQ+
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

ΔQ●
●
●
●

Capacity Band
(ΔP+ + ΔP-) & (ΔQ+ + ΔQ-)
(ΔP-) & (ΔQ-)
(ΔP+ ) & (ΔQ+ + ΔQ-)
(ΔQ+ + ΔQ-)
(ΔP-)
(ΔP+) & (ΔQ+)
(ΔP+ + ΔP-)

C. About the Variables under Control of the DSO
Although the product offered is a capacity band, the interest
of the DSO is to re-dispatch the available resources through
ΔP+, ΔP-, ΔQ+, ΔQ-. The latter is the reason why the product
offered comes along with the so called regulation characteristic.
This regulation characteristic is the ability to deviate the
injected or absorbed power in nodes where the DERs are
located. The goodness of an offer is not only determined by the
size of the capacity band, the location of the DER, or the price
offered, but also by the regulation characteristic that enables the
planning algorithm to find a suitable candidate to solve the
operational violations. It is important to remark that there is no
exchange of information between the DG owner and the DSO,
so the latter does not know the production strategy of the DG
owner. During planning, the best the DSO can do in order to get
an idea of the DG production strategy, is to forecast its
behavior. During operation, the DSO can count on modifying
the DG owner production strategy according to the agreed
regulation characteristic. The idea behind the DSO acquiring a
capacity band is that it will add flexibility during operation
given that the realization of uncertainties will influence the grid
operational state. The DSO should be able to sort out
undesirable through the correction of the DG dispatch. The
following relationships are accounted for the regulation
characteristic of a particular provider as a function of the
variables under control of the DSO:

[5]

∆
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+∆

+∆

=
∆
∆

≤∆
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∙
∙

=
∆
∆

≤∆
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∙
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[8]

and
are the binary decision variables by which the
where
planning algorithm awards the capacity contract.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Several factors affect the operation and planning of the
distribution grid under the presence of RES. The uncertainty
brought by these intermittent sources makes it difficult for the
DSO to forecast the future and to adapt the grid accordingly.
The unbundling set by the regulation forbids the DSO to own
and control the DERs, which could be of help when dealing
with such uncertainty during operation. However, the capacity
mechanism creates a communication channel between the DSO
and the embedded DERs that allows it to exert control when and
where needed, avoiding overinvestment and promoting
efficiency. The ability of the DSO to include such capacity
mechanisms within the DNEP is a step further towards the
flexibility required in order to guarantee continuity of supply,
QoS, while obtaining cost-effective plans for the distribution
company. The inclusion of the capacity mechanism within the
DNEP can provide combinations of smart and traditional
solutions whose combined effect have not been studied yet in
the available literature. The capacity mechanism design
presented in this paper differentiates between the product traded
and the actual way of using the product. This differentiation has
several benefits: it simplifies the bidding process within the
planning algorithm by reducing the number of binary variables,
the DSO gets the flexibility needed to cope with uncertainty in
planning and operation, and the awarded provider gets paid for
the entire block of capacity transferred under control of the
DSO even when it may not be required.
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Abstract—Capacity mechanisms have been used to solve adequacy problems in the energy market. These capacity mechanisms can be used for other purposes such as providing
grid capacity services. Driven by the necessity of finding nonwired flexible grid tools to solve the grid expansion problem,
and furthermore, solutions involving the ongoing penetration of
distributed energy resources (DERs) at the distribution level, this
paper proposes the design and implementation of a distribution
capacity mechanism (DCM). The design of the capacity mechanism has been conceived considering its integration within the
distribution network expansion problem (DNEP). Through the
DCM, distribution capacity contracts are granted to capacity
providers through an auction that is cleared within a grid planning optimization formulation. The results obtained show that
the mechanism proposed helps the distribution system operator
(DSO) to resolve future congestions and voltage problems that
otherwise would have required intensive investment in traditional
reinforcements. The DCM reduces both the expansion costs for
the planning horizon by deferring investment and the distribution
system operational costs concerning energy losses and operation
of substations.
Index Terms—Power distribution, power system planning,
capacity planning.
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Parameters
(w)max
∆P/Q(+/−) Maximum active/reactive power up(+)/down(-)
deviation of the capacity provider w.
Ωr
Set of all routes ij where i is the receiving node.
Ωs
Set of all routes ij where i is the sending node.
Ωnc
Set of candidate nodes to install static compensation.
Ωnn
Set of all nodes.
Ωtr
Set of node pairs ij for the substations transformers, with j as the substation node.
Ωts
Set of node pairs ij for the substations transformers, with i as the substation node.
Ωw
Set of candidate nodes to contract capacity
provision.
φl
Loss factor of lines.
φS
Utilization factor of substations.
(m)
Cost of the static compensator type m.
ψC
(k)
Cost per unit length of the conductor type k.
ψL
(+/−)
Price of active/reactive power up(+)/down(-)
ρP/Q
regulation.
(w)
(w)
Active/Reactive power offer price of the caρp /ρq
pacity provider w.
τl
Interest rate for the cost of power losses.
τS
Interest rate for the substation operation cost.
(m)
Susceptance of the capacitor bank type m.
bc
Cl
Cost of losses.
CSSi
Operation cost of the substation located at the
node i.
(k,t) (k,t)
gij /bij
Series conductance/susceptance of the conductor type k or the transformer type t between the
nodes ij.
max
(k,t)
Maximum current allowed through the line with
Iij
conductor type k or the transformer type t,
installed between the nodes ij.
KC
Capital recovery factor applied to static compensation construction investment.
KL
Capital recovery factor applied to line construction investment.
KT
Capital recovery factor applied to transformer
construction investment.
lij
Length of the route ij.
PDi /QDi
Active/Reactive power demand at the node i.
PGi /QGi
Active/Reactive generated power at the node i.
V min/max
Minimum/Maximum allowed system voltage
magnitude.
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Time duration of the scenario evaluated, expressed as a percentage of a year.
Total number of nodes.
Total number of substation nodes.
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Variables
(k)
αij
(m)

βi
∆

(w)
(+/−)

Pi /Qi

(t)

γij

PSi /QSi
(k,t)

Rij

(k,t)

/Tij

(w)

up/q(+/−)
(w)

up/q

(k,t)

Xi(ij)
(m)

Xii
xij
r
zij

Binary variable used to select the conductor
type k for the line to be installed on the route
ij.
Binary variable used to select the static compensator type m to be installed at the node i.
Active/Reactive power up(+)/down(-) deviation
of the capacity provider w at the node i.
Binary variable used to select the transformer
type t to be installed between the nodes ij.
Active/Reactive power injected at the substation
node i.
Conic variables. Real/Imaginary component of
the ij entry of the Hermitian matrix corresponding to a conductor type k or a transformer type
t installed between the nodes ij.
Binary variable used to select the active/reactive
power up(+)/down(-) deviation from the capacity provider w.
Binary variable used to select the active/reactive
power capacity provider w.
Value of the ii entry of the Hermitian matrix
corresponding to a conductor type k or a transformer type t installed between the nodes ij.
Value of the ii entry of the Hermitian matrix
corresponding to a static compensator type m
installed at the node i.
Binary variable which takes the value of 1 if a
line has been installed on the route ij.
Auxiliary variable for the spanning tree formulation.
I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE increasing penetration of distributed energy resources
(DERs) presents challenges at different levels of the
electrical infrastructure. At the market operation level, it exacerbates the missing money problem, which consequently displaces the flexible power producers [1]. At the grid operation
level, DERs could have negative impacts on the performance
of the distribution network due to uncertainties from renewable production. Possible negative impacts are over-voltages,
overloading, reverse power flows, and power quality problems
[2]. Both the grid and the market are as well affected by the
added uncertainties during operation and planning stages, due
to the stochastic nature of renewable resources production. At
the market level, the problem has been tackled through the
use of capacity mechanisms that allows the system operator
to solve the scarcity problem; they promote the permanence
and appearance of flexible generation needed to maintain
the system’s balance affected by the variability of renewable
resources. At the grid level, the distribution system operator
(DSO) attempts to solve the grid problems from a planning

perspective aided by traditional reinforcements and smart grid
technologies and strategies [3].
Electricity distribution is a natural monopoly and is regulated in terms of pricing and performance. In liberalized electricity systems, the focus on promoting efficiency has led to the
implementation of an incentive-based regulation that sets caps
either on services’ price or on the DSO’s revenue. The DSO
attempts to minimize costs to ensure a proper remuneration
level that does not endanger the system’s performance. Another regulatory aspect that applies over the DSOs of the EU
member states is the unbundling of production, transmission,
distribution, and retailing activities within vertically integrated
electric companies [4]. This unbundling refrains the DSOs
from owning and controlling DERs embedded within the grid.
The critical challenge is to enhance DSOs’ ability to integrate
DERs efficiently while avoiding the negative impact on the
quality of service [5], including the provision of flexibility
services without conflicting with other regulatory goals.
The idea of capacity mechanisms which is used to solve
the energy market problems could be employed to translate
production or consumption from DERs into grid capacity to
aid the DSO to cope with grid performance problems. If
proper coordination during the planning stages is achieved
between DERs and the DSO, the capacity mechanism will
help overcome regulatory limitations without failing to comply
with current unbundling rules. Such coordination can be
achieved through the design of the capacity mechanism and
its contracting form. The DSO is the final responsible entity
for the system’s performance and for that reason the capacity
mechanism becomes of interest to it. Previous works have
outlined the design of capacity mechanisms that provide an
investment alternative that defers traditional reinforcements at
the distribution level. These market-oriented approaches are
the reliability options for distributed generation (RODG) [6]
and the contracts for deferral scheme (CDS) [7]. However,
there is still a need for a capacity mechanism design that
facilitates the integration between these forms of capacity
provision and the distribution network expansion problem
(DNEP). The DNEP pursues to expand the distribution grid
and adapt it to cope with foreseeable future changes of load
and production that may happen in a specific lead time. The
expansion plan should allow the grid to perform without
violations of its operational limits. Typically, voltages across
the feeder segments and the feeder’s loading level are the
primary indicators used to assess the feasibility of a planning
solution. The DSO needs to simultaneously address both
the grid voltage support and the feeder dimensioning during
planning stages. The capacity mechanism can be shaped to
satisfy both needs.
The present work introduces a capacity mechanism design
for grid planning purposes and develops the mathematical
model to merge it within the DNEP. The proposed capacity
mechanism design is intended to provide both active and
reactive power capacity. The contract design enables the DSO
to deviate capacity upwards and downwards according to its
needs. The purpose of this work is to provide a planning
framework that incentivizes the DSOs to procure flexibility
services from DERs in order to improve the operation and
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development efficiency of the distribution network, as stated
in the latest modification proposal of the directive of the
European Parliament and the Council on common rules for the
internal market in electricity [4]. Additionally, the impact of
the proposed capacity mechanism on the DNEP outcome, with
focus on the deferral of investment in distribution equipment
and reinforcements, is shown. The cost-effectiveness of the
proposed capacity mechanism is measured by comparing the
planning costs for selected case studies, before and after
implementing the capacity mechanism. Sensitivity analysis are
performed in order to study the performance of the planning
solution further when considering capacity mechanisms. The
planning solutions are obtained from a DNEP computational
implementation based on a conic planning algorithm as developed in [8] and modified to embed the capacity mechanism
model.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II outlines the design of the distribution capacity mechanism;
Section III presents the formulation of the DNEP considering
the distribution capacity mechanism; Section IV describes two
selected planning case studies. Section V presents selected
results and analysis of relevant case studies. Finally, the
conclusions of this work are shown in Section VI.
II. D ISTRIBUTION C APACITY M ECHANISM
The DCM is a forward-local market mechanism for procurement of active and reactive power capacity flexibility
services. The mechanism acts as a planning resource that
allows the DSO to integrate DERs in different forms such as
distributed generation (DG), storage, demand response (DR),
and other hidden sources of capacity within the expansion plan
of the network. The expected overall impact of the DCM is to
reduce the need of traditional intensive investment solutions.
Additionally, this mechanism allows the DSO to rely on DERs’
firm capacity without breaking the regulatory unbundling
rules. Unlike the balancing or the ancillary service markets, the
DCM is not the last market on which energy can be traded;
the former try to solve problems in the short-term, whereas
the latter tries to solve long-term problems. The use of DG for
grid capacity provision purposes was introduced in [6] and it is
named reliability options for distributed generation (RODG).
In the RODG, a firm capacity provision is achieved through
a reliability option-type capacity market design. The design
considers a contract that is granted through a yearly singlesided auction. The contract also considers that the providers
are subject to penalties if failing to comply once the contract
is enforced in the lead time. Other sources of capacity such as
storage and DR are considered within a portfolio of capacity
provision in a market-oriented approach termed as contract
for deferral scheme (CDS) [7]. In a CDS, the contract for
firm capacity provision is granted through a descending clock
auction. If the providers fail to comply when they are being
called upon by the DSO, they are subjected to a penalty that
is administratively set. A cap over the total annual penalties
might be needed to avoid unquantifiable risks to the investors.
These two capacity mechanism designs are not explicitly
intended to be integrated within the distribution network
expansion planning problem. Along these lines, reference [9]

introduced the idea of a distribution capacity contract that can
be granted through an auction that is cleared within the DNEP.
This idea was later shaped into a design of a capacity market
mechanism for planning purposes in [10], where the DSO can
command firm active and reactive power capacity required
during operation within a capacity band contracted with the
provider. Once the planning lead time is reached, the DCM
allows the DSO to exert control over the enrolled capacity
providers to adjust the system to the realization of uncertainties
from production and consumption and to maintain the system’s
state within limits during operation.
The DSO can obtain voltage support through different
methods: a mandatory reactive power service based on keeping DGs production within a lead-lag power factor range,
static/dynamic compensation systems, and transformers’ taps;
the last two methods are typically owned and operated by
the distribution company. With the implementation of the
DCM, the DSO can exert control over reactive power resources located at the DGs that traditionally it would not
have access to. Under the DCM framework, both active and
reactive power capacity can be tapped from the same provider
under the same auction process to address future planning
issues simultaneously. The DNEP optimization formulation
does not discriminate the nature of the problem as it would
naturally happen with the installation conductors with a larger
diameter that can be selected to either address voltage drop or
overload issues. The present work takes a step forward towards
formulating and testing the DCM within the DNEP context.
The design elements of the DCM are explained in [10] and
specific features relevant to its integration with the DNEP are
detailed in the following sub-sections.
A. Auction Type
The DCM is a volume based centralized capacity auction
run by the DSO. A pay-as-bid (PAB) auction type has been
chosen for the DCM to facilitate its integration within the
DNEP. Also, a PAB auction mimics the billing procedure of
ancillary services already in place among EU member states
[11]. Other auction types can be used for the DCM; the
interest of this work is to assess the impact of the capacity
resource rather than evaluating the benefit of an auction type
over another. Being aware of the effect the auction type may
have in its practical implementation, a discussion about the
advantages and disadvantages of using a PAB auction over a
uniform clearing price auction is offered in [12]. According to
the revenue equivalence theorem [13], under the assumptions
that the service providers are risk neutral and that there is
perfect competition, the expected cost to the buyer will be the
same regardless of the chosen auction type.
B. Lead Time, Contract Duration and Critical Period
According to [1], if there is no preference towards a
particular technology due to strategic goals, the lead time to
enforce the contract should ensure that the different forms
of capacity willing to participate will have enough time for
their installation. Nevertheless, the DSO must comply with
its planning objectives. Thus, the providers will be naturally
filtered according to the planning lead time (1 up to 6
years for distribution assets [14]) and the planner’s interest
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in a particular technology. The capacity mechanism creates
a steady stream of revenues that hedges generators against
the spot market fluctuations and inherent regulatory risks. The
contract duration is a measure of stability to new investors. and
is linked to the capital intensity of the generation technology.
More intensive investments in capacity require more extended
contracts duration to mitigate the risk.
The DSO might need to define critical periods of scarcity
or dangerous operational conditions; otherwise, capacity
providers face much more uncertainty. During this period
the providers are enforced to respond to the DSOs capacity
requests.
C. Products of the Capacity Mechanism
Active and reactive power capacity are the two products
considered in the DCM. These two products are intended to
provide congestion management and voltage support, respectively. However, the distribution system is dominated by a
small X/R ratio compared to the transmission grid, therefore,
both types of capacity provision could be used indistinctively
to address congestion management and voltage support. Then,
each capacity product is offered independently and is allowed
to compete in order to solve the same grid problem. The
products offered, either active or reactive power capacity, are
constituted by the regulation characteristic, a non-symmetrical
capacity band around the forecasted real time dispatch (RTD)
of the DER, an offer price for the total band size, and
the required technical specifications to evaluate eligibility.
Awareness should be made around the fact that the DER does
not exchange information of its production strategy with the
DSO within the offer. This way, both the DSO and the DER
comply with regulatory unbundling.
D. Regulating Characteristic and Capacity Band Size
The regulating characteristic of a capacity provider is defined by its ability to allow the DSO to deviate its production
from the RTD once the contract is enforced in the lead time.
The regulating
characteristic is composed by the deviation
max
limits ∆(w)
. The size of the capacity band is the sum of
P/Q(+/−)
the maximum deviation upwards and the maximum deviation
downwards. During operation, the DSO controls a set variables
(w)
∆P/Q(+/−) , through which it can adjust the firm capacity to
comply with the operational limits.
E. Pricing of the Products
In the auction process of the DCM, the DSO accepts
offers from different qualified capacity sources. The offer
from each potential provider contains the size of the capacity
band, the regulating characteristic, and the offer price. The
minimum expected offer price from a participant should cover
the annualized capital cost per unit of capacity; similar to a
feed-in-tariff paid to promote renewable production. This tariff
is paid according to the capacity band size and only during
the time that such band is made available to the DSO. As a
reference, Belgium implements a similar scheme to remunerate
voltage control [11]. Also, the US Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) approves the use of a compensation
methodology where the revenue requirements of a provider
are allocated according to the generating unit components

needed to provide either active or reactive power ancillary
services [15]. This form of determining the offer price allows
other resources different from generating units to value their
capacity. For instance, a load aggregator would require to
invest in demand-side management (DSM) infrastructure to
be able to tap capacity from demand response [16]. Once
the capacity has been procured, the contract is enforced in
the lead time. If needed, the DSO could adjust the capacity
during operation by using the control variables of the DCM.
A payment proportional to such adjustment is made to the
capacity provider. On the active power side, this payment is
at least equivalent to the opportunity cost of participating in
the energy market but with the benefit of presenting a smaller
business risk. Some providers may lose certain market revenue
due to the need to reserve the capacity just in case. On the
reactive power side, this payment is oriented to compensate the
providers for a possible loss of remuneration due to an active
power output reduction that could have been committed to
the energy market, as it happens to be in some remuneration
schemes for voltage support services [17],[18]. To the DSO,
paying for these capacity services can be considered as an alternative to paying for balancing and voltage support services.
For this reason, available cost values from balancing markets
and ancillary services will be used as reference prices to set the
deviation cost of the DCM within the planning methodology
presented in Section III.
F. Eligibility
The DCM serves as a financial incentive for new investors
willing to integrate DERs into the distribution grid. The
providers can be selected among existing and planned DERs.
In spite of the technology of the capacity provider, intermittent
renewable resources represent a higher risk to the DSO since
they are bound to fail to comply given the stochastic nature
of its production. The DCM represents an incentive to the installation of storage facilities or flexible generation to balance
renewable production. The DSO might have to differentiate
between areas dominated by production and areas dominated
by consumption in order to adjust the eligibility rules. Additionally, penalties need to be set for unfitted producers to
refrain them from participating in auctions. Different standards
of penalization may need to be defined for wind and solar
power to allow them to participate in the capacity provision
[7].
III. DNEP C ONSIDERING C APACITY M ECHANISMS
The DNEP pursues to minimize the capital and operational
expenditures of an expansion plan that satisfies the system’s
technical constraints in the lead time. In its purest form, the
distribution system expansion plan consists of the siting and
sizing of substations, the selection of the line routes and their
conductor types; it also may consider the siting and sizing
of static compensation. This paper aims to demonstrate the
performance of the DCM within a planning formulation. A
second-order conic optimization formulation has been selected
to test the DCM. A DNEP model in [8] develops a singlecircuit formulation that uses the conic load flow [19] to
transform the problem into a convex program and a disjunctive
formulation [20] for eliminating the product of binary and
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continuous variables. This model will be modified here to
admit siting and sizing of static compensation and the active
and reactive power parts of the DCM. The purpose of the inclusion of static compensation is to determine its convenience
compared to the reactive power capacity contracts.
A. Objective Function
The objective function consists of the discounted value for a
year of the planning horizon of the acquisition and installation
cost of lines, substation transformers, static compensation, and
also the DCM provision, cost of energy losses, and the cost
of operation of substations:
K
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Once a conductor type, transformer type, or static compensator has been selected, (17) through (19) will force the
diagonal variables of the hermitian matrix to match a common
value of kVi k2 . This way, regardless of the m, k, or t selection,
(m)
(k)
(t)
Xii , Xi(ij) , and Xi(ij) will have the same value in the
solution.
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The reactive power injected by the static compensation is
expressed in terms of the compensator susceptance as follows:
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When a certain conductor type k or a transformer type t
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is not selected (αij = 0 or γij = 0), constraints (10) to
(15) will force the conic variables and their corresponding
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diagonal value of the hermitian matrix Xi(ij) to vanish.
Similarly, constraint (16) shows that when a capacitor bank
(m)
is not selected, Xii will vanish.
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The corresponding active and reactive power flows through
the line ij with a conductor type k or through a transformer
type t, are written in terms of the conic variables:
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B. Active and Reactive Power Nodal Balances
The nodal balances are impacted by the capacity provision
commanded by the DSO. In this algorithm the capacity
contract allows the DSO to modify the net injected power
through the control variables ∆(w)
as follows:
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C. Maximum Current
The current through the line ij with a conductor type k or
a transformer type t between the nodes ij, cannot exceed the
operational
current
limit:
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E. Binary Constraints
For the case of a line for which a conductor type has
already been installed, constraint (21) can be used to keep or
change such conductor type. If the conductor already exists,
the corresponding binary variable must be fixed to 1 in order
to keep such conductor. If the conductor is to be replaced,
the variable must be left free and the inequality needs to be
changed to an equality; this way, the existing line will not be
decommissioned:
K
X
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(k)

(21)

Only one transformer type can be installed, and the existent
transformer type can be upgraded:
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Only one capacitor type can be installed at a node. The
capacitor type m could be defined as an integer multiple m of
a specific capacitor unit or as a completely different capacitor
bank:
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This case study has been specifically tailored to attain
tractability over the planning solution and to demonstrate the
behavior of the DCM merged within the DNEP. For this purpose, six scenarios have been devised. The scenarios combine
the use of a particular planning resource, i.e., conductor selection k, static compensation m, or capacity providers w. Across
the scenarios, the operational costs are either considered or
disregarded when solving the DNEP to assess their impact on
the planning solution. The data and complementary results of
the case study are available in [16]. Table I shows a summary
of the scenarios conidered. A sensitivity analysis of planning
costs for the scenario S5 for three different parameters will
be studied. The sensitivity parameters under consideration are
DERs production, planning scenario duration, and the overall
grid length.
TABLE I
S CENARIOS FOR C ASE S TUDY 1.

Scenario
S0
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

k
X
X
X
X
X
X

w
X
X

m
X
X
-

CT LL & CT SS
X
X
X

B. Case Study 2: EC-117 Node Test Case
This case study has two purposes, to demonstrate the
scalability of the methodology with a larger grid, and to study
the combination of all the planning resources simultaneously.
The case study has been divided into two scenarios, one
scenario that considers only conductor type selection, and the
other scenario that includes the capacity mechanism and the
static compensation resource. This case study corresponds to
a MV network found in [22]. Complementary data and results
can be found in [16]. For both case studies, Cl = 50 e/MWh
[23], and CSSi = 1 e/MVA2 h [24] have been used.
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· γij
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· βi
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A. Case study 1: Scenarios Results

) · u(w)
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) · u(w)
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Table II shows that for S0 and S1 the investment in
conductors and transformers is the greatest among all studied
scenarios. It can be verified that with the smallest conductor
size available, the lines are overloaded and the voltages across
the feeder are below the minimum allowed during operation.
The algorithm has upgraded the rating of the transformer and
the conductors to resolve both operational violations.
Impact of the operational costs in the planning solution:
Table II shows that compared to S2 , the optimal solution
for S3 shows an increase of the investment in conductors
and static compensation as well. The annualized costs of the
energy losses and the operation of the substation have proven
to weigh on the overall planning cost as it can be seen in
Table II, where the substation operation cost for the scenario
S3 comprises 55% of the total planning cost.
Impact of static compensation in the planning solution:
Table II shows a solution for the scenario S2 where less
investment in conductors is found. The static compensation
contributes to both the voltage drop and the overload since
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H. Spanning Tree Radiality Constraints [21]
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B. Case Study 1: Scenario S5 Sensitivity Analysis
DER production / penetration: Figure 1 depicts the relationship between the DERs penetration level and the total
planning costs. To simulate the penetration of DERs, the active
power production at selected locations is linearly increased
to mimic scenarios running from low production to high
production. The production is being increased by the same
amount of PG at a constant power factor. It can be seen from
this sensitivity that when the power dispatch of the DERs is at
close range to the consumption level in the nearby areas, the
DSO does not need to contract capacity. The cost of energy
losses and the substation operation cost exhibit a U-shaped
trajectory within such range. On the contrary, for extreme
scenarios of low and high DERs penetration level, the DCM
becomes a valuable resource to the DSO’s planning.
Scenario Duration: Figure 2 depicts the relationship between the estimated number of hours per year (given in
percentage) that the planning scenario is expected to last and
the planning costs. This scenario duration is being increased
from 1% up to 100% of the year. Over a certain number of
hours for the scenario duration (near 30% of the year), the cost
of implementing the DCM surpasses the value of investing in
a permanent solution as it is changing the size of the feeder
conductors. The latter means that the DCM is a viable solution
to sporadic short-run conditions that otherwise would take
considerable investment to be solved or would carry costly
consequences if ignored.
Overall grid Length: Figure 3 depicts the relationship between the grid length and the planning costs. The total grid
length has been increased by a scaling factor that goes from
10% of the actual length up to 300%. This Figure shows
that the DSO intensifies the use of the DCM as the distance
between the nodes and to the substation increases. Then,
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Fig. 1. Case study 1: scenario S5 sensitivity analysis: DERs penetration.
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TABLE II
10 N ODE C ASE : D ETAILED P LANNING C OSTS (e) PER S CENARIO
Zobj
1580453.12
679113.60
416109.72
1205854.72
432353.37
874235.95
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it reduces the feeder’s current magnitude. By considering
static compensation among the planning resources, the total
planning cost has been reduced by 39% compared to S1 .
Impact of capacity contracts: Table II shows that scenarios
S4 and S5 have deferred the investment in conductors in
comparison to S1 and S3 respectively. The planning cost of
the scenario s5 has been reduced by 28% compared to S3
and by 45% compared to S0 . The reduction obtained from S4
compared to S1 is of 36%. The scenarios involving capacity
contracts exhibit the highest reduction in the total planning
cost.
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Fig. 2. Case study 1: scenario S5 sensitivity analysis: scenario duration.

rural grids are candidates to implement the DCM. For this
sensitivity, the limits of the capacity band of the provider have
been relaxed to allow the algorithm to find solutions to more
restrictive grid conditions.
C. Case Study 2: Scenarios Results
In this case study, due to the aid of static compensation,
the DSO achieves a 38% reduction of the total planning cost.
It can be seen in Table III that the DCM has been the main
contributor to the operational cost reduction as a consequence
of the investment in active power capacity that the DSO has
contracted. The CT LL was reduced by 60%, and the CT SS
was reduced by 70%. The result of this case study is that
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the DSO to defer investment in traditional reinforcements, and
also to reduce operational costs that weigh considerably over
the total planning cost and hence over the DSO’s decisions.
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the DCM provided investment deferral and operational cost
reduction.
TABLE III
EC-117 N ODE : D ETAILED P LANNING C OSTS (e) PER S CENARIO
S1
S2

Zobj
3523013.95
2192716.51

CTLI
934609.28
885891.33
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0.00
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0.00
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S1
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CTCQ
0.00
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CTLL
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34149.50

CTSS
2504515.07
751549.78

VI. C ONCLUSION
This work has been motivated by the technical and financial
challenges faced by the DSOs to integrate an increasing penetration of DERs without conflicting with existing regulatory
provisions. With an effort to address such challenges this
work has proposed a distribution planning oriented capacity
mechanism to enable operational flexibility in the lead time.
Additionally, for the distribution capacity mechanism (DCM),
an initial market design has been devised, and its mathematical model has been developed. Finally, the DCM has
been implemented within the distribution network expansion
planning problem. The effectiveness of the DCM was tested
in two case studies. The first, a ten node tailored test case,
was used to assess the performance of the DCM compared to
using only traditional reinforcements, and its impact on the
operational costs. For the same case, a sensitivity analysis of
the cost function with respect to three different parameters was
performed. This sensitivity analysis showed that the DCM is a
valuable planning tool to the DSO in the solution of sporadic
grid operational violations. It also showed the DCM could
be of significant interest for distribution systems with rural
characteristics, and networks with either very high or shallow
penetration of non-coincident DER production. The second
case study, a typical European medium voltage rural network,
was used to test the DCM under near-real conditions. The
numerical results showed the efficacy of the DCM in helping
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